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ABSTRACT
Immigration to the United States has increased significantly over the past three decades. As a
result, immigrants now constitute about 12% of the total U.S. population. In the same way, the
population of children in immigrant families in the United States (including immigrant children
and U.S.-born children of adult immigrants) has also increased considerably. The proportion of
children residing in a home with at least one foreign-born parent rose from 12.1% in 1990 to
18.1% in 2000 and 22% in 2007. Yet, the health and health behaviors of this fast-growing
population of children in immigrant families remain insufficiently understood. Additional
research is needed to adequately understand the psychological, physical, and emotional needs of
children in immigrant families, identify the barriers to resources that they experience, and
examine the underlying mechanisms through which various aspects of immigrant integration
affect the physical and psychological well-being of immigrant children. This dissertation focuses
on adolescents with one or more immigrant parents.

The thesis consists of three studies that examine the disparities in physical and mental health
status and health care access and utilization between adolescents and young adults in immigrant
and non-immigrant families. In the first study, I examine the differences in the trajectories of selfreported physical health from age 12 to 32 among non-Hispanic Whites, non-Hispanic Blacks,
Asians, and Hispanics in immigrant and non-immigrant families. Further, I assess the effect of
assimilation on the self-reported health trajectories of adolescents and young adults age 12 to 32
with immigrant or non-immigrant parents from the four racial/ethnic backgrounds mentioned.
The second study determines whether the trends in the receipt of routine physical exams from age
12 to 32 differ for those in immigrant and non-immigrant families. Also, the role of factors
associated with health care access and utilization on the trajectories of routine physical
examination is evaluated. Finally, the third study examines the immigrant generational
differences in depressive symptoms among adolescents and notes how person, family, and
neighborhood factors explain the association between depressive symptoms and generational
status. In all the three studies, I analyze the National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health
(Add Health) data using hierarchical or multilevel modeling techniques.
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The results of the first study are that an advantage in the trajectory of self-reported health exists
for those in immigrant families from age 12 to 32 regardless of race/ethnicity and adjusting for
socioeconomic characteristics, demographic factors, acculturation, and spatial assimilation does
not fully explain the health advantage.

The second study results show immigrant families are less likely to receive timely routine
physical exams between the ages of 12 and 22 compared to those in non-immigrant families.
However, from age 23 to 32 those in immigrant families are more likely to receive routine
physical exam compared to those in non-immigrant families among Blacks, Asians, and
Hispanics. High income, health insurance, having a usual source of health care, and a high
parental education enhance the probability of routine physical exam over time.

In the third study, first generation adolescents report higher average depressive symptoms than
third generation adolescents while second generation adolescents do not differ significantly from
third generation adolescents regarding average depressive symptoms reported. Also, greater
proportions of first and second generation adolescents reside in neighborhoods characterized by
high concentrated disadvantage, high immigrant concentration, and low residential stability.
Results from the third study also indicate that person and family factors account for generation
differences in depressive symptoms while neighborhood factors contribute substantially to
racial/ethnic disparities in depressive symptoms among adolescents.

Taken as a whole, the three studies in the dissertation have added to the existing knowledge on
the health status and health care access and utilization of adolescents and young adults in
immigrant families as well as the role of person, family, and neighborhood factors in shaping
these health outcomes using a nationally representative longitudinal data set and multi-level
modeling approaches.
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CHAPTER ONE
Introduction
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I. Overview and Research Questions
Immigration to the United States has increased considerably over the past three decades (Singh,
Yu, Siahpush, & Kogan, 2008), and as a result, immigrants now constitute about 12% of the total
U.S. population (Larsen, 2003; Singh & Miller, 2004; Singh, et al., 2008). Similarly, the
immigrant child population in the United States (including immigrant children and U.S.-born
children of adult immigrants) has increased substantially. The proportion of children residing in a
home with at least one foreign-born parent rose from 12.1% in 1990 to 18.1% in 2000 and 22% in
2007 (Federal Interagency Forum on Child and Family Statistics, 2008; J. O. Johnson, Kominski,
Smith, & Tillman, 2005). However,

the health and health behaviors of this fast-growing

population of children in immigrant families remain inadequately understood (Flores, et al.,
2002).

The huge waves of immigrants arriving in the U.S. are characterized by diversity in country of
origin, race/ethnicity, and level of English language competency (Federal Interagency Forum on
Child and Family Statistics, 2008).

This diversity implies that immigrant assimilation and

incorporation are not only complicated but also non-uniform, which has implications for
children‘s health outcomes. Governmental constraints in extending social and welfare services to
immigrants have increased since the 1990s due to concern that illegal immigrants are also
benefiting from such assistance and that welfare assistance may draw legal immigrants into the
Unites States and similarly result in legal immigrants assimilating into a welfare mentality (Board
on Children and Families, 1995). As a result, immigrant families can face considerable difficulty
in accessing needed help to ensure their physical and psychosocial well-being.

Moreover,

children do not choose where to live; parents decide where to live with their children, and
immigrant families often face economic and social constraints in choosing their residential
location. Thus, the physical and socioeconomic conditions of immigrant adults determine the
environment under which children develop. Research is needed to understand the psychological,
physical, and emotional needs of children in immigrant families, identify the barriers to resources
that they experience, and examine the underlying mechanisms through which various aspects of
immigrant incorporation affect the physical and psychological well-being of immigrant children.
Generally, studies of immigrant children have tended to group all children less than 18 years old.
However, adolescence is a unique biological and psychosocial stage in the life course which is
distinct from both childhood and adulthood (C. Brindis, Park, Ozer, & Irwin, 2002; Irwin, Burg,
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& Uhler Cart, 2002) and which involves health risks not found at earlier ages. Thus, for
immigrant adolescents, the challenges of assimilation and incorporation into the main stream of
America become an additional stress to the changes that occur among all adolescents.
Consequently, the target group in this research is adolescents who arrived in the U.S. as
immigrants or were born in the U.S. to immigrant parent(s).

Numerous health disparities have been documented among children in immigrant families
relative to U.S.-born. Some studies demonstrate that immigrant infants and children have overall
lower risks of mortality and morbidity (Singh & Miller, 2004; Singh & Siahpush, 2001, 2002;
Weathers, Novak, Sastry, & Norton, 2008a). On the other hand, parent-reported general health
status of children, insurance coverage, access to usual source of health care, and utilization of
medical, dental, and mental care services have been found to be worse among immigrant children
compared to their U.S.-born counterparts (Huang, Yu, & Ledsky, 2006; Lieu, Newacheck, &
McManus, 1993; Weathers, et al., 2008a; Weinick & Krauss, 2000). The situation among
immigrant adolescents specifically is not clear. Factors that have been found to be associated with
unfavorable health status, health care access, and utilization among immigrant children include
higher poverty in immigrant households (Fix, Zimmermann, & Passel, 2001; Hernandez, 2004),
immigrant families‘ greater likelihood of being uninsured (Kaiser Commission on Medicaid and
the Uninsured, 2000), reluctance of eligible immigrant adults to enroll their children in public
insurance due to fear of legal consequences (Capps, 2001), lack of knowledge about the health
care system (Yu, Huang, Schwalberg, & Kogan, 2005; Yu, Nyman, Kogan, Huang, &
Schwalberg, 2004), and linguistic barriers in communicating with health care providers (Lessard
& Ku, 2003). Racial disparities in health status, health care utilization, and health risk behaviors
have been found among adolescents overall (K.M. Harris, Gordon-Larsen, Chantala, & Udry,
2006), yet the literature on race/ethnic health disparities among immigrant adolescents is scanty,
with most existing research focusing on Hispanic immigrants. Further research is needed to more
completely understand the differences in health status and health care utilization between
adolescents in immigrant families and those in non-immigrant families, examine the race/ethnic
disparities in health status and health care access and utilization among immigrant adolescents,
and identify the contextual factors that shape these disparities.

3

Research Questions
The study addresses the following research questions:

1. Do trajectories of self-rated health differ among Hispanic, Asian, non-Hispanic white, and nonHispanic black adolescents in immigrant families and those in native-born families, and does
level of assimilation influence these trajectories among adolescents in immigrant families?

2. Does utilization of health care services differ among Hispanic, Asian, non-Hispanic white, and
non-Hispanic black adolescents and young adults in immigrant and in native-born families, and
are factors linked to greater access to health care services associated with differences in health
care utilization between adolescents and young adults in immigrant and non-immigrant families?

3. Are there differences in neighborhood characteristics including concentrated disadvantage,
immigrant concentration, and residential stability in which adolescents in immigrant and nonimmigrant families reside? If so, are these neighborhood characteristics significantly related to
the relationship between psychological well-being and immigrant generational status of
adolescents net of individual and family level factors?

Also, does taking neighborhood

differences in concentrated disadvantage, immigrant concentration, and residential stability into
account add to or reduce disparities in psychological well-being among Hispanic, non-Hispanic
white, and non-Hispanic black adolescents regardless of immigrant status?
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II. Review of the Literature: Summary of Previous Research
A. Health Status among Adolescents in Immigrant Families
The health status of immigrants at adult ages in the U.S. has been the focus of considerably more
research than the health of adolescents. Adult health outcomes that have received the most
attention are mortality, mental health, overweight/obesity, heart and circulatory diseases,
diabetes, cancer, infectious diseases such as HIV and tuberculosis, accidents, and self-reported
general health (Cunningham, Ruben, & Narayan, 2008). In a review of studies that examined the
health status of foreign-born individuals in the U.S., Cunningham et al. (2008) made several
observations. Overall, immigrant adults have better overall health than native-born, with foreignborn having lower mortality and less morbidity from cardiovascular diseases, obesity/overweight,
and breast, lung, prostate, and colon cancers. However, the relative health advantage seen among
immigrant adults has been found to diminish over time (see further discussion later in this
chapter), and

immigrants are more likely to develop diabetes, stomach and brain cancers,

infectious diseases such as tuberculosis, typhoid fever, and hepatitis, and to sustain occupational
injuries.

The overall picture of health among children in immigrant families is less clear. Furthermore,
research on children of immigrants has been conducted primarily in Hispanic populations with
few studies incorporating Asians and other race/ethnic groups. Thus, race/ethnic health disparities
among children of immigrants generally and the adolescent subgroup in particular are not well
understood. Reducing health disparities is one of the major public health goals in the U.S. (U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services, 2000), and a clearer understanding of the underlying
mechanisms is needed if great strides are to be made in reducing health disparities between
adolescents and young adults in immigrant families and those in non-immigrant families.

Although the health status of children in U.S. immigrant families has many components, to date,
physical health status, mental and psychological health, and health risk behaviors have received
the most attention. With regard to chronic health conditions, obesity and asthma are the most
studied health outcomes among immigrant children. Previous research in each of these areas is
summarized below.
5

1. Physical Health Status and Chronic Health Conditions
Parent-reported overall health of immigrant children has been shown to be worse than that of
children with native-born parents (Burgos, Schetzina, Dixon, & Mendoza, 2005; Capps, 2001;
Huang, et al., 2006; Weathers, et al., 2008a). Parents of immigrant children are about twice as
likely as those of native-born children to rate their children‘s health as ―fair‖ or ―poor‖ (ReardonAnderson, Capps, & Fix, 2002). Among immigrant children less than age eleven, 7% were in
―fair‖ or ―poor‖ health status, while 13% of the children within age 12 to17 were considered to be
of ―fair‖ or ―poor‖ health status (Reardon-Anderson, et al., 2002). Additionally, the health of
immigrant children appears to decline more rapidly with age compared to children with nativeborn parents (Reardon-Anderson, et al., 2002). These findings indicate that relative disparities in
health status among immigrant children differ depending on the age group. Further, these findings
also demonstrate that the overall health advantage noted among immigrant adults may not
necessarily be applicable to children of immigrants regardless of the children‘s age group; hence,
further research is required in understanding the health trajectories of children in immigrant
families.

Different race/ethnic groups of children in immigrant families may also vary in the levels of
health disparity experienced compared to children of native-born parents, although few studies
have delineated these. In a study involving children under age 18, foreign-born parentage was
associated with worse parent-rated health status of children, and the nativity effect varied by
race/ethnicity (Weathers, et al., 2008a). Generational status has also been found to be related to
self-reported health. A study by Harris (1999), for example, noted that subjective overall health
for first generation adolescents were least likely to be in fair or poor compared to second
generation adolescents and native-born; second generation adolescents had the worst overall
health.

Aside from overall health status, two health conditions--overweight/obesity and asthma--have
also received particular attention in prior studies. Childhood overweight/obesity has become a
major public health problem in the U.S. Overweight/obesity in childhood and adolescence often
results in overweight/obesity in adulthood, and adult overweight is associated with increased risk
for chronic health problems including hypertension, hyperlipidemia, and diabetes (Pi-Sunyer,
6

1991; Serdula, et al., 1993; Wright, Parker, Lamont, & Craft, 2001). About 17% of U.S.
adolescents age 12-19 in 2001-2004 were overweight -- more than triple the percentage in 1980
(MacKay & Duran, 2007). The distribution of overweight adolescents in the U.S. varies by
race/ethnicity and gender. Non-Hispanic black females are more likely to be overweight than
non-Hispanic whites and Mexican American teenagers (MacKay & Duran, 2007) There have
been relatively few studies focusing specifically on immigrant adolescents, however there is
evidence to suggest that immigrant adolescents are less likely to be overweight than native-born
adolescents (Popkin & Udry, 1998). Among Hispanic and Asian-American adolescents, obesity is
more than twice as likely to occur among U.S.-born compared to foreign-born (Popkin & Udry,
1998). However, the prevalence of overweight is higher among foreign-born Mexican adolescents
than U.S-born Mexicans when acculturation factors, diet, and physical activities are controlled
(Gordon-Larsen, Harris, Ward, & Popkin, 2003).

Other race/ethnic differences in

overweight/obesity between adolescents in immigrant families and those with native-born parents
have not been extensively studied.

Regarding asthma, a study using aggregated data on

children age 2 - 17 years from National Health Interview Survey, 2001-2005, shows that the
native-born have a higher likelihood of current asthma diagnosis than those who are foreign-born
(Brim, Rudd, Funk, & Callahan, 2008). Although the study also established that race/ethnic
differences in current asthma exist among children, it did not examine whether the race/ethnic
differences are the same among children in immigrant families and those in native-born families.
Among Hispanics and Asian American children, foreign-born are less likely to be diagnosed with
asthma than native-born (Davis, Kreutzer, Lipsett, King, & Shaikh, 2006). Similarly, Mexican
American children born in U.S. are about twice more likely to be asthmatic than foreign-born
Mexican Americans (Holguin, et al., 2005). A study among Chinese Americans residing in
Boston, MA, found asthma prevalence among U.S.-born children to be almost four times the level
among foreign-born children (Greenfield, Lee, Tang, & Brugge, 2005).

2. Mental and Psychological Health
Although mental and psychological disorders exist across the life span, studies have shown a
significant rise in symptoms of such disorders during adolescence (Lewinsohn, Rohde, Seeley,
Klein, & Gotlib, 2003). Several studies have documented the existence of differences in mental
and psychological health problems between immigrant and native children; however evidence
about the direction of the differences is mixed (Stevens & Vollebergh, 2008). While some argue
7

that immigrant children have increased risk of mental health problems, others assert that they
experience decreased risk (Stevens & Vollebergh, 2008). For instance, a study identified an
association between increased risk of depressive symptoms and low acculturation among Latino
adolescents in California (Mikolajczyk, Bredehorst, Khelaifat, Maier, & Maxwell, 2007).
Similarly, migration and acculturation stress are thought to increase the risk of mood and other
psychiatric disorders for youth emigrating from Latin American and the Caribbean (Yearwood,
Crawford, Kelly, & Moreno, 2007). In contrast, some studies have shown that despite
socioeconomic limitations, such as higher family poverty and neighborhood disadvantage among
immigrant youth relative to nonimmigrant youth, first and second generation immigrant youth
suffer fewer emotional and behavioral problems than nonimmigrant youth (Beiser, Hou, Hyman,
& Tousignant, 2002; Harker, 2001; K.M. Harris, 1999). A study among children in Ontario,
Canada, noted that immigrant children have less risk for psychiatric disorders and they use fewer
mental health services (Munroe-Blum, Boyle, Offord, & Kates, 1989). In an extensive literature
review, Steven and Vollebergh (2008) identified the factors that are used in defending the two
positions.

Three factors are put forth to explain why immigrant children are at elevated risk of mental and
psychological health problems--the stress of the migration process, the minority position occupied
by immigrants as a result of discrimination and restrictive immigrant policies, and the dissonance
between the mainstream culture and the cultural background of immigrants (Hicks, Lalonde, &
Pepler, 1993; James, 1997; Pawliuk, et al., 1996). The ―healthy immigrant‖ effect and the
protective role of immigrants‘ supportive family have been put forward to argue that children in
immigrant families should have less risk of mental health problems than native children (Alati,
Najman, Shuttlewood, Williams, & Bor, 2003; Georgiades, Boyle, & Duku, 2007; Harker, 2001)
(see Chapter 2 for in-depth discussion of the healthy immigrant effect). On basis of the existing
literature, empirical evidence is inconclusive regarding whether children in immigrant families
are at less or greater risk of mental health problems than native children (Stevens & Vollebergh,
2008). Additionally, there is a lack of knowledge about race/ethnic disparities in mental and
psychological health among children (including adolescents) in immigrant families.
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3. Health Risk Behaviors
Health risk behaviors constitute an important aspect of children‘s well-being. Health risk
behaviors include behaviors that are encouraged because they enhance health; such as physical
activity, as well as practices like alcohol and drug uses that tend to be discouraged because of
their negative impact on health.

Children 6-17 years of age from immigrant families in several ethnic groups, including Native
American, Asian, non-Hispanic black, non-Hispanic white, and Hispanic were found to be
significantly more likely to be physically inactive and to participate less in sports than their
counterparts from native-born families (Singh, et al., 2008). Children from immigrant families
are, however, less likely to watch television for more than three hours per day (Singh, et al.,
2008). Similarly, first generation Asian and Latino adolescents residing in California were noted
to be less physically active but ate healthier diets than non-Hispanic whites (Allen, et al., 2007).
In another study among Latino adolescents in California examining eight high-risk behaviors
(alcohol, cigarette, marijuana, illicit drug use, self-violence, drunken driving, unintended
pregnancy, and violence), immigrants were more prone to engage in these health-risk behaviors
than native-born adolescents (C. Brindis, Wolfe, McCarter, Ball, & Starbuck-Morales, 1995). In
relation to unsafe sex among Hispanic youth, fewer first generation adolescents became sexually
active before age 18 and fewer first and second generation teenagers used contraceptives
regularly than third generation teens (J. A. McDonald, Manlove, & Ikramullah, 2009). Another
study among Asian and Latino youth (grades 7-12) in Massachusetts found similar sexual
intercourse rates between immigrants and native youths. With regard to recent studies on
substance (cigarette, marijuana, illicit drugs) and alcohol use, overall lower prevalence have been
noted among youth from immigrant families compared to youth with native-born parents
(Georgiades, Boyle, Duku, & Racine, 2006; Gfroerer & Tan, 2003; Hussey, et al., 2007). Thus,
immigrant advantage among children and adolescents in health risk behaviors does not exist
across all measures, and prior studies were focused largely on Latinos and Asians and were
limited to some geographical areas in the U.S.
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B. Health Care Access and Utilization among Adolescents in Immigrant Families
Access to and utilization of health care services by immigrant adults and their children have been
addressed in a number of studies (Capps, 2001; Derose, Bahney, Lurie, & Escarce, 2009; Derose,
Escarce, & Lurie, 2007; Guendelman, Schauffler, & Pearl, 2001; Huang, Kogan, Yu, &
Strickland, 2005; Huang, et al., 2006; Ku, 2007; Ku & Matani, 2001; Yu, Huang, & Kogan,
2008). However, very few studies have assessed specifically how adolescents in immigrant
families gain access to and utilize health care services in the United States. Existing studies on
health care access and utilization among children in immigrant families focuses on health
insurance coverage, access to regular health care services, and utilization of health care services.
The key factors that have been examined in relation to these three areas of health care include
immigrant status, citizenship, nativity, generational status, and duration of stay in the U.S. The
effects of race/ethnicity, English language proficiency, and socioeconomic factors such as family
structure, family income, and parental education on health care availability to children of
immigrants have also been evaluated in some studies. Research related specifically to health
insurance coverage and health care access and utilization among children in immigrant families is
discussed below.

1. Health Insurance Coverage
Health insurance provides financial access to care, links children to a regular source of care, and
enables services to be utilized (Thamer & Rinehart, 1998). Insurance coverage availability to
children and adolescents is vital to preventive and curative health care services use; however,
children in immigrant families constitute a substantial proportion of the uninsured in the U.S.
(Guendelman, Schauffler, & Samuels, 2002). Regardless of race/ethnicity, children age 0-18
years who are immigrants or U.S.-born to immigrant parents are more likely to be uninsured than
their non-immigrant counterparts (Guendelman, et al., 2001; Huang, et al., 2006; Ku & Matani,
2001; Ku & Waidmann, 2003). Immigrants are often in low-income jobs that offer no health
insurance resulting in unavailability of employment-based insurance coverage for their children.
Immigrant parents are also likely to shun enrollment of their U.S.-born children in public
insurance to avoid probes into their immigrant status (Ellwood & Ku, 1998; Ku & Waidmann,
2003). The 1996 welfare reform act prohibits immigrants who arrived in the U.S. after August 22,
1996, from enrolling in public insurance within the first 5 years of stay in the U.S.; thereafter, the
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immigrant and his or her sponsor‘s incomes are used in determining eligibility for Medicaid and
SCHIP. 1 Consequently, children in immigrant families have been disproportionately uninsured
in comparison to children with non-immigrant parents. Nativity of children also determines health
insurance coverage among children in immigrant families. Studies have shown that U.S.-born
children are more likely to have health insurance than foreign-born children regardless of parental
nativity (Granados, Puvvula, Berman, & Dowling, 2001; Huang, et al., 2006; Ku & Matani,
2001). U.S. citizenship for immigrants results in increased access to both employer-based and
public insurance for their children (Ku & Waidmann, 2003).

In a study among Mexican-

Americans, Burgos and colleagues noted that as generational status increases, children are less
likely to lack health insurance (Burgos, et al., 2005). Also, as immigrant duration of stay in U.S.
increases, children in immigrant families are more likely to be covered by health insurance. The
existing literature shows that the proportion of uninsured children increases in the following
order: U.S.-born children of one or more native parents, U.S.-born children with naturalized
immigrant parents, U.S.-born children with immigrant parents, and immigrant children with
immigrant parents.

Racial differences in insurance coverage exist among children in immigrant families. Hispanic
immigrant children, especially Mexicans, have the highest rates of being uninsured, and children
from Southeast Asia have low rates of being uninsured (Guendelman, et al., 2001). Another
study revealed the following racial patterns in insurance coverage among children in immigrant
families: Hispanics have the highest rate of being uninsured, followed by non-Hispanic blacks,
Asians, and non-Hispanic whites in decreasing order (Ku & Waidmann, 2003). Among parents
with similar immigrant status, those who are non-English speaking are less likely to have health
insurance for their children (Derose, et al., 2009). The finding that parental citizenship‘s effect on
health insurance of children varies across cities and states in the U.S. implies local and state
policies also shape health insurance coverage for immigrant children (Angel & Frias, 2005).
Whether health insurance coverage for children in immigrant families varies by age group is not
clear from existing studies, although such information would help explain why a particular age
group may experience limitations in health care access and utilization.

1

President Obama reversed the limitation in the first quarter of 2009.
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2. Health Care Access and Utilization
Access to a regular source of care and the use of health care services by children residing in
immigrant families follows the picture depicted by health insurance coverage. Thus, children with
immigrant parents have less access to and utilize care less frequently because of lack of
insurance. However, several studies have also shown that health care access and use among
children from immigrant families is less than that of children with native-born parents after
controlling for insurance status (Derose, et al., 2009; Derose, et al., 2007; Guendelman, Angulo,
Wier, & Oman, 2005; Huang, et al., 2006; Ku, 2007; Yu, Bellamy, Schwalberg, & Drum, 2001).
Non-U.S. citizenship, race/ethnic minority status, poverty, low parental education, and limited
English proficiency are associated with reduced preventive care use, fewer emergency room
visits, infrequent dental care, and foregone care for children in immigrant families compared to
children with native-born parents (Granados, et al., 2001; Guendelman, et al., 2002; Ku, 2007; Ku
& Matani, 2001; Lessard & Ku, 2003; Yu, et al., 2008). Racial disparities exist in having a
regular source of care for children in immigrant families: greater proportions of non-Hispanic
blacks, Hispanics, and Asians lack a usual source of health care in a hospital or doctor‘s office
compared to non-Hispanic whites (Huang, et al., 2006; Yu, et al., 2008).

Regarding the adolescent subgroup of children in immigrant families, a study among Latinos
showed a strong association between two health care utilization measures--routine physical exam
and forgone health care--and immigrant generational status (Sarmiento, et al., 2005). The study
noted increases in the proportion of adolescents receiving routine physical exams from first
generation to third generation. Similarly, the level of forgone care among adolescents decreased
from first generation to third generation. Yu et al. (2001) found that adolescent and parental
birthplace were significantly associated with use of dental services but not medical services;
conversely, other studies showed that nativity of children and their parents significantly affect
medical service utilization (Guendelman, et al., 2001; Huang, et al., 2006; Ku & Matani, 2001) .
The study by Yu et al. (2001) also noted that unlike findings on immigrant children in general,
demographic factors such as race/ethnicity, place of birth, and language spoken at home did not
significantly predict the utilization of preventive medical care by adolescents in their sample.
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C. Effects of Assimilation on Health among Adolescents in Immigrant Families
The processes by which immigrants incorporate into their new society affect all aspects of their
life including health. Assimilation can broadly be considered as the processes by which
immigrants integrate into their destination country.

This discussion follows the classical

assimilation framework developed by Milton Gordon in Assimilation in American Life in which
assimilation is regarded as a multi-dimensional process (Gordon, 1964). Regarding definition,
assimilation is a concept that describes ―how different or similar to other Americans are
immigrants and their children in terms of socioeconomic standing, residential segregation,
language use, and intermarriage‖ (Waters & Jiménez, 2005). This definition of assimilation is
consistent with the economic, linguistic, social, and spatial incorporation of immigrants into the
U.S. (Bean & Stevens, 2003). Similarly, the stated definition of assimilation is in line with the
finding by Greenman and Xie (2008) that the theoretical literature regards assimilation as a multifaceted process that involves acculturation, structural assimilation, spatial assimilation, and
generational assimilation. However, many studies fail to delineate these four dimensions of
assimilation, focusing instead on one or two aspects of assimilation. Language use, generational
status, and duration of stay in the U.S. are the most commonly used measures of assimilation, but
these measures do not cover all aspects of assimilation. Consequently, findings on the effect of
assimilation on immigrant health are in most cases incomplete.

1. Aspects of Assimilation
a. Acculturation
With respect to acculturation, the term refers to the process by which major cultural elements of
the destination society, such as language, food choice, music, sports, dress, etc. are acquired by
immigrants (Lara, Gamboa, Kahramanian, Morales, & Hayes Bautista, 2005). Thus, acculturation
is not only behaviorally oriented but incorporates important factors which affect the health of
immigrants. As a result, the immigrant health literature is replete with studies that use
acculturation as a ―catch-all‖ construct to explain immigrant health from a socio-cultural
perspective, leaving out the importance of the political and economic contexts within which the
health of immigrants is determined (Viruell-Fuentes, 2007). A broader understanding of how
assimilation affects immigrant health outcomes can be achieved by adopting the multidimensional framework of assimilation theory. The remaining three aspects of assimilation
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discussed by Greenman and Xie (2008) are discussed briefly below to provide context for
understanding existing research on the relationship between various measures of assimilation and
health outcomes for adolescents and young children in immigrant families.

b. Structural Assimilation
Structural assimilation refers to immigrants‘ entry into primary group level institutions of the host
country, such as clubs and ultimately marriage, resulting in gradual breakdown of social
boundaries between immigrants and native-born racial/ethnic groups (Gordon, 1964; Greenman
& Xie, 2008).
c. Generational or “straight-line” Assimilation
Generational or ―straight-line‖ assimilation is the group-level process by which immigrants
become similar to native-born as generations are replaced. Generational assimilation emphasizes
the role of immigrant generational change in assimilation; as generation increases, immigrants‘
descendants tend to become more similar to the dominant group socio-economically, culturally,
and spatially (Alba & Nee, 1997), making generational status a measure of acculturation in
several studies (Greenman & Xie, 2008). Generational assimilation may best be considered as a
metric measure that determines the duration of exposure to U.S. in terms of generational status.

d. Spatial Assimilation
Spatial assimilation has been theorized to occur when attainment of higher socioeconomic by
immigrants results in relocation of residence from urban ethnic enclaves to white-dominated
economically endowed suburban areas (Massey & Denton, 1985).

Past studies are examined below to determine ways in which each of these four aspects of
assimilation have been found to impact various health outcomes among immigrant children and
adolescents in particular.

2. Assimilation and Health Outcomes: Past Studies
Acculturation can be measured directly by language use, dietary practices, dressing style, cultural
identity, music preference, etc. However, language preference is the most commonly used direct
measure of acculturation. Nativity or country of origin, duration of stay, generational status, and
citizenship have been used to measure acculturation indirectly because they indicate the extent of
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exposure among immigrants to the dominant culture. (To my understanding, acculturation
measures should exclude temporal measures such as duration of stay and generational status since
they are more consistent with generational assimilation.) Most studies that have examined the
relationship between acculturation and health of immigrant children focus on Hispanics and
Asians. Among Hispanic adolescents, illicit drug abuse, cigarette smoking, alcohol use, and
sexual risk-taking have been shown to increase with increasing level of acculturation (AfableMunsuz & Brindis, 2006; M. De La Rosa, 2002; Epstein, Botvin, & Diaz, 2001; Love, Yin,
Codina, & Zapata, 2006). Similarly, tobacco, alcohol, and marijuana use, as well as early age at
first intercourse, are all associated with increased acculturation among adolescent Asians in U.S.
(Greenman & Xie, 2008).

Generally, existing studies show that as acculturation increases for adolescents in Hispanic and
Asian immigrant families, involvement with health risk-behaviors rises. In relation to general
self-rated health, Hispanic foreign-born parents tend to rate the health of their children more
negatively compared to those of native parents, but as acculturation measured as duration of stay
increases, the foreign-born parents attribute more positive health status to their children (Lara, et
al., 2005). Nativity as a measure of acculturation shows that obesity and asthma are less likely to
be diagnosed among children in immigrant families compared to those in native-born families
(Popkin & Udry, 1998). Also, after controlling for acculturation factors, foreign-born Hispanic
adolescents exhibit a higher prevalence of overweight compared to native-born Hispanics,
indicating a negative effect of acculturation on overweight among adolescents in Hispanic
immigrant families (Gordon-Larsen, et al., 2003).

The relationship between psychological and mental health status among adolescents in immigrant
families and acculturation is mixed. Some studies demonstrate a positive association, while others
indicate a negative relationship (Stevens & Vollebergh, 2008). Thus, additional studies are
needed to examine how acculturation affects the mental and psychological health status of
adolescents in immigrant families.

English language proficiency is an important factor that impacts health care access and utilization
among children in immigrant families. Longer duration of stay in the U.S. leads to improvement
in English proficiency, as well as greater chance of enrollment in employer-based and publicly
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funded health insurance (Huang, et al., 2006; Weathers, Novak, Sastry, & Norton, 2008b; Yu, et
al., 2008; Yu, Huang, Schwalberg, & Nyman, 2006). Consequently, higher acculturation,
measured as improvement in English proficiency, is associated with greater health care access
and utilization for immigrants and their dependent children (Ku & Waidmann, 2003).

Structural assimilation--immigrants' entry into social networks of dominant white groups --is
ultimately manifested as intermarriage. For adolescents in immigrant families, to be assimilated
structurally implies being in network of friends who are predominantly non-Hispanic whites. Few
studies have examined the relationship between friendship network composition of immigrant
adolescents and health outcomes. A study among Hispanic and Asian adolescents in immigrant
families noted that structural assimilation (measured as proportion of friends who are native-born)
was not statistically related to substance use and early initiation of sex (Greenman & Xie, 2008).

Generational assimilation is one of the most studied aspects of assimilation aside from
acculturation. This is partly because generation is used sometimes as an indicator of acculturation
based on the assumption that second or higher generations of immigrants have greater exposure to
the host culture. Regarding health outcomes, health risk behaviors and health care access and
utilization are the main focal areas in which the effect of generational assimilation has been
evaluated among children and adolescents. Among Asian adolescents, preventive health
behaviors (bicycle helmet, seat belt, and sunscreen use), healthy nutritious practices (daily
consumption of fruits and vegetables, less soda intake), and physical activity have been found to
improve across increasing generations (Allen, et al., 2007). In contrast, consumption of less
traditional foods among adult Chinese American females and Japanese Americans have been
noted to increase with increasing generation in non-nationally representative studies (Kudo,
Falciglia, & Couch, 2000; Lv & Cason, 2004). With respect to Latino adolescents, increased
substance use and sexual activity are associated with increasing generational status (K.M. Harris,
1999). Similarly, healthy nutritional practices among Latino adolescents wane with ascending
generational position (Allen, et al., 2007). Regarding the association between generational status
and health care access and utilization, generally among Latinos, and Mexican Americans in
particular, health insurance coverage, health care access, and utilization improves markedly for
children and adolescents as generational status increases (Allen, et al., 2007; Burgos, et al., 2005;
Sarmiento, et al., 2004).
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Spatial assimilation refers to the relocation of immigrant groups from largely urban ethnic
enclaves into economically endowed suburban areas (or more accurately into communities
occupied predominantly by non-Hispanic whites) as a result of socioeconomic advancement
(Alba, Logan, Stults, Marzan, & Zhang, 1999; Massey & Denton, 1985). Typically, spatial
assimilation is measured by examining differences in the city center and suburban residential
status among co-ethnic groups. However, recent reviews have revealed that recent immigrants
reside in suburban communities with few non-Hispanic whites, which

implies spatial

assimilation is best determined by measuring the co-ethnic composition of the community (Alba,
et al., 1999). Access to predominantly non-Hispanic white communities is considered beneficial
in that advantageous socioeconomic endowment of the communities ensures the availability of
good schools and other social services. However, existing literature has very little information on
the effect of spatial assimilation on health outcomes among adolescents and children in
immigrant families, and the evidence that exists is mixed. High concentration of disadvantaged
native-born minorities in a community has been linked to increased substance abuse and negative
peer pressure among Latino adolescents in immigrant families (Frank, Cerda, & Rendon, 2007).
However, high concentrations of immigrants in Chicago neighborhoods have been shown to be
associated with less adolescent violence among non-Hispanic whites, non-Hispanic blacks, and
Latino adolescents alike (R. J. Sampson, Morenoff, & Raudenbush, 2005). Thus, residence
among high concentrations of immigrant co-ethnics may be protective of some health risk
behaviors for adolescents while living among predominantly native-born co-ethnics may not
shield adolescents from negative peer influences if the native-born co-ethnics are minorities. It
appears minority co-ethnic and immigrant concentrations in a community may interact to affect
the health-risk behaviors of adolescents in immigrant families. The effect of residence among
non-Hispanic whites on health outcomes in adolescents with immigrant parents is further
elaborated in the discussion of residential contextual effects on health below, which focuses
largely on the structural aspects of neighborhoods.
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D. Effects of Residential Context on Health
In search of further understanding of health disparities in the U.S., neighborhood or residential
context and health outcomes have become the focus of increased research. Scholars want to know
the extent to which residential context affects health beyond individual and family factors.
Similarly, the association between residential or neighborhood context and health outcomes
among immigrants and their children is increasingly being examined.

Kawachi and Berkman (2003) systematically discuss the relationship between neighborhood
effects and health outcomes. An important consideration in the examination of residential context
is the distinction between contextual and compositional effects of neighborhoods. The distinction
is necessary because one must be able to state whether the variation in health between
neighborhoods is due to differences in the characteristics of people living at different places (i.e.
compositional effect) or due to differences in the characteristics of places where people live (i.e.
contextual effect).

The contextual versus compositional effects dichotomy has policy

implications: if health effects differ because of characteristics of people, then policy must be
focused on addressing the ―people differences‖; on the other hand, if health differences are the
result of ―place differences,‖ then policy must be directed at improving the conditions pertaining
at ―harmful places‖ (Kawachi & Berkman, 2003). Another important area of consideration when
studying the health effects of neighborhoods is determining how to assess a neighborhood.
Neighborhoods can be assessed either subjectively or objectively. Both types of assessment are
desirable because of the strengths and weaknesses associated with each approach. Objective
measures of neighborhood such as SES based on census tracts or ZIP codes do not vary for
residents of the same neighborhood. However, problems of boundary definition and the changes
in SES that occur between censuses could limit the usefulness of objective neighborhood
assessment (Kawachi & Berkman, 2003). On the other hand, subjective measures, for example
perceived crime, may mean different things to people living in the same area; hence, variability is
introduced even if the residents live in the same place (Wen, Hawkley, and Cacioppo, 2004).
Studies have shown that the quality of neighborhood--as measured by median income, mean
number of years of education, crime rate, availability of amenities, and other factors--is best for
non-Hispanic whites and worst for blacks, with Hispanics and Asians occupying the intermediate
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position (J. D. Morenoff, Sampson, & Raudenbush, 2001). Thus, race is an important factor that
underlines the spatial distribution of residential neighborhood.

The relationship between residential neighborhood and health outcomes has also been studied by
defining the structural and functional aspects of neighborhood and relating these two dimensions
to health (Georgiades, et al., 2007). Structural neighborhood refers to the economic composition,
social composition, and physical resource composition of neighborhood (Nicotera, 2007).
Functional neighborhood refers to the social processes among residents that arise as a result of the
interaction between the structural components of a neighborhood.

Most of the research

linking neighborhood context to physical and mental health focuses on adults, but recent studies
provide evidence that similar relationships exist among children and adolescents (Boardman &
Onge, 2005). Associations between socio-environmental exposures such as neighborhood
disadvantage and health behaviors have been demonstrated among adolescents. Adolescents who
reside in disadvantaged communities are more likely to exhibit unhealthy dietary practices
regardless of individual characteristics (Lee & Cubbin, 2002). Similarly, externalized behavior
(such as impulsivity, bullying) and internalizing behavior (such as depression and anxiety) have
been shown to be associated with neighborhood disadvantage among adolescents (Aneshensel &
Sucoff, 1996; Wheaton & Clarke, 2003). Studies on the association between residential context
and physical and mental health among children and adolescents in immigrant families are lacking.
One study showed that residence in counties with above-average poverty among Latino
adolescents results in increased odds of substance abuse for those born in the U.S. compared to
those born outside the U.S. (Frank, et al., 2007). Clearly, further studies are needed to better
understand the effect of neighborhood characteristics on the physical and mental well-being of
adolescents with immigrant parents in the U.S.
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III. Inter-relationships between the Three Studies in this Dissertation
This dissertation contains three empirical studies, which are contained in chapters 2, 3, and 4,
respectively. Each of these chapters includes its own specific conceptual framework section that
guides the analyses presented. In addition, a schematic diagram is presented below which may be
useful in illustrating the main focus of each of the studies, and interrelationships between them.
Figure 1-1. Schematic Diagram Illustrating Inter-relationships between the Three Studies

Health-related outcomes
Individual
demographic & socioeconomic factors &
assimilation

Neighborhood
characteristics
-Concentrated disadvantage
-Immigrant concentration
-Residential
Studystability
2

Study 1

Study 2

Physical health status

Health care use

Factors associated with
health care use
-Predisposing factors
-Need factors
-Enabling factors

Study 3

Mental health status

Figure 1-1 is a schematic diagram that illustrates the overall scope and inter-relationships
between the three proposed studies. The diagram shows that the neighborhood factors affect
health outcomes directly and indirectly by affecting the individual characteristics and other
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factors that impact health related outcomes, Study 1 looks at how assimilation related individual
characteristics affect trajectories of physical health status. Study 2 examines the association
between health care use determinants and health care utilization. Study 3 assesses the relationship
between neighborhood characteristics and mental health status, taking individual characteristics
into account.
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CHAPTER TWO

Comparing Trajectories of Self-Rated Health by Race/Ethnicity among
Adolescents in Immigrant and Native-Born Families: Does Assimilation
Matter?
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I. Background
There are currently more than 16 million children in immigrant families in the U.S. (Mather,
2009), and because they represent one-fifth of the nation‘s children (Capps, Fix, Ost, ReardonAnderson, & Passel, 2004) the health of this fast-growing population group is of considerable
policy interest. Research among adult immigrants suggests that they experience an initial health
advantage compared to US-born counterparts, but the health advantage dissipates as length of
residence in the United States increases (Antecol & Bedard, 2006; Jasso, Douglas, Rosenzweig,
& Smith, 2004). Similarly, some studies in the U.S. have shown that children in immigrant
families exhibit more favorable health outcomes than children in native-born families (Perreira &
Ornelas, 2011). For example, multiple studies have shown that low-birth weight and infant deaths
are less common among children with foreign-born mothers than those with U.S.-born parents
(Collins & Shay, 1994; David & Collins, 1997; Markides & Coreil, 1986; Singh & Yu, 1996a).
However, existing evidence about comparative health status in childhood and adolescence is
mixed. While the risk of developing asthma and respiratory allergies appears to be lower among
children in immigrant families (Bloom & Cohen, 2007; Lara, Akinbami, Flores, & Morgenstern,
2006), Reardon-Anderson and colleagues (2002) have noted that children of immigrants are
more likely to be rated in ‗poor‘ or ‗fair‘ health status than children with native born parents, and
that cross-sectional data at various ages suggests their health status may decline more rapidly over
early childhood and the teen years than children in native families. Regarding objective health
measures, non-native children tend to have fewer acute and chronic health problems, lower
mortality, and less morbidity risk than U.S.-born children in immigrant and native-born families
(Kandula, Kersey, & Lurie, 2004; Singh & Yu, 1996b). Most of the existing studies are limited
mainly to Hispanics.

The overall picture of health among children in immigrant families is not well-understood due to
the limited data availability, and because most existing research has focused on Hispanic
populations to the exclusion of other race/ethnic groups. Moreover because findings are based
primarily on cross-sectional data, little is known about actual health trajectories among children
in immigrant families and how they compare with those in native-born families. Additionally,
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studies of immigrant children tend to group together all children less than 18 years old, which
limits insight into the health of adolescents, who are in a unique biological and psychosocial stage
in the life cycle -- distinct from both childhood and adulthood (C. Brindis, et al., 2002; Irwin, et
al., 2002) and characterized by health risks not found at earlier ages. For immigrant adolescents,
the challenges of assimilation and incorporation into the mainstream of America represent an
additional stress on top of the changes that occur among all adolescents.

The current study describes trajectories of self-rated health among adolescent children of
immigrants as they age into adulthood, regardless of whether the children themselves are U.S.
citizens or not. Grouping together native-born and foreign-born children of immigrants for study
is justified because policies that impact immigrant parents‘ assimilation affect their children
regardless of whether the children are U.S. citizens (Reardon-Anderson, et al., 2002). This
research fills gaps in the existing literature by providing evidence about how the overall health
status of a nationally representative school-based sample of adolescents changes over time as they
move through older adolescence and young adulthood (ages 12 to 32 years). The study also
provides insight into how the trajectory of self-reported health differs between specific
race/ethnic groups of children in immigrant and non-immigrant families.

From a policy

perspective, most adolescents in the study are U.S.-born and hence understanding their health
trajectory will help ascertain the expected impact on the country‘s health care system and
associated costs. Also, lessons learned about the factors that affect the health of adolescents and
young adults in immigrant families can inform policies and programs that effectively address
their health needs.
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II. Literature Review and Conceptual Framework and Hypotheses
Among adults, the health status of immigrants is consistent with a phenomenon commonly
referred to healthy immigrant effect. The healthy immigrant effect, which has been documented
widely including in the U.S. (Antecol & Bedard, 2006; Jasso, et al., 2004; Singh & Siahpush,
2002), Canada (J. T. McDonald & Kennedy, 2004; Newbold & Danforth, 2003; Wu &
Schimmele, 2005), Australia (Biddle, Kennedy, & McDonald, 2007), and United Kingdom
(Kennedy, McDonald, & Biddle, 2006), refers to the observation that recent immigrants are
healthier than comparable native-born inhabitants. However, their health advantage decreases
gradually with continued stay in the destination country.

In summarizing the literature on this topic, immigrant health status can be thought of as
consisting of two phases, namely the initial health gap and the trajectory of the health gap or what
has been termed health assimilation (Kennedy, et al., 2006). Some studies focus on the initial gap
(Kennedy, et al., 2006), others consider mainly the trajectory in the health gap as immigrants
continue to stay in the destination country (Biddle, et al., 2007; J. T. McDonald & Kennedy,
2004), and a few studies assess both the initial gap and the trajectory (Antecol & Bedard, 2006).

Several explanations or theories of immigrant health have been advanced in the literature. I group
the explanations into two overall categories: 1) those that explain the initial health gap; and 2)
those that explain the health assimilation or trajectory of health over time.

Initial Health Gap between Immigrants and Native-Born
The initial health advantage of immigrants over the native-born has been attributed to the
following factors: self-selection of immigrants on health status and socioeconomic characteristics,
prior favorable habits and behaviors of immigrants in their countries of origin, and underreporting of diseases due to under-utilization of health services on arrival in the destination
country (Biddle, et al., 2007; Jasso, et al., 2004; Kennedy, et al., 2006; J. T. McDonald &
Kennedy, 2004).

Immigrant self-selection is the most common theory offered to explain why recent immigrants are
healthier than the native-born, although some scholars have argued that empirical evidence for
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immigrant self-selection may at best be weak (Palloni & Morenoff, 2001). Several studies have
demonstrated that the rigors of migration ensure that only individuals with superior health and
financial means are able to leave their countries of origin (Jasso, et al., 2004; Kennedy, et al.,
2006). For example, a comparison of Irish, Polish, Italian, Indian, and Caribbean immigrants to
England with data from their respective native countries showed that apart from the Irish, male
mortality rates were lower for all immigrant groups compared to male mortality rates of nonimmigrants in the countries of origin (Marmot, Adelstein, & Bulusu, 1984). Similarly,
immigrants from the U.S., Canada, UK, and Australia appear to be healthier than the native-born
in their respective countries of origin (Kennedy, et al., 2006). Additionally, Kennedy and his
colleagues (2006) noted that the health gap based on having a university degree versus not having
a degree is less substantial for immigrants than native-born in the U.S., Canada, UK, and
Australia respectively, and concluded that non-degree holding immigrants have health status
comparable to degree-holding immigrants. Taken together, studies strongly suggest that
immigrants are positively selected on health.

Education is a key socioeconomic characteristic on which immigrants are positively selected. For
instance, immigrants from four developed countries, namely the U.S., Canada, UK, and Australia,
and from India, a developing country that sends lots of immigrants to developed countries, are
more likely to be university degree holders compared to the native-born in their countries of
origin (Kennedy, et al., 2006). Studies in the United States have also demonstrated that
immigrants are positively selected on income and education (Jasso, et al., 2004; Jasso, Douglas,
Rosenzweig, & Smith, 2005).

Aside from selection on health status and socioeconomic factors, immigrants are also thought to
have comparatively more favorable health behaviors such as high physical activity, less or nonuse of cigarette and alcohol, and consumption of less fatty foods (Kennedy, et al., 2006; Singh &
Siahpush, 2002). Clearly, positive health behavior would play a significant role in ensuring that
prospective immigrants are in overall good health prior to departure from their countries of
origin.

Finally, under-reporting of diseases and closely related under-utilization of health care services
by recent immigrants have also been suggested as contributing to the health gap advantage of
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immigrants. Arguably, if recent immigrants come from developing countries where health care
services are inadequate, then undetected pre-existing conditions coupled with recent immigrants‘
unfamiliarity with and underuse of the health care system of the destination country where
diseases could be diagnosed may lead to immigrants appearing to have health superior to that of
the native-born in receiving countries. There are mixed findings in of support this explanation. In
the U.S., Jasso et al (2004) identified differences in the reporting of some chronic diseases
between immigrants and native-born, while in Canada, McDonald and Kennedy (2004)
concluded that under-reporting of diseases does not play any significant role in explaining the
healthy immigrant effect.

Turning to children, Perreira et al. (2011) offer three possible explanations for the existence of the
healthy immigrant effect among children of immigrants. First, children born outside the U.S.
generally adopt less risky health behaviors including less smoking, less use of alcohol, and
consumption of more nutritious diet. Second, children of immigrants reside more frequently in
two-parent or extended family households (Landale, Thomas, & Van Hook, 2011) where the
children are provided with substantial social support to counteract the stress associated with
integration into the U.S. Finally, Perreira et al. (2011) also suggest that since adult immigrants are
very likely to migrate with only physically and emotionally fit children, it is possible that foreignborn children are selected on health, although selection of migrant children remains unconfirmed
in research. On the other hand, one could also assert that immigrant children from developing
countries could also enter the U.S. with undiagnosed pre-existing diseases commonly found in
their home countries where health care access and quality is limited. Studies have shown that
recent immigrant children (from developing countries) residing in the U.S. are more likely to
have intestinal-worm infestation, malaria, and tuberculosis which are very prevalent in
developing countries (J. M. De La Rosa & Escobedo, 2000; Mandalakas & Starke, 2004; Worley,
Worley, & Kumar, 2000).

Diminishing Trajectory in the Health Gap between Immigrants and Native-Born (Health
Assimilation)
The diminishing trajectory of the health gap between immigrants and the native-born among
adults over time has been explained with reference to acculturation, exposure to common
environmental factors, barriers to use of health services, improved access to health services, and
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acculturation stressors, as discussed further below. It must also be kept in mind that self-selection
of immigrants on health and socioeconomic factors do contribute to patterns in the health gap
over time because the selection effects do not disappear after arrival in the destination country.
Stated differently, health assimilation could also be related in part to the healthy immigrant effect.

First, as discussed in Chapter 1, acculturation refers to the extent to which immigrants discard
their native cultural practices such as language use, food choice, music, sports, dress, and values,
and adopt those of mainstream America (Lara, et al., 2005; Unger, Gallaher, Shakib, Ritt-Olson,
& et al., 2002; Unger, et al., 2004; Viruell-Fuentes, 2007; Wahl & Eitle, 2008). Current evidence
suggests immigrants who have stayed longer in the U.S. -- many of whom could be considered to
be highly acculturated immigrants--may adopt negative practices such as excessive alcohol use,
cigarette smoking, lack of exercise, and indulgence in fat-laden meals (Adam, McGuire, Walsh,
Basta, & LeCroy, 2005; Afable-Munsuz & Brindis, 2006; Arcia, Skinner, Bailey, & Correa,
2001; Ebin, et al., 2001; Lara, et al., 2005; Perreira & Ornelas, 2011; Viruell-Fuentes, 2007).
These behaviors may result in deterioration in health status as the amount of time spent in the
U.S. increases. On the other hand, immigrants who have short histories of residence in the United
States--less acculturated immigrants--tend to be less likely to adopt these negative health
behaviors, and are thereby likely to be comparatively healthier.

English proficiency, the most commonly used proxy of acculturation, has been shown to be
positively associated with health outcomes. Less acculturated immigrants who have limited
English proficiency may receive poor quality services from health care providers due to
miscommunication of disease symptoms and misunderstanding of therapeutic recommendations
(Yu, et al., 2008). In contrast, high acculturation as indexed by English language proficiency
produces better health outcomes as immigrants interact more effectively with the health care
system.

Taken together, these findings suggest acculturation could lead to both positive and negative
health consequences over time for immigrants in the U.S. However, existing evidence in adult
immigrant populations suggests that the negative consequences of acculturation tend to outweigh
the positive effects (Antecol & Bedard, 2006; Jasso, et al., 2004).
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Some immigrant health researchers have argued that the health trajectory of immigrants
converges towards those of the native-born because of immigrants‘ exposure to common physical
environmental factors (J. T. McDonald & Kennedy, 2004). As noted in the introductory chapter,
residential neighborhood determines the environmental factors to which immigrants are exposed
making the concept of spatial assimilation a useful way of examining how environmental
exposure affects the trajectory of immigrant health status. According to spatial assimilation
theory, immigrants in the U.S. who are predominantly of minority ethnic/racial background are
not able to relocate to well-resourced neighborhoods even if their socioeconomic status allows
them to do so due to segregation and discrimination related issues (Alba, et al., 1999; Massey &
Denton, 1985). Thus, minority immigrant groups tend to remain in poor neighborhoods over
protracted periods after arrival in the U.S., increasing the risk of dissipation of the initial health
advantage seen among recent immigrants since disadvantaged neighborhoods have been
repeatedly documented to be associated with poor health outcomes (Boardman, 2004; Diez Roux,
2001; Ellaway, Macintyre, & Kearns, 2001; Feldman & Steptoe, 2004; Lee & Cubbin, 2002; J.
Morenoff & Lynch, 2004; Robert J. Sampson, 2003).

Another hypothesis that could explain changes in the relative health status of immigrants over
time is that recent immigrants are not able to utilize preventive health services due to barriers
related to linguistics, culture, and unfamiliarity with health care system (Derose & Baker, 2000;
Guendelman, et al., 2005; Guendelman, et al., 2001; Ku & Matani, 2001; Leclere, Jensen, &
Biddlecom, 1994). Consequently, the health gap between immigrants and native-born narrows as
immigrants continue to live in their destination country. Similarly, the health of immigrants is
thought to worsen with time because exposure to a superior health care system and increased
utilization leads to recognition of previously undiagnosed health conditions (Leclere, et al., 1994).

Deterioration in immigrant health with duration of stay or ‗unhealthy assimilation‘ has been
explained using the theory of cumulative exposure to acculturation stressors or ‗allostatic load,‘
i.e. the weathering hypothesis (Finch & Vega, 2003; Kaestner, Pearson, Keene, & Geronimus,
2009). On one hand, immigrant integration is associated with higher socioeconomic attainment
which may improve access to health insurance and increase in health care utilization (Finch &
Vega, 2003). Yet, immigrant incorporation in the U.S. is also accompanied by exposure to
repeated stressors including racial/ethnic minority status, discrimination, language difficulties,
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and legal status issues for immigrant parents and their dependents (Finch & Vega, 2003;
Kaestner, et al., 2009). In a study among Mexican immigrants, Finch and Vega (2009) examined
the relationship between self-reported physical health and composite measures of the following
stressors: discrimination, language conflict, and legal status. Discrimination based on Mexicanorigin was associated with a 29% increase in the likelihood of self-reporting fair/poor health;
language conflict consisting of English language acquisition difficulty and difficulty interacting
and dealing with others in English language increased the likelihood of fair/poor self-reported
health by 42%. Legal status stress including ones legal standing, dealing with immigration
officers and apprehension about deportation resulted in a 47% increase in the likelihood of
fair/poor self-reported health. However, only legal status remained significant after controlling
for socio-economic, demographic, and social support (Finch & Vega, 2003). The authors reported
that high social support appears to attenuate the deleterious effect of the acculturation stressors.

Kaestner and colleagues (2009) assessed the relationship between allostatic load and overall selfreported health among Mexican immigrants. Allostatic load is defined as the cumulative wear and
tear on the body system due to physiological adaptation to chronic or repeated stressors
(Geronimus, Hicken, Keene, & Bound, 2006; McEwen & Seeman, 1999). The study concluded
that a high allostatic score or chronic stress contributes significantly to unhealthy assimilation
among Mexican immigrants (Kaestner, et al., 2009).

Although studies that examine the relationship between acculturation stress and the health of
immigrants are often limited to Hispanic populations and especially Mexicans, the stress factors
identified among Mexican immigrants are also experienced by immigrants of other racial
minority groups. Thus, it is probable that acculturation stress contributes significantly to
unhealthy assimilation among non-Hispanic blacks and Asian immigrants as well.

Health Status Trajectory of Adolescents and Young Adults in Immigrant Families
The present study is primarily concerned with how parental immigrant status is related to the
health trajectory of children through adolescence and young adulthood. The initial gap in health
status is also of interest but it is important to note that gaps seen at the beginning of the study
period do not reflect initial health status upon arrival in the U.S. in this population because over
90% of the adolescents in the current study were born in the U.S.
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Similar to findings among adults, the relatively limited existing research on the health status of
adolescents and young adults in immigrant families over time (i.e. health assimilation) suggests
that

the following factors are important: self and parental selection; acculturation; spatial

assimilation; barriers to health care utilization; and acculturation stressors including language
difficulties, racism and discrimination, family support and responsibilities, and legal status
protection (Harker, 2001; Perreira & Ornelas, 2011).

As discussed above, adult immigrants are self-selected on health and socioeconomic factors,
including favorable health behaviors prior to arrival in the US (Kennedy, et al., 2006). Thus,
adolescents and young adults with immigrant parents are likely to acquire similar positive health
behaviors from their parents. Positive health behaviors among children in immigrant families
would produce a health advantage over time compared to children with native-born parents.
Research among adolescents in immigrant families demonstrates favorable health behavior
advantages with regard to smoking, alcohol-use, and consumption of low-fat diets (Crosnoe,
2006; Evenson, Sarmiento, & Ayala, 2004; K.M. Harris, 1999).

The process of acculturation in which immigrants take on mainstream American culture in
relation to food choice, alcohol-use, cigarette smoking etc, is more likely to occur among
impressionable adolescents and young adults in immigrant families than among their parents.
Several studies have shown that as acculturation increases among youth in immigrant families,
risky health behavior also increases (Adam, et al., 2005; Afable-Munsuz & Brindis, 2006; Allen,
et al., 2007; Arcia, et al., 2001; Bhattacharya, 2002; Blake, Ledsky, Goodenow, & O'Donnell,
2001; C. Brindis, et al., 1995; Browner-Elhanan, 1997; Lara, et al., 2005; Vega, Gil, &
Zimmerman, 1993). Thus, the overall health assimilation among children in immigrant families
depends on whether positive health behaviors in immigrant parents are able to persist in their
children as well. Enduring favorable healthy behavioral practices would improve the chances that
children of immigrants remain in comparatively advantaged health over time in the U.S.

Spatial assimilation theory suggests that ethnic/racial differences exist in how residential
neighborhood affects the health trajectory of adolescents and young adults in immigrant families.
Hispanic and blacks experience the most discrimination and residential segregation in the US
(Massey & Denton, 1993; Massey & Denton, 1985) and hence the health gap between
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adolescents and young adults in immigrant and non-immigrant in these minority ethnic/racial
groups would be less pronounced than those of non-Hispanic Whites and Asians over time in the
U.S. This is because for Hispanics and Blacks, as socioeconomic status improves, immigrant
families are less able to relocate from poor neighborhoods, leading to loss of their health
advantage. For non-Hispanic Whites and Asians on the other hand, immigrant families who are
already selected on education would also be able to relocate to more endowed neighborhood
resulting in less dissipation of immigrant health advantage over time in the U.S. However, some
researchers have suggested that delay in relocating from less endowed neighborhood actually
ensures that immigrant families maintain favorable health behaviors much longer due to less
acculturation (Osypuk, Diez Roux, Hadley, & Kandula, 2009). For example, Osypuk et al. (2009)
examined the effect of neighborhood immigrant composition on physical activity and diet and
concluded that Hispanics and Chinese who live in residential areas with high concentration of
immigrants were more likely to consume healthy diets and less likely to report high physical
activities including walking in neighborhood.

The trajectory of health care utilization among adolescents and young adults in immigrant
families is considered in a separate study (see Chapter 3) so readers are referred to that chapter
for more in-depth discussion of this topic. In brief, children in immigrant families are less likely
to be insured and have a usual source of care (Ku, 2007; Ku & Matani, 2001; Yu, et al., 2008).
Besides, immigrant families also encounter non-familiarity with the U.S. health care system and
language barriers in accessing health care (Ku, 2007; Yu, et al., 2001; Yu, et al., 2005; Yu, et al.,
2006). Further, the need to safe-guard the legal status of family members prevents immigrant
parents from enrolling their children in publicly funded health insurance programs such as
Children‘s Health Insurance Program (CHIP) and Medicaid (Kaiser Family Foundation, 2008).
These barriers to health care lead to reduced preventive services use and unmet health needs for
children in immigrant families and a resultant worsening in health status over time (Ku, 2007;
Yu, et al., 2001; Yu, et al., 2005; Yu, et al., 2006) . Some scholars believe health care related
factors contribute to the higher likelihood of fair/poor parent-reported physical health for children
in immigrant families compared to children with native-born parents (Capps, 2001; Capps, et al.,
2004; Capps, Kenney, & Fix, 2003; Reardon-Anderson, et al., 2002; Yu, et al., 2008).
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Although the relationship between acculturation stressors and physical health among adult
immigrants has received attention from researchers over the past couple of years, such studies
among children in immigrant families are very scanty. One study found that among Hispanic
adolescents and young adults and regardless of immigrant status, racial/ethnic discrimination
(experienced or perceived) is associated with greater likelihood of anxiety, depressive symptoms,
risky health behaviors, and low self-esteem (Gonzales, Fabrett, & Knight, 2009). Similarly,
among black adolescents, racial discrimination characterized as a form of chronic stress has been
associated with increased blood pressure and insulin resistance (Sanders-Phillips, Settles-Reaves,
Walker, & Brownlow, 2009).

Among immigrant children, social support derived from residing within a two-parent home
mitigates against the effects of acculturation stressors (Landale, et al., 2011). Yet, strong family
ties among immigrant families can also result in stress for immigrant children due to the
additional burden of fulfilling family obligations and responsibilities resulting in unhealthy
assimilation over time for children with immigrant parents (Perreira & Ornelas, 2011).

Another source of acculturation stress for children in immigrant families arises from the legal
status of their parents or guardians. Chaudry and colleagues (2010) showed that children in
immigrant families experience tremendous stress as well as psychological and emotional
disturbance when their parents are incarcerated or deported for residing in the U.S. illegally
(Chaudry, et al., 2010).

Clearly, acculturation stressors in the form of discrimination, family support and responsibilities,
and legal status protection for self and family could lead to unhealthy assimilation for adolescents
and young adults in immigrant families. Based on the theories and existing empirical evidence
regarding factors that affect the health trajectory of children in immigrant families as discussed,
the following hypotheses are tested in this study:
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Hypothesis 1
Among adolescents, self-reported health will decline over time more rapidly among those with at
least one immigrant parent than among those with native-born parents, and greater declines
among those in immigrant families will be associated with higher levels of acculturation.

Hypothesis 2
The health trajectories of non-Hispanic Black and Hispanic adolescents in immigrant families
will worsen more rapidly with advancing age than those of non-Hispanic Whites and Asians in
immigrant families.
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III. Methods
Data
National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health (Add Health) data were analyzed to address
the research hypotheses. Add Health is a longitudinal study of a nationally representative sample
of U.S. adolescents who were enrolled in grades 7-12 during 1994-95 school year. The study
employed a multistage, stratified, cluster sampling design. The school-based design sampled 80
high schools and their feeder middle or junior high schools. From the in-school interview sample
of 90,118 students at Wave I which was created using school rosters, a random subsample of
20,745 adolescents was selected for in-home interviews (K.M. Harris, et al., 2009). A parent-usually the mother--also participated in in-home interviews at Wave I. The Add Health cohort has
been followed into young adulthood (aged 24-32). Thus, since the initial Wave I, three more
waves of data have been collected. Subsequently, Wave II, III, and IV surveys involved in-home
interviews for the adolescents sampled at Wave I.

The Add Health survey collected information on respondents‘ social, economic, psychological
and physical well-being as well as contextual data on the family, neighborhood, community,
school, friendships, peer groups, and romantic relationships.

The study provides unique

opportunities to examine how social environments and behaviors in adolescence are linked to
health and achievement outcomes in young adulthood. The in-home interview sample sizes
(restricted to cases with non-missing design weights as recommended in data documentation) at
each wave of survey are shown in Table 2-1. The Wave I in-home interviews also included
17,669 parents.

Table 2-1: Distribution of Sample Sizes in Add Health Survey Wave I, II, III and IV
Wave
Year(s)
Sample description
Sample size
I

1994-95

Adolescents in grades 7-12

18,924

II

1996

Adolescents in grades 8-12

13,570

III

2001-02

Young adults age 18-26 yrs

14,322

IV

2008-09

Adults age 24-32 yrs

14,800
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In the present analyses, all four waves of Add Health data for adolescent/young adult participants
were used. There are several important reasons why Add Health is an appropriate dataset for the
present study. First, the Add Health is the only nationally representative dataset that includes
adolescents enrolled in school in the U.S. The fact that Add Health data are longitudinal also
permits the study of health trajectory among adolescents as they progress into adulthood. In
addition, the data include information on place of birth of parent or guardian thereby allowing the
immigrant background of the adolescents to be determined. Finally, geo-coded neighborhood
measures have been merged with the original survey information to allow examination of
neighborhood background variables including race/ethnic composition, which is highly relevant
to the present study.

Analytic sample
For each wave of data, between 1.57% and 2.57% of cases were deleted as a result of missing
data on outcome or independent variables of interest. Table 2-2 shows the un-weighted and
weighted frequencies of the final samples of respondents categorized by parental immigrant at
each wave of Add Health used in the analyses. The numbers of respondents with non-immigrant
and immigrant parents respectively were 14,158 and 3,300 in Wave 1; 10,353 and 2,318 in Wave
2; 10,966 and 2,418 in Wave 3; and 11,590 and 2,366 in Wave 4. Overall, the proportion of
adolescents and young adults in immigrant families ranges from 11.64% to 12.42% across the
four waves of Add Health.

Attrition or loss of study participants is an issue in longitudinal studies (Young, Powers, & Bell,
2006). Non-response in Add Health and its influence on estimates has been assessed for Wave I,
II, and III (Chantala, Kalsbeek, & Andraca, 2004; Kalsbeek, Morris, & Vaughn, 2001; Kalsbeek,
Yang, & Agans, 2002). Add Health non-response analyses carried out by Survey Research Unit
statisticians at the University of North Carolina using Waves I and II showed that the overall bias
for 13 health and behavioral risk measures rarely exceeded 1%, which was relatively small
compared to prevalence rates of 20% to 80% for the majority of the measures examined
(Kalsbeek, et al., 2001). A similar assessment of non-response bias has been done by Chantala et
al. (2004) using Wave III to assess the total and relative bias remaining after estimates are
adjusted with final sampling weights. The conclusion after considering 67 measures in Wave I
including access to health care, illnesses, and self-reported overall health was that the Wave III
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sample provides population estimates that adequately represent the original Wave I sample when
adjustments are made with final sampling weights (Chantala, et al., 2004). Although no study has
assessed the impact of attrition on population estimates using Wave IV, all estimates in this study
incorporate final sampling weights to ensure that bias is minimized as demonstrated in Wave III
data. Besides, sensitivity tests for each wave of data comparing the cases retained for analyses to
the original samples including undeleted cases were conducted, and did not reveal significant
differences with regard to parental immigrant status, gender, age, and race/ethnicity.
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Table 2-2: Frequency Distribution of All Cases and Retained Cases in the Final Analytic Sample of Add Health Survey Wave I, II, III and IV

ALL CASES
Wave 2
Wave 3

Wave 4

Wave 1

RETAINED* CASES
Wave 2
Wave 3
Wave 4

18,924

13,568

14,322

14,800

17,449

12,671

13,384

13,919

22,213,734

18,824,889

22,104,088

21,978,169

20,337,179

17,504,042

20,608,551

20,565,183

664
573,201

207
295,000

286
511,582

301
509,464

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

14,932
18,835,811

10,880
16,174,524

11,445
18,836,975

12,011
18,928,033

14,151
17,811,004

10,353
15,345,183

10,966
18,064,906

11,562
18,170,647

3,560
2,804,722

2,481
,355,364

2,591
2,755,532

2,488
2,540,673

3,298
2,526,175

2,318
2,158,859

2,418
2,543,645

2,357
2,394,536

Parental Immigrant Status Wave 1

Total Sample
Unweighted N
Weighted N
Missing/dropped cases
Unweighted N
Weighted N
Non-immig. Parents
Unweighted N
Weighted N
Immig. Parents
Unweighted N
Weighted N
*

Retained cases based on listwise deletion
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Measures
Dependent variable: The dependent variable of interest in this study is the trajectory of selfreported health status (SRH) from adolescence through early adulthood. SRH is a widely used
measure of overall health status among adults. In studies among adults, SRH has been shown to
be associated with prospective use of medical services, morbidity, overall mortality, and mortality
among cancer patients (Yael Benyamini & Idler, 1999; Fayers & Sprangers, 2002; Hansen, Fink,
Frydenberg, & Oxhoj, 2002). Past research also indicates SRH predicts an integrated view of
psychological, social, and physical well-being among adults (Y. Benyamini, Idler, Leventhal, &
Leventhal, 2000). Among young age groups, lower SRH is also likely to represent ill-health,
especially because death is very infrequent (McCullough & Laurenceau, 2005). Also, adolescents
have been found to define health in very broad terms with regard to SRH (Breidablik, Meland, &
Lydersen, 2008) . Thus, SRH is an appropriate measure of overall health for the present study
because it has been extensively studied among adults and has been used in adolescence; adopting
SRH here ensures consistency in the use of a global health outcome over the life course. Further,
the trajectory perspective of health in the present analysis requires a construct of overall health
which is moderately stable in interpretation over the four waves of Add Health, and prior studies
have established that the conceptualization of SRH during adolescence is not only largely stable
but also tracks the state of general well-being, disability, health utilization, and adoption of health
risk behaviors (Boardman, 2006; Breidablik, et al., 2008).

SRH has been used as a dichotomous, ordinal, scaled, or continuous measure in various studies
(Reichmann, Katz, Kessler, Jordan, & Losina, 2009). In the present analysis of health trajectory,
SRH is used as a continuous variable to avoid information loss when analyzed in a dichotomous
form, and to ensure easy interpretation of findings which might not be the case when SRH is used
as an ordinal variable. Besides, Add Health is a complex data set requiring the use of design
weights, however, in non-linear multilevel modeling required for dichotomous or ordinal
outcomes, the best approach to the use of design weights is still being developed.

In Waves 1 to 4, adolescents were asked to rate their overall health on a five-point scale
designated as follows: 1 = poor, 2 = fair, 3 = good, 4 = very good, and 5 = excellent; thus SRH
ranges from 1 to 5 at each wave in the current study.
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Key independent variables:
1.

Parental immigrant status: The main independent variable is parental immigrant status
of the adolescents at Wave 1, derived from responses to whether the adolescent
respondent, the mother (biological or adoptive), and/or the father (biological or
adoptive) or guardian were born in U.S. or not. These three responses were re-coded
into two categories: 1 = one or both parents/guardians are non-US born, 0 = both
parents/guardians are US-born. For single-parent households, only the immigrant status
of the resident parent was used. Parental immigrant status so determined at Wave 1 is
regarded as a non-time varying variable over Waves 2 to 4.

2.

Race/ethnicity: the race/ethnicity of each adolescent at Wave 1 was treated as nontime varying over the subsequent three waves of data where 1= Non-Hispanic White,
2 = Non-Hispanic Black, 3 = Asian, 4 = Hispanic, 5 = Other [Note: ―Other‖ race
group included for completeness but is not focus of analysis]

3.

Use of English language at home: English language use at home was adopted as a
measure of acculturation. Respondents were asked at each wave to indicate whether
English, Spanish or other language was most commonly used at home. The responses
were re-coded as 1= English, and 0 = non-English. Since language use among
immigrants may change over time in U.S., English language use was assumed to be a
time-varying variable across the four waves of data.

4.

Neighborhood non-Hispanic White Composition: Spatial assimilation is measured as
the proportion of non-Hispanic Whites in the respondent‘s neighborhood at Wave 1.
Add Health Waves I and II contextual data provides several community
characteristics measures created by linking geo-coded respondent IDs to state, county,
Census tract and Census block group summary population measures based on the
Census of Population and Housing, 1990: Summary Tape File 3A (STF 3A). STF 3A
files provide population measures at Census tract and block group levels. A Census
block is the designated smallest geographical unit created by the Census Bureau while
block groups are clusters of Census blocks representing the lowest geographical level
for which Census Bureau‘s population data is published (Billy, Wenzlow, & Grady,
1998). Thus, the proportion of non-Hispanic Whites in Wave 1 represents the
percentage of non-Hispanic Whites residing in the Census block group within which
the respondent resides at Wave I. Strictly speaking, neighborhood non-Hispanic
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White composition is time varying but due to data limitations, the Wave I values are
treated as non-time varying.
5.

Other independent variables: Table 2-3 shows all independent and control variables
used in the analyses as well as how they are measured. Parental educational level
represents educational attainment of respondent‘s mother or female guardian. If
mother‘s educational attainment is not available, then that of the father or male
guardian is used.

Table 2-3: Definitions of Independent and Control Variables
VARIABLES

CATEGORIES

I. Independent Variables of Interest
Demographic measures
Parental immigrant status

1= one or both are immigrants (reference), 0=both
parents are U.S.-born

Race/ethnicity

1=Non-Hispanic White (reference), 2=NonHispanic Black, 3=Asian, 4=Hispanic, 5=Other

Assimilation measures:
Acculturation
-Language used at home

1 = English (reference), 0 = non-English

Spatial assimilation
-neighborhood non-Hispanic white

Proportion of non-Hispanic whites in

composition

neighborhood

II. Control Variables
Gender

1=Male (reference), 0=Female

Family SES: parent‘s educational level

1=Less than High School,
2=High/GED/Vocational/Business/Trade School
3=Some College or higher (reference)

Family Structure

1=Lives with parents/relatives (reference), 0= has
own family/lives alone
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Analytic Approach

Using Age as Unit of Analysis
As noted earlier, the current study of change in self-reported health of adolescents‘ draws data
from Waves I, II, III and IV of Add Health. The change in self-reported health could be modeled
using wave or age as the unit of analysis. However, employing wave as the unit of analysis raises
three methodological concerns in Add Health (Natsuaki, Biehl, & Ge, 2009). First, Add Health
consists of multiple age cohorts characterized by wide variation in age: 12-16 years in Wave I,
12-19 years in Wave II, 18-23 years in Wave III, and 24 – 32 years in Wave IV (see Table 2-4).
Thus, using wave as unit of analysis conceals the substantial age variability in the data. Secondly,
the age variation is further worsened by different time points at which assessments were done
within each wave. Finally, four waves of data potentially constraints the ability to adequately
assess nonlinear changes in self-reported health. These problems are addressed by conceiving
Add Health as an accelerated longitudinal design (ALD) or cross-sequential design (CSD). ALD
or CSD refers to connecting a few waves of data with overlapping ages together based on age,
resulting in a dataset that is construed as being collected over several ages in a longitudinal
fashion instead of a few waves (Costello, Swendsen, Rose, & Dierker, 2008; Miyazaki &
Raudenbush, 2000). ALD allows researchers to overcome the problem of wide age variation
within longitudinal data collected over a few waves and permits examination of nonlinear
changes over relatively long age range despite a short interval of data collection. Thus, ALD
strategy is adopted here to examine parental immigrant status differences in self-reported health
trajectories among adolescents in the United States.

Modeling Change
Two approaches are available to study change using ALD data, namely structural equation
modeling (SEM) and hierarchical modeling (HM) (Miyazaki & Raudenbush, 2000). The SEM
approach requires that the data be balanced on time and that any time-varying covariates specified
in the model must have the same distribution across the respondents (Miyazaki & Raudenbush,
2000). The HM approach is preferred here because Add Health is unbalanced on time (i.e.
respondents vary with regard to the number and timing of interviews). Besides, HM also allows
the incorporation of time-varying covariates with random effects regardless of the distribution
across respondents (Miyazaki & Raudenbush, 2000). Additionally, design effect of adolescents
nested within schools in Add Health can be accommodated in HM (Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002).
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Model formulation
The Level-1 model of the HM showing an age trend is as follows:

Ytij= π0ij + π1ij(Agetij - 15) + π2ij(Ageti - 15)2 + etij
for i = 1,..,n subjects.
where Ytij is the outcome at time t for subject i in school j;
Agetij is the age at time(i.e. wave) t for person i in school j centered around age
15 years (i.e. median age at Wave I);
(Ageti - 15)2 is the square of Agetij centered around age 15 years;

π0i j is the initial status in self-reported health of subject ij at age 15 years;
π1i j is the instantaneous rate of change in self-reported health of subject ij at age 15
years;

π2i j is the acceleration in growth curve for subject ij;
etij is the error term assumed to be independent and has normal distribution with mean of
0 and constant variance.

The polynomial power at which the deviance test is significant determines the polynomial terms
to be included in the model and the power in the current study is quadratic.

Based on the assumption that the growth parameters vary across subjects, the Level-2 or personlevel models are formulated as follows:

π0ij = β00j + β01j(Zqij) + r0ij
π1ij = β10j + β11j(Zqij) + r1ij
π2ij = β20j
where

β00j

is the mean initial status in self-reported health within school j;

β01j

is the mean effect of a level 2 variable

Zqi

within school j on the initial

self-reported health status;

β10j

is the mean rate of change in self-reported health status within school j;

β11j

is the mean effect of a level 2 variable

Zqi

within school j on the rate of

change in self-reported status;

β20j

is the mean acceleration in self-reported growth curve within school j;
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Zqi is a measured stable variable of the individual such as race, gender, immigrant
status etc

r0ij and r0ij are the level 2 error terms.
Finally, the Level 3 models are specified as follows:

β00j = γ000 + u00j
β01j = γ001
β10j = γ100 + u10j
β11j = γ101
β20j = γ200
where γ000 is the overall mean initial status in self-reported health;

γ001

is the overall mean effect of Zqi on the initial self-reported health status

(assumed to be constant for all schools);

γ100

is the overall mean rate of change in self-reported health status (assumed to

be constant for all schools);

γ101

is the overall mean effect of Zqi on the rate of change in self-reported

health status (assumed to be constant for all schools);

γ200

is the overall mean acceleration in growth curve of self-reported health

status (assumed to be constant for all schools);

u00j is the level 3 error term.

Thus, the intercept

π0i

and slopes

πPi

are allowed to vary across individuals in the level-2

model and across schools at level-3. The models formulated permit the differential trajectories of
self-reported health of adolescents in immigrant and nonimmigrant families to be examined.
Similarly, the differential change in self-reported health among children of immigrants of
different race/ethnic backgrounds including non-Hispanic white, black, Hispanic, and Asian can
also be compared using the formulated models.
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The level-1 equation can include time-varying variables that may explain the growth trajectory
over time. In the current analyses, family structure and use of English language at home are
included in level-1 as time varying variables.

The variance components for the models are level-1 random error, level-2 error terms for the
intercept and slopes, and level-3 error term for the intercept.

In implementing the HM, the predictors in the level-2 equations are parental immigrant status,
race/ethnicity, parental educational status, gender, and the proportion of non-Hispanic Whites in
the residential neighborhood. Use of other than English language at home and family structure are
time varying variables in the level-1 model.

To account for the complex design in Add Health, appropriate weights for each Wave are
specified at all three levels of modeling as recommended in the documentation for the software
employed in the HM (Raudenbush, Bryk, Cheong, & Congdon, 2004). SPSS 18.0.2 and SAS 9.2
were used in data management and descriptive analyses. HM modeling was done using HLM
6.08.
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Table 2-4: Number of Respondents by Wave and Age in Add Health Survey
1
2
Wav.1

51

Wav.2

6

Wav.3

-

Wav.4
Total
N

57

3
4
875
518
4
393

1
4
1
336
5
611
2
947

1
5
2
144
1
019
3
163

1
6
3
471
2
693
5
164

1
7
3
414
2
878
6
292

1
8
3
420
2
112
2
6
624

1
9
2
88
2
12
9
283
4
283

1
0
2
2
7
14
1
736
2
892

2
1
4
1
1
173
1
189

Age in years
2
2
2
2
3
4
2
2
2
574
647
129
5
2
2
2
574
647
144

2
5
2
52
1
91
2
243

2
6
6
0
5
604
1
684

2
7
8
7
1
012
1
029

2
8
1
2
581
2
582

2
9
2
680
2
680

2
0
2
607
2
607

3
1
2
559
2
559

3
2
1
70
1
70

Total
3
N
7449
2671
3384
2
3919
2
7423
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1
1
1
1
5

IV. Results
Results are presented in three sections, namely descriptive analysis of analytic sample, fixed and
random effects of baseline unconditional and conditional growth curve models, and diagrammatic
presentation of trajectories of self-reported health in the final conditional growth curve model.
The findings of the study cover adolescents who have also matured into young adults so the term
‗respondents‘ when used subsequently refers to the collective adolescents and young adults.

Descriptive Statistics of Analytic Sample

Dependent variable: Self-reported Health
The mean levels of self-reported health by parental immigrant status are shown in Table 2-5 for
the full sample and separately for non-Hispanic Whites, non-Hispanic Blacks, Asians, and
Hispanics for each wave of data. Mean self-reported health improved from Wave 1 through Wave
3 but declined at Wave 4 among immigrant-family and non-immigrant-family adolescents and
young adults for the full sample and in each race/ethnic subgroup. Among Whites and Blacks,
respondents in immigrant families had higher mean self-reported health than those in nonimmigrant families at all four waves of data collection. Among Hispanics, the mean self-reported
health for respondents in immigrant families is higher than for those in non-immigrant families at
Waves 2, 3 and 4; higher mean self-reported health among children in immigrant families
occurred among Asians at Waves 1 & 4. These findings indicate that race/ethnic differences exist
in the trajectory of self-reported health among respondents. Overall, Table 2-5 demonstrates selfreported health advantage among those with immigrant parents-- a finding consistent with the
healthy immigrant hypothesis. However, unlike studies among adults that typically show no
improvement in self-reported health with advancing age, the patterns in Table 2-5 indicate that
regardless of parental immigrant status, respondents report improvement in overall health status
during adolescence and into early adulthood and subsequently show declining health from about
age 25 into the early thirties (i.e. 26 to 32 years at Wave 4).
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Independent variables
Table 2-6 shows the weighted means and percentage distribution by wave of data for all
independent variables used in the growth curve models.

Demographic measures
Table 2-6 displays weighted means and distributions for independent variables of interest. The
mean age of respondents in immigrant families was 15.7 years at Wave 1, 16.1 years at Wave 2,
22.1 years at Wave 3, and 28.5 years at Wave 4. Individuals in non-immigrant families are
slightly younger: 15.4 years at Wave 1, 15.9 years at Wave 2, 21.7 years at Wave 3, and 28.2
years at Wave 4. Nearly half of the respondents are males among immigrant and non-immigrant
families at Waves 1, 2, 3, and 4. Race/ethnic distribution varies among immigrant and nonimmigrant families. Among immigrant families, Asians and Hispanics are predominant, together
constituting over 70% at each wave. Whites and Blacks comprise more than 80% of the sample in
non-immigrant families at each wave. Regardless of wave, Whites make up more than 70% of
non-immigrant family population while Hispanics represent approximately 50% of all immigrant
families.
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Table 2-5: Weighted Mean (standard errors) of Self-Reported Health of Adolescents
and Young Adults by Add Health Survey wave
Wave I

Wave II

Wave III

Wave IV

Dependent variable: Self-reported health
All races/ethnicity
Immigrant parent(s)
Non-immigrant parents
unweighted sample

3.863 (0.028)
3.894 (0.014)

3.925 (0.034)

4.058 (0.029)

3.671 (0.042)

3.916 (0.016)

4.008 (0.014)

3.668 (0.019)

a

a

17449

12671

1338

a

13919a

Non-Hispanic Whites
Immigrant parent(s)

4.076 (0.051)**

4.117 (0.061)**

4.168 (0.069)*

3.870 (0.064)*

Non-immigrant parents

3.906 (0.016)

3.925 (0.019)

4.013 (0.015)

3.721 (0.020)

unweighted sample

9310

6907

7272

7726

Immigrant parent(s)

4.037 (0.150)

4.123 (0.163)

4.147 (0.089)

3.944 (0.090)***

Non-immigrant parents

3.897 (0.024)

3.938 (0.030)

4.015 (0.026)

3.550 (0.028)

unweighted sample

3679

2615

2808

2929

Asians
Immigrant parent(s)

3.814 (0.059)

3.815 (0.069)

3.905 (0.052)

3.617 (0.085)

Non-immigrant parents

3.787 (0.083)

3.989 (0.089)

4.008 (0.132)

3.506 (0.130)

unweighted sample

1216

835

945

840

Immigrant parent(s)

3.757 (0.039)

3.882 (0.039)

4.071 (0.036)*

3.593 (0.065)*

Non-immigrant parents

3.812 (0.040)

unweighted sample

2929

3.779 (0.046)
2103

3.933 (0.040)
2131

3.398 (0.056)
2201

Total Weighted N

20,324,960

20,608,551

20,479,509

Non-Hispanic Blacks

Hispanics

a

17,504,042

Total sample includes those in 'other' race/ethnic group but results for this group are not shown

***

P <0.001 ,** P< 0.01 , * P<0.05
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Socioeconomic measures
Two socioeconomic measures were analyzed, namely parental educational attainment and family
structure. Overall, over the four waves, 28.6% to 29.4% of respondents in immigrant families had
a parent/guardian who had education above the high school level; 39.1% to 39.8% of individuals
in non-immigrant families had a parent/guardian with educational attainment beyond high school.
Approximately 40% of adolescents in immigrant families had parental educational attainment
below high school while only about 14% of adolescents in non-immigrant families had the same
parental educational attainment. Thus, low parental level of education is disproportionately more
common among immigrant families compared to non-immigrant families.

Family structure

changed over the four waves of data; respondents lived mostly with parents/relatives at Waves 1
and 2 but largely had their own families by Wave 4. At Waves 3 & 4, 66.5% and 32.7%
respectively of adolescents and young adults with immigrant parents still lived with parents or
relatives compared to 55.8% and 23.5% respectively of individuals with non-immigrant parents
living with parents or relatives. Thus, larger proportions adolescents with non-immigrant parents
than those with immigrant parents left their parental homes.

Acculturation
English language use or non-use at home is the measure of acculturation assessed in the study.
Except at Wave 4, about 50% of adolescents and young adults in immigrant families used a nonEnglish language at home while over 99% of adolescents and young adults in non-immigrant
home spoke English at home.

Spatial assimilation
The mean proportion of Whites in residential neighborhoods is approximately 70% and 81% for
respondents in immigrant and non-immigrant families respectively. It appears parental immigrant
status is associated with the proportion of Whites in the respondent‘ residential neighborhood.
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Table 2-6: Weighted Mean and Percentage Distribution for Independent Predictors/Variables by Add Health Survey wave
Wave I

Wave II

All

Immig.
Par.

Nonimmig.
Par.

Parental immigrant status (%)

100.0

18.9

Age in years (mean)

15.4

Male (%)

Wave III

All

Immig.
Par.

Nonimmig.
Par.

81.1

100.0

18.3

15.7

15.4

15.9

51.2

51.3

51.2

Non-Hispanic White

67.8

19.7*

Non-Hispanic Black

15.3

Asian

Wave IV

All

Immig.
Par.

Nonimmig.
Par.

All

Immig.
Par.

Nonimmig.
Par.

81.7

100.0

18.1

81.9

100.0

16.9

83.1

16.1

15.9

21.8

22.1

21.7

28.3

28.5

28.2

50.5

51.3

50.4

50.7

52.6

50.4

50.4

51.4

50.3

74.7*

68.1

19.5*

74.9*

67.8

19.0*

74.6*

68.2

18.6*

74.7*

4.3

16.9

14.9

3.4

16.5

15.5

5.1

17.0

15.2

4.2

16.6

3.6

23.1

1.0

3.6

23.2

0.8

3.6

23.3

0.8

3.2

21.1

0.8

Hispanic

11.5

49.4

Other

1.7

3.6

6.2

11.8

50.8

6.4

11.5

49.0

6.2

11.9

52.4

6.6

1.4

1.6

3.2

1.4

1.6

3.6

1.3

1.5

3.7

1.2

More than High School

37.9

29.3*

39.1*

37.9

28.6*

39.1*

38.5

28.9*

39.8*

38.2

29.4*

39.4*

High School or equivalent

44.6

29.7

46.7

44.6

29.3

46.7

43.9

29.2

46.0

44.5

28.7

46.5

Less than High School

17.5

41.0

14.2

17.5

41.8

14.1

17.6

41.9

14.2

17.3

41.9

14.1

Lives with parents/relatives

99.3

98.9

99.3

97.9

97.8

97.9

57.1

66.5*

55.8*

24.5

32.7*

23.5*

Own family/lives alone

0.7

1.1

0.7

2.1

2.2

2.1

42.9

33.5

44.2

75.5

67.3

76.5

Independent variables:
Demographic measures:

Race/ethnicity (%)

Socioeconomic measures:
Family SES: Parental educational
level (%)

Family Structure (%)

*Implies significant association between parental immigrant status and covariate, p<0.01

Table 2-6: Weighted Mean and Percentage Distribution for Independent Predictors/Variables by Add Health Survey wave contd.
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Wave I

Wave II

All

Immig.
Par.

Nonimmig.
Par.

English

92.9

47.8*

Non-English

7.1

neighborhood(% mean)
Unweighted sample, N

Wave III

All

Immig.
Par.

Nonimmig.
Par.

99.3*

93.5

52.0*

52.2

0.7

6.5

79.8

70.1*

81.2*

17449

3298

14151

Wave IV

All

Immig.
Par.

Nonimmig.
Par.

All

Immig.
Par.

Nonimmig.
Par.

99.3*

92.8

48.6*

99.0*

95.3

63.9*

99.5*

48.0

0.7

7.2

51.4

1.0

4.7

36.1

0.5

80.0

69.6*

81.5*

79.7

69.5*

81.2*

79.9

69.8*

81.3*

12671

2318

10353

13384

2418

10966

13919

2357

11562

Acculturation:
Language use at home (%)

Spatial assimilation:
Prop. of Non-Hispanic Whites in

*Implies significant association between parental immigrant status and covariate, p<0.01
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Growth Curve Models
Growth curve modeling of self-reported health was done using HLM 6.08 software. The HLM
program is specifically developed for analyzing multilevel or longitudinal data. In this study, the
flexible tools in the HLM software were used to examine time-varying and non-time-varying
variables within a longitudinal data framework. Fixed effect coefficients and random effects were
obtained for unconditional and conditional models.

A preliminary review of mean self-reported health over the age range of 12 to 32 suggested that
the trajectory of self-reported health is non-linear. Consequently, I ran unconditional models and
performed deviance tests to determine the complexity of variance components in the baseline
self-reported health growth curve model. Table 2-7 shows significant deviance tests for random
linear and random quadratic models. A significant deviance test for a random linear model
implies the linear age term should be specified as random; similarly a significant deviance test for
random quadratic model implies the quadratic age term should be specified as random. Deviance
test results indicate employing a random quadratic growth curve for self-reported health.
However, the variance component for the quadratic term in the unconditional random quadratic
model was significant but very small (i.e. variance component 0.00003, standard deviation
0.00560, and p-value 0.000). As a result, the quadratic term was specified as fixed. The final
assessment of the baseline unconditional model involved assessing whether fixed regression
coefficients for linear and quadratic terms for time are necessary in the growth curve models. The
general linear hypothesis testing the joint effect of linear and quadratic age terms are as follows
(from Wald test): chi-square statistic = 1251.844967, degrees of freedom = 2, p-value = 0.000;
these findings suggest that linear and quadratic terms collectively contribute significantly to the
trajectory of self-reported health. Accordingly, in the final unconditional model, Model 1, selfreported health was modeled as a linear function of respondents‘ initial self-reported health at age
15 (intercept), growth per year in self-reported health at age 15 (linear slope), acceleration in selfreported health growth rate (quadratic slope), and measurement errors. The following equations
show the estimated unconditional model (Model 1) at level 1(temporal), level 2 (within
individual) and level 3 (within) schools:
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Level-1 Model:
Self-reported healthtij = π0ij

+ π1ij(Agetij - 15) + π2ij(Ageti - 15)2 + etij

Level-2 Model:

π0ij = β00j + r0ij
π1ij = β10j + r1ij
π2ij = β20j
Level-3 Model:

β00j = γ000 + u00j
β10j = γ100 + u10j
β20j = γ200

Table 2-7: Deviance Tests Specifying Random Effects in Growth Curves of Self-Reported Health

Model

Deviance

df

Random intercept model
Random linear model
Random quadratic model

141144.95
139298.59
138973.15

2
8

Deviance
difference
8
1846.36
2171.80

df
difference
4
10

p-value
0.0000
0.0000

NOTE: df designates degrees of freedom

Fixed and random effects
Unconditional model
Table 2-8 shows the fixed effect coefficients of the baseline unconditional (Model 1) and the
results suggest that across adolescents and young adults aged 12 to 32 years, the mean initial selfreported health at age 15 is 3.930 (p-value =0.000), and respondents rated their self-reported
health 0.026 points higher per year (p-value=0.000). The negative mean acceleration in selfreported health at age 15(γ200 = -0.003, p-value=0.000), however, indicates that while on average
individuals indicated they were healthier over time the amount of increase in self-reported health
was reduced at each assessment—in other words there was a deceleration in the self-reported
health growth rate. The significant variance components for the initial self-reported health and
growth rates for Model 1 in Table 2-9 suggests self-reported health trajectories varied across
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adolescents and young adults between ages 12 to 32. Also, the level 2 and level 3 variance
components in Model 1(Table 2.9) show about [0.3719/(0.3719 + 0.0137)]*100 = 96% and
[0.0029/(.0029 + 0.0001)]*100 = 97% of variation in initial status and growth rate in self-reported
health respectively lies between adolescents within schools i.e. level 2. These percentages of
variation were computed as follows: % variance between individuals in level-2 is given by πpp =
πpp ⁄ (πpp + βpp) where πpp and βpp are the variance components in initial status or growth rate at
level 2 and level 3 respectively (Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002).

Conditional models
Conditional models were estimated and are shown as Models 2 to 5 in Table 2-8. In Model 2,
three control variables, namely adolescent‘s gender, parental educational attainment, and family
structure (time-varying) were added to the unconditional model (the reference group for parental
education is ‗more than high school‘). The fixed effect results (Table 2-8) indicate the initial selfreported health for males was 0.162 (p-value=0.000) higher than that of females but the male selfreported growth rate was slightly lower for males (-0.004, p-value=0.092). The initial selfreported health for respondents with ―high school‖ and ―less than high school‖ parental education
was -0.107 (p-value=0.000) and -0.263 (p-value=0.000) respectively lower than those whose
parents had at least ―some college or more‖ education (Model 2, Table 2-8). Also in Model 2
(Table 2-8), the growth in self-reported health of adolescents and young adults with ―less than
high school‖ parental education was 0.009 (p-value=0.009) higher than those in the reference
group (i.e. ―some college or more‖). The adolescents and young adults who continued to stay
with their parents/relatives became less healthy (-0.038, p-value=0.077) with increasing age
(Table 2-8). The variance components for initial status in Model 2 (Table 2-9) were reduced
compared to those of the unconditional model while the growth rate variances remain almost
unchanged, indicating that the effects of the three control variables had virtually no impact on the
variation in growth rate in self-reported health between respondents.

In Model 3, the key demographic variables in the study--parental immigrant status and
race/ethnicity-- were added to the model to identify differences by immigrant background and
race/ethnicity in initial self-reported health status and yearly growth rates in self-reported health
after adjusting for gender, parental educational attainment, and family structure. The omitted nonHispanic White category is the race/ethnicity reference group. Results from Model 3 suggest that
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on average, those in immigrant families had an initial positive health advantage compared to
those in non-immigrant families. Adolescents or young adults with at least one immigrant parent
had initial self-reported health that was 0.116 points (p-value=0.002) higher than those with nonimmigrant parents. The immigrant gap in the growth rate of self-reported health was also positive
but non-significant. Model 3 results also indicate that net of other measured factors Asians and
Hispanics had a significantly lower initial self-reported health compared to Whites, while Blacks
were not significantly different from Whites with regard to initial self-reported health. Growth
rates in self-reported health among Blacks and Hispanics were significantly lower than those of
Whites but Asian‘s growth rate was not significantly different from Whites. Also, on the basis of
random effect results of Model 3(Table 2-9), immigrant background and race/ethnicity contribute
to the between person variance (i.e. level 2) in the initial self-reported health status but not in the
self-reported health growth rate.

In Model 4, the effect of acculturation, measured as English language use at home, on the
immigrant and race/ethnicity gaps in initial and growth rates of self-reported health was
examined. Adding ‗English language use at home‘ reduced the immigrant gap in initial selfreported health from 0.116 to 0.085 (i.e. 27% change) and it implies that language differences
explain the immigrant health advantage in initial self-reported health. In contrast, controlling for
acculturation worsens the initial self-reported health for Asians and Hispanics in comparison to
Whites. Growth rates among Blacks and Hispanics did not change after controlling for
acculturation, and as noted in Model 3, Asians and Whites had no statistically significant
differences in growth of self-reported health. The changes in variance components for initial
status and growth rates in self-reported health in Model 4 are also very small (Table 2-9).
The final model (Model 5) shows the net effect of the ‗percentage of Whites in respondent‘s
neighborhood (i.e. level of spatial assimilation)‘ on immigrant and race/ethnicity gaps in initial
status and growth rates in self-reported health. Spatial assimilation differences in the study do not
affect the immigrant gap in initial self-reported health. Among Asians and Hispanics compared to
Whites, the disadvantage in initial self-reported health increased from -0.159 to -0.165 and from 0.110 to -0.114 points respectively. Thus, controlling for differences in spatial assimilation
worsens the initial self-reported health status by about 4% each for Asians and Hispanics. Also,
spatial assimilation appears to affect racial/ethnic gaps in initial self-reported health but not the
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immigrant gap. Racial and immigrant gaps in growth rates in self-reported are not significantly
affected by spatial assimilation based on Model 5 fixed effect results (Table 2-8). Variance
component results of Model 5 are nearly identical to those of the previous model indicating that
nearly no variance was explained by spatial assimilation.
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Table 2-8: Quadratic Changea in Self-Reported Health among Adolescents and Young Adults in Add Health Survey Wave I, II, III, and IV
Model 1
Fixed effect

Co-eff.

Model 2

Robust
se

p-value

Co-eff.

Robust
se

Model 3
p-value

Co-eff.

Robust
se

p-value

Initial status,π0i
Mean(Av. status at age 15) ,γ000

3.930

0.021

0.000

3.964

0.036

0.000

3.967

0.042

0.000

Male

---

---

---

0.162

0.023

0.000

0.163

0.022

0.000

High school

---

---

---

-0.107

0.022

0.000

-0.107

0.023

0.000

Less than high school

---

---

---

-0.263

0.034

0.000

-0.263

0.035

0.000

Parental immigrant status

---

---

---

---

---

---

0.116

0.036

0.002

Blacks

---

---

---

---

---

---

0.038

0.033

0.247

Asians

---

---

---

---

---

---

-0.146

0.068

0.032

Hispanics

---

---

---

---

---

---

-0.094

0.041

0.020

Proportion of whites in neighbhd

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

Family structure effect(slope)

---

---

---

-0.038

0.022

0.077

-0.038

0.022

0.078

English lang. use effect(slope)

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

Growth rate, π1i
Mean(av. status at age 15) ,γ100

0.026

0.006

0.000

0.029

0.006

0.000

0.031

0.006

0.000

Male

---

---

---

-0.004

0.002

0.092

-0.003

0.002

0.097

High school

---

---

---

0.002

0.002

0.399

0.002

0.002

0.367

Less than high school

---

---

---

0.009

0.003

0.009

0.009

0.003

0.007

Parental immigrant status

---

---

---

---

---

---

0.003

0.004

0.470

Blacks

---

---

---

---

---

---

-0.009

0.002

0.000

Asians

---

---

---

---

---

---

0.0002

0.0067

0.979

Hispanics

---

---

---

---

---

---

-0.010

0.003

0.002

Proportion of whites in neighbhd

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

Acceleration, π2i
Mean, γ200
-0.003
0.0003
0.000
-0.004
0.0003
0.000
-0.004
0.0003
0.000
a
Model 1 is unconditional and all other models are conditional. The reference group is female, some college or more, non-immigrant parents, non-Hispanic Whites, lives
with parents, non-English for gender(male), school categories, race/ethnic categories, family structure, and English language use respectively.
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Table 2-8: Quadratic Changea in Self-Reported Health among Adolescents and Young Adults in Add Health Survey Wave I, II, III, and IV contd.
Model 4

Model 5

Co-eff.

Robust
se

p-value

Co-eff.

Robust
se

p-value

Mean(Av. status at age 15) ,γ000

4.008

0.062

0.000

4.008

0.065

0.000

Male

0.164

0.023

0.000

0.163

0.023

0.000

High school

-0.107

0.023

0.000

-0.107

0.023

0.000

Less than high school

-0.268

0.035

0.000

-0.268

0.035

0.000

Parental immigrant status

0.085

0.040

0.033

0.085

0.040

0.032

Blacks

0.040

0.033

0.228

0.042

0.043

0.331

Asians

-0.159

0.067

0.018

-0.165

0.069

0.017

Hispanics

-0.110

0.040

0.007

-0.114

0.043

0.008

---

---

---

0.031

0.054

0.565

Family structure effect(slope)

-0.038

0.022

0.078

-0.038

0.022

0.080

English lang. use effect(slope)

-0.034

0.041

0.402

-0.034

0.041

0.408

Mean(av. status at age 15) ,γ100

0.031

0.006

0.000

0.029

0.006

0.000

Male

-0.004

0.002

0.093

-0.004

0.002

0.089

High school

0.002

0.002

0.368

0.002

0.002

0.343

Less than high school

0.009

0.003

0.007

0.010

0.003

0.006

Parental immigrant status

0.004

0.004

0.299

0.003

0.004

0.447

Blacks

-0.009

0.002

0.000

-0.004

0.004

0.233

Asians

-0.0003

0.006

0.966

0.002

0.007

0.809

Hispanics

-0.009

0.003

0.005

-0.009

0.003

0.009

---

---

---

0.011

0.007

0.097

Fixed effect
Initial status,π0i

Proportion of whites in neighbhd

Growth rate, π1i

Proportion of whites in neighbhd

Acceleration, π2i
Mean, γ200
-0.004
0.0003
0.000
-0.004
0.0003
0.000
a
Model 1 is unconditional and all other models are conditional. The reference group is female, some college or more, non-immigrant parents, non-Hispanic Whites, lives
with parents, non-English for gender(male), school categories, race/ethnic categories, family structure, and English language use respectively.
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Table 2-9: Variance Explained in Initial Status and Growth Rate of Self-Reported Health†
Random effect

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

Model 5

0.3855

0.3831

0.3832

0.3833

0.3833

Variance component

0.3719

0.3587

0.3574

0.3572

0.3571

Chi sq

37679.9

36971.5

36866.3

36864.7

36856.1

df

16495

16622

16617

16616

16615

p-value

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

Variance component

0.0029

0.0028

0.0028

0.0028

0.0028

Chi sq

28374.5

27622.0

27580.4

27576.6

27565.7

df

16759

16625

16620

16620

16619

p-value

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

Variance component

0.0137

0.0097

0.0065

0.0064

0.0066

Level-1 variance
Temporal variation,etij
Level-2 variance
Initial status, r0ij

Growth rate, r1ij

Level-3 variance
Initial status, u00j
Chi sq

653.1

452.6

362.4

360.8

364.6

df

131

128

123

123

123

p-value

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

Variance component

0.0001

0.0002

0.0002

0.0002

0.0002

Chi sq

186.8

630.7

574.3

574.2

562.0

df

131

131

131

131

131

p-value

0.001

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

Growth rate, u10j

†

Model 1 is unconditional and all other models are conditional
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Predicted Trajectory Curves of Self-reported Health
Plotted predicted growth parameters provide information about change in addition to fixed and
random effect estimates. All the curves shown are based on the final conditional model (Model
5). Predicted values were obtained by grand mean centering all variables except the plotted ones.
For example, in the overall growth curve shown in Figure 2-1, all variables except linear and
quadratic terms for age were grand mean centered.

Figure 2-1: Self-Reported Health Trajectory of Adolescents and
Young Adults Aged 12-32 years in Add Health Survey Wave I, II,
III and IV
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Figure 2-1 shows that overall, adolescents and young adults start with a self-reported health of
about 3.810 units at age 12 and gain additional units per year to peak at age 19 with about 3.979
units. The self-reported health then decreases gradually to about 3.325 units by age 32.

Overall, respondents in immigrant families start at a higher initial level of self-reported health and
this gap remains at each age up to 32 years (Figure 2-2). Also, the immigrant gap in self-reported
health by race/ethnic group is depicted in Figure 2.3 which shows that regardless of
race/ethnicity, the growth curve for those in immigrant families lies above that of respondents in
non-immigrant families for Whites, Blacks, Hispanics, and Asians.
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Figure 2-2: Trajectories of Self-Reported Health for Adolescents
in Immigrant and Non-Immigrant Families in Add Health Survey
Wave I, II, III and IV
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Figure 2-3: Trajectory of Self-Reported Health by Parental Immigrant Status and
Race/Ethnicity in Add Health Survey Wave I, II, III and IV
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In Figure 2-4, the growth curves are restricted to those in immigrant families alone to illustrate
the race/ethnic disparities in self-reported growth curve. At age 12, adolescents in Black
immigrant families have the highest self-reported health (3.915 units) and those in Asian
immigrant families the lowest (3.715 units) while adolescents in White and Hispanic families lie
between the level for Blacks and Asians at 3.851 and 3.850 units respectively. Advancing age
results in different trajectories leading to Whites overtaking Blacks and Asians overtaking
Hispanics and by age 32, Whites register the best self-reported health status (3.472 units) and
Hispanics the worst (3.214 units) with Blacks (3.410 units) and Asians (3.306 units) lying
between the level for Whites and Hispanics. These growth curves show that level and persistence
of self-reported health advantage among adolescents and young adults with immigrant parents
varies by race/ethnicity between age 12 through 32. Thus, the initial health advantage seen among
adolescents in Black immigrant families does not endure beyond age 20 to 22 and those in White
immigrant families eventually assume an advantageous level in self-reported health compared to
other race/ethnic groups by age 23 to 24 until 32.

The growth curves of self-reported health plotted address the two hypotheses posed earlier as
follows. First, a clear immigrant advantage in self-reported health exists among adolescents and
young adults with immigrant parents compared to those with non-immigrant parents regardless of
racial or ethnic background. Also, greater acculturation reduced the immigrant advantage in
initial self-reported health but no significant change in the self-reported health growth rate was
noted. Second, consistent with the second hypothesis, the growth curve plots for immigrant
families show that Blacks and Hispanics had comparatively worse declines in self-reported health
than Whites and Asians.
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Figure 2-4: Trajectories of Self-Reported Health for
Adolescents/Young Adults in Immigrant Families by
Race/Ethnicity in Add Health Survey Wave I, II, III and IV
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V. Discussion
The results of this study provide clear evidence that an advantage in the trajectory of self-reported
health exists for adolescents and young adults in immigrant families in the US over ages 12 to 32.
A remarkable finding is the observation that regardless of ethnicity/race, the immigrant health
advantage persists between ages 12 and 32 (Fig 2-3). The curves shown adjust for socioeconomic
characteristics, demographic factors, acculturation, and spatial assimilation. Yet, the persistence
of the health gap between respondents in immigrant and non-immigrant families among nonHispanic Whites, Blacks, Hispanics, and Asians suggest that immigrant parental influences
consistent with the healthy immigrant effect probably play a significant role in shaping the health
of adolescents and young adults. The health trajectory detected in this study is consistent with
findings among adults where several studies consistently showed immigrant health advantage
(Jasso, et al., 2004; J. T. McDonald & Kennedy, 2004). The immigrant health advantage
demonstrated in this study is similar to the work by Harris (1999) that used only the Wave I data
in a cross-sectional design. The findings are not consistent with some past studies which have
shown that children with immigrant parents have worse parent-reported health than children in
native-born families (Burgos, et al., 2005; Capps, 2001; Huang, et al., 2006; Reardon-Anderson,
et al., 2002; Weathers, et al., 2008a).

I offer two reasons why immigrant advantage was not noted in these other studies. First, the cited
studies used a different dataset that grouped all children under age 18, and secondly overall health
was parent-reported rather than self-reported. It is possible immigrant parents could rate their
children‘s health much worse than adolescents rated themselves in the current study. Besides,
research evidence shows Hispanic parents are more likely to rate their health and that of their
children as fair/poor even if objective measures of health suggest otherwise (Burgos, et al., 2005;
Ren & Amick, 1996; Shetterly, Baxter, Mason, & Hamman, 1996). Further, Capps (2001) noted
in his discussion that Hispanics who are more likely to rate their children‘s health as fair/poor
constitute the largest proportion of immigrant parents in the analytic sample used in his study
(1999 National Survey of America‘s Health) so observing higher rate of fair/poor health among
immigrant children was possible. The explanation offered by Capps (2001) applies equally to
Huang et al. (2006) and Reardon-Anderson et al (2002) because these studies also used the 1999
National Survey of America‘s Health in their analyses. The second explanation is that cross66

sectional data were analyzed in contrast to the current research that used a longitudinal data to
model the trajectory of self-reported health from age 12 to 32.

Contrary to hypothesis 1 that self-reported health would decline for respondents in immigrant
families more rapidly than those in non-immigrant families, the initial positive health gap for
immigrant families persisted from age 12 to 32 after controlling for demographic factors, socioeconomic characteristics, and acculturation. The persistent health advantage for respondents at all
ages suggests that health-promoting factors associated with parental self-selection effects endure
from adolescence into young adulthood. Also, it is possible that positive health behaviors among
children in immigrant families may persist between age 12 and 32, although some past studies
show that immigrant children increasingly acquire negative or risky health behaviors over time.
Another consideration is research indicating that higher social support occurs among children in
immigrant families due to greater likelihood of residing in two-parent or multi-generational
homes (Landale, et al., 2011). In the current study adolescents and young adults with immigrant
parents are more likely to remain in parental homes over time (66.5% versus 55.8% at Wave III;
32.7% versus 23.5% at Wave IV), perhaps leading to greater social support and persistent in
immigrant health advantage.

The notable immigrant health advantage has several policy implications. First, since adolescents
and young adults in immigrant families remain healthier than those in native-born families, the
costs likely to be incurred by providing health care coverage to this population will be
comparatively low. The current welfare policy that delays access to publicly-funded health
insurance such as Medicaid and SCHIP (State Children‘s Health Insurance Program) may be
counter-productive in reducing overall health costs because a fairly healthy population of
adolescents and young adults in immigrant families may lack access to preventive health care that
would have further improve their health status and thereby reduce their future cost of health
services.

Ethnic/racial disparities in the trajectories of self-reported health among adolescents and young
adults in immigrant families have been demonstrated in the results. The self-reported health
trajectories of Hispanic and Black respondents worsened more rapidly than those of non-Hispanic
Whites and Asians as posited in hypothesis 2. Thus, unfavorable influences on health including
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residential neighborhood related factors that affect Hispanics and Blacks likely have an impact on
their self-reported health trajectory. The observed health trajectory for adolescents and young
adults in Hispanic and Black immigrant families could also be related to greater levels of
acculturation stressors in the form of discrimination, family responsibilities and obligations, and
legal status related issues for their parents and other relatives. However, due to data limitations
the current study does not assess the role of these acculturative stressors on the health trajectories.
Regarding policy implications, health programs and services that target adolescents and young
adults in immigrant families should have a special focus on Hispanics and Blacks to reduce the
likelihood of deterioration in their health status.

Acculturation and spatial assimilation were the two important factors whose effects on the
trajectory of self-reported health were examined. Acculturation measured as use of English
language had a negative effect on the trajectory of self-reported health although the estimate was
not statistically significant. One explanation for an insignificant acculturation main effect is that
both first and second generation adolescents and young adults were classified into immigrant
families while the effect is likely to be different for the two generations.

A limitation of the study is the use of self-reported health status as the main outcome variable.
Future work that utilizes objective health measures would provide further insight into the
trajectory of health among adolescents and young adults in immigrant and non-immigrant
families. Another study limitation is the lack of evidence on the effect of attrition in Wave IV on
the results. However, analytic review established that the use of final sampling weights leads to
reduced bias in estimates as demonstrated in non-response analyses of Wave I, II, and III
(Chantala, et al., 2004; Kalsbeek, et al., 2002).

Aside the policy implications mentioned earlier, this study makes significant contributions to the
immigrant health literature by providing insight into the health trajectory of adolescents and
young adults in immigrant families and by demonstrating the extent of racial/ethnic disparities in
these self-reported health trajectories using a nationally representative longitudinal data that has
followed adolescents from high school into adulthood. Further, the study provides some indirect
evidence that self-selection of immigrants on health has an impact on their children‘s health status
as well.
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CHAPTER THREE

Patterns of Routine Physical Examination Receipt over Time by
Race/Ethnicity among Adolescents in Immigrant and Native-Born Families,
and Factors Associated With Greater Health Care Utilization
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I. Background
Young adults in both immigrant and non-immigrant families face a number of potential health
risks including excessive alcohol use, substance abuse, mental and emotional conditions, sexually
transmitted infections, and high death rates from vehicular accidents, homicides, firearm-injuries,
and suicides; younger adolescents face similar health issues but on a lesser scale (Dey & Lucas,
2006; Eschbach, Stimpson, Kuo, & Goodwin, 2007; K.M. Harris, et al., 2006; Park, Paul Mulye,
Adams, Brindis, & Irwin, 2006; Singh & Yu, 1996b). Young adulthood is also a crucial period
during which screening and early detection of common chronic diseases such as hypertension and
diabetes can be undertaken (Callahan, Hickson, & Cooper, 2006; Dey & Lucas, 2006). Similarly,
the adolescent period offers the opportunity to address health risk behaviors such as smoking,
alcoholism, and unsafe sexual practices and thereby avoid the long term effects of these health
risk practices in adulthood. As a result, the United States Preventive Services Task Force
recommends preventive health services for adolescents and young adults in the form of regularly
scheduled routine physical exams (United States Preventive Services Task Force, 2011).

However, adolescents and young adults especially those in immigrant families may fail to
undergo regular routine physical exams due to several barriers.

Lack of health insurance

constitutes a major barrier to health care utilization among adolescents and young adults in the
United States (C. Brindis, et al., 2002; Callahan, et al., 2006). Among the uninsured population,
those aged 15 to 24 are more likely to have no form of health insurance compared to all other age
groups (Callahan, et al., 2006; DeNavas-Walt, Proctor, & Smith, 2008). The uninsured situation
is worse for people in immigrant families compared those in native-born families. The likelihood
of being insured is closely related to nativity or immigrant status, citizenship, and duration of stay
in the United States (Granados, et al., 2001; Huang, et al., 2006; Ku & Matani, 2001). Immigrant
families or non-U.S.-born residents are less likely to be enrolled in both employer-based and
publicly funded health insurance because immigrant families are often poor, work in jobs that
offer no health-insurance benefits, and encounter federal and state policies that limit the provision
of Medicaid and SCHIP to recent immigrants (Ellwood & Ku, 1998; Granados, et al., 2001;
Huang, et al., 2006; Ku & Matani, 2001; Ku & Waidmann, 2003). Also, immigrant families may
shun enrollment in publicly-supported health insurance to avoid questions about their legal status
in the United States (Perreira & Ornelas, 2011). Besides, some immigrants also believe that the
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use of public insurance may lead government officials to classify them as a ‗public charge‘ and
thereby endanger any naturalization process in the future (Perreira & Ornelas, 2011). Studies
have shown that US citizens, regardless of nativity, are more likely to be insured than noncitizens (Guendelman, et al., 2005; Guendelman, et al., 2001; Hill, et al., 2008). Similarly, recent
immigrant families are more likely to be uninsured compared to immigrant families who have
been living much longer in the United States (Carrasquillo, Carrasquillo, & Shea, 2000; Huang, et
al., 2006; Keating, et al., 2009). Thus, health insurance barriers constitute a major snag to health
care utilization among adolescents and young adults in immigrant families.

Aside health insurance difficulties, adolescents and young adults in immigrant families encounter
other barriers to health care utilization. These barriers include comparatively low socioeconomic
status, limited English proficiency, residence in neighborhood that lack adequate health care
facilities and providers, and perceived stigmatization by health care providers (Derose, et al.,
2009; Derose, et al., 2007). Cultural differences and lack of trust in formal institutions of care can
also discourage immigrant families from utilizing health services (Betancourt, 2006; Marshall,
Urrutia-Rojas, Mas, & Coggin, 2005).

The immigrant health literature is replete with studies that seek to identify factors associated with
health care access and utilization among immigrant families. However, studies among
adolescents and young adults are limited and tend to be based on cross-sectional data. Besides,
past research has not used longitudinal studies that follow the trajectory of health care utilization
among adolescents transitioning into young adulthood. The goal of this study is to examine the
disparities in patterns of preventive health care utilization among adolescents and young adults in
immigrant and non-immigrant families, to determine whether racial/ethnic differences exist, and
to identify factors related to receipt of preventive health care. Specifically, the study addresses the
following research question:

Does utilization of health care services differ among Hispanic, Asian, non-Hispanic white, and
non-Hispanic black adolescents and young adults in immigrant and in native-born families, and
are factors linked to greater access to health care services associated with differences in health
care utilization between adolescents and young adults in immigrant and non-immigrant families?
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The chapter proceeds with a discussion of the conceptual framework that informs this research
and the research hypotheses. Next, the study methodology is described followed by the
presentation of analytic results. Finally, the discussion section situates the findings within existing
knowledge. The discussion section also identifies the policy implications of the study as well as
the limitations of the research.
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II. Conceptual Framework and Hypotheses
The most widely employed model in studying the use of health services is the Behavioral Model
of Health Service Use (Aday & Andersen, 1974; Aday & Awe, 1997; Andersen, 1968, 1995). The
model posits that three types of characteristics determine the use of health care services:
predisposing, enabling, and need factors. Predisposing factors refer to preexisting factors that
enhance individuals‘ inclination to use health care and includes demographic characteristics,
health beliefs, and factors related to social structure. Demographic characteristics include age,
gender, and marital status. Health beliefs encompass values about health and illness, attitudes
about health services, and disease knowledge. Social structure consists of factors such as
race/ethnicity, education, occupation and employment, social networks, family size and religion.

Enabling factors refer to attributes through which health care service use is made possible and
encompasses personal or family resources and community characteristics. Personal or family
resources include having a regular source of care, health insurance, income, and lack of perceived
barriers to health care use. Urban status of residential community and region of residence are
examples of relevant community characteristics.

Need factors are generally quantified in terms of self-perceived level of health and health status
as evaluated through the health care delivery system.

The original Behavioral Model of Health Service Use (Andersen, 1968) has subsequently been
modified to help explain the health care use of vulnerable populations (Gelberg, Andersen, &
Leake, 2000). Vulnerable populations have additional factors that contribute to their use of health
care services aside from the general factors that affect the health care of all people. Populations
could be considered vulnerable as a result of minority status, immigrant status, age (children,
adolescents, and the elderly) , mental or physical incapacity, and poor socioeconomic
circumstances (Aday, 1993). Gelberg, et al. (2000) identified vulnerable population
characteristics in predisposing, enabling, and need domains of the traditional behavioral model.
Predisposing factors relevant among vulnerable populations include country of birth, immigrant
status, acculturation, living conditions, duration of stay in the community, and mental illness
among others. Public benefits and social services are important enabling factors among
vulnerable populations. The perception of illness and the evaluated health status of vulnerable
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populations inform the need to seek health care. Clearly, the Biobehavioral Model for Vulnerable
Populations (Gelberg, et al., 2000), illustrated in Figure 3-1 is appropriate for examining the
factors that affect differences in health care use among adolescents in immigrant families and
those in non-immigrant families.
Figure 3-1: The Behavioral Model for Vulnerable Populations

Predisposing factors
Traditional domains
Demographic e.g. age, gender,
Social structure e.g. race/ethnicity,
education, occupation
Vulnerable population domains
Social structure e.g. country of birth,
acculturation, immigration status of parent

Enabling factors
Traditional domains
Personal/family resources e.g. regular source
of care, insurance, income, social support

Health Outcomes

Use of health services
e.g. routine physical
exams

Need Factors
Traditional domains
Perceived health
-self-reported health status

Adapted with slight modification from Gelberg et al. (2000)
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Past research indicates that immigrants not only have less access to health care services but also
utilize services less frequently compared to non-immigrants (Derose, et al., 2009; Guendelman, et
al., 2005; Huang, et al., 2006; Lessard & Ku, 2003). The following factors have been found to
contribute to low access and less utilization of health services by adolescents and children with
immigrant parents compared to their counterparts in native-born homes: less access to health
insurance, nativity status, non-U.S. citizenship, race/ethnic minority, poverty, low parental
education, limited English proficiency, and lack of a regular source of care (Derose, et al., 2009;
Derose, et al., 2007; Guendelman, et al., 2002; Guendelman, et al., 2001; Huang, et al., 2006).
Also non-Hispanic blacks, Hispanics, and Asians are less likely to have a regular source of health
care and have employer-based or publicly-funded health insurance than non-Hispanic whites
(Guendelman, et al., 2001; Ku & Waidmann, 2003).

The Biobehavioral Model of Vulnerable Populations, as well as information from past studies,
provides the basis for the following hypotheses:

Hypothesis 2a
Health care utilization patterns measured as receipt of routine physical examinations within the
recommended time interval, will be lower for adolescents and young adults in immigrant families
compared to their counterparts in native families for all race/ethnic groups (non-Hispanic blacks,
Hispanics, Asians, and non-Hispanic whites).

Hypothesis 2b
Receipt of routine physical examinations within the recommended time interval will be lower for
non-Hispanic black, Hispanic, and Asian adolescents and young adults compared to

non-

Hispanic white adolescents and young adults regardless of immigrant status.

Hypothesis 2c
Predisposing, enabling, and need factors that are associated with health care access and
utilization will account for differences in the receipt of routine physical exams within the
recommended time interval between adolescents and young adults in immigrant and nonimmigrant families regardless of race/ethnicity.
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III. Methods
Data
The National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health (Add Health) provides data for the study.
Add Health is a longitudinal study that started with a nationally representative sample of U.S.
adolescents enrolled in grades 7-12 during the 1994-95 school year. The sampling design is
multistage, stratified, clustered, and is school-based. The data collection entailed a sample of 80
high schools and their feeder middle or junior high schools followed by an in-school interview of
students. From the in-school interview sample of 90,118 students at Wave I, a random subsample
of 20,745 adolescents was selected for in-home interviews (K.M. Harris, et al., 2009). A parent-usually the mother also participated in in-home interviews at Wave I. The Add Health cohort has
been followed into young adulthood (aged 24-32). Thus, since the initial Wave I, three more
waves of data have been collected. Subsequently, Wave II, III, and IV surveys involved in-home
interviews for the adolescents sampled at Wave I. The current analyses are restricted to in-home
interviews at Waves I, III, IV. Wave II is excluded from the analyses because no parents were
interviewed, and also, students were not asked to provide any information relating to family
income and health insurance status which are key variables examined in the present study.

The in-home interview sample sizes (restricted to cases with non-missing design weights as
recommended in data documentation) at Waves I, III, and IV are shown in Table 3-1. Data for the
Wave I in-home interviews in the present study are limited to those whose parents were also
interviewed at Wave I.
Table 3-1: Distribution of Sample Sizes in of Add Health Survey Wave I, III and IV

Wave

Year(s)

Sample description

Sample size

I

1994-95

Adolescents in grades 7-12

16,204

Imputed
sample size
15,530

III

2001-02

Young adults age 18-26 yrs

14,322

13,660

IV

2008-09

Adults age 24-32 yrs

14,800

14,061

NOTE: Discrepancy between ‗sample size‘ and imputed ‗sample size‘ is present because 4.2% of Wave I
cases, 4.6% of Wave III cases, and 4.9% of Wave IV cases were deleted due to level 2 missingness; additional
explanation provided in text.
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Analytic sample
Multiple imputations are employed to minimize the loss of respondents due to missingness in the
level 1 variables in the multi-level models. All imputations were done using proc mi in SAS via

MCMC (Markov Chain Monte Carlo) method (Horton & Lipsitz, 2001). Overall, 14.67%
of Wave I, 8.1% of Wave III, and 7.3% of Wave IV observations had one or more variables
imputed. The imputed variables were ―family income‖ (5.40 to 13.85%), ―health insurance‖ (0.89
to 1.04%), and ―usual source of care‖ (0.06 to 1.8%). Imputed data is not accepted by the
software (HLM 6.08) used in the multi-level regression analysis at any level beside level 1.
Therefore, missing data for non-level 1 variables excluded from the analytic sample was 4.2%,
4.6%, and 4.9% of Wave I, III, and IV cases respectively. The sample size of the final analytic
sample is shown in the column titled ‗Imputed sample size‘ in Table 3-1. The deleted cases in
each wave (i.e. I, III, and IV) are not significantly different from the retained cases with respect to
age, gender, race/ethnicity, and parental educational status.

Loss of study participants is a limitation of the Add Health dataset. Statistical analysis of the Add
Health dataset with regard to attrition has established that the use of design weights helps to
substantially reduce the impact of attrition on estimates. Therefore, design weights are employed
in all the analyses. Further details about attrition in Add Health are discussed in the methods
section of study 1 (i.e. Chapter 2) under the analytic sample subheading.

Measures
Dependent variable: The outcome variable assessed in the study is utilization of routine physical
examination services. The choice of routine physical exam is considered appropriate for the study
for several reasons. Routine physical exams are recommended for adolescents and young adults
by the United States Preventive Care Task Force, the American Academy of Pediatrics, and the
American Medical Association because the process offers an opportunity not only for behavioral
risk counseling (related to smoking, alcohol use, and unprotected sex) but for young adults
screening for early onset of chronic diseases such as hypertension, diabetes, and high blood lipids
is also performed (Low, 2003; United States Preventive Services Task Force, 2011). For both
adolescents and young adults, suboptimal dietary practices and physical inactivity that lead to
overweight and obesity, an important risk factor for cardiovascular diseases and diabetes, can also
be addressed as part of the routine physical exam process. Thus, receipt of routine physical exams
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is an appropriate measure for determining the trajectory of health care utilization between
adolescents and young adults in immigrant and non-immigrant families.

Routine physical exam was measured as the response to the question ―In the past year have you
had a routine physical examination?‖ in Wave I. In Wave III and IV, the routine physical exam
question was formulated ―How long ago did you last had a routine check-up?‖ Routine physical
exam was coded 1 if the response was ―yes‖ in Wave I or ―less than 2 years‖ in Wave III and IV.
Routine physical exam was coded 0 if the response was ―no‖ in Wave I or ―two years or more‖ in
Wave III and IV. The approach adopted is consistent with the overall recommendation that
adolescents and youth up to 21 years should have an annual physical exam (or more frequently if
indicated by prevailing medical condition(s) or health risk factors for an individual). According to
the United States Preventive Services Task Force (2011), adults above age 21 are advised to have
a blood pressure check at least once every two years so the cut-off of two years for routine
physical exam in Wave III and IV is appropriate for the study. Wave II was excluded from the
study because socio-economic information was not collected from parents during that wave of the
survey, and because it occurred in close proximity to Wave I.

Independent variables:
Based on the conceptual framework, the independent variables are predisposing factors, enabling
factors, and need factors of health care use (Aday & Awe, 1997; Andersen, 1995). Predisposing
factors are demographic, social structure, and health belief factors that determine the utilization of
health care, and in this study they include race/ethnicity, parental immigrant status, and family
structure. Age and gender are also predisposing variables but are regarded in the present study as
control variables. Enabling factors for health care utilization are family and community resources
that ensure the use of health care services, and in the present study they are health insurance
status, family income, parental educational level, and having a usual source of care. Need factors
refer to the perceived health status or illness of the individual; self-reported health is regarded as
an indicator of need in this study because past studies have shown that self-reported health
predicts the use of medical services, morbidity, and overall mortality (Fayers & Sprangers, 2002;
Hansen, et al., 2002). Detailed descriptions of how the independent variables were measured are
as follows:
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Predisposing factors:
1.

Parental immigrant status: The main independent variable is parental
immigrant status of the adolescents at Wave I, derived from responses to
whether the adolescent respondent, the mother (biological or adoptive), and/or
the father (biological or adoptive) or guardian were born in U.S. or not. These
three responses were re-coded into two categories: 1 = one or both
parents/guardians are non-US born, 0 = both parents/guardians are US-born.
For single-parent households, only the immigrant status of the resident parent
was used. Parental immigrant status so determined at Wave I is regarded as a
non-time varying variable over Waves III and IV.

2.

Race/ethnicity: the race/ethnicity of each adolescent at Wave I was treated as
non-time varying over the subsequent three waves of data where 1= NonHispanic White, 2 = Non-Hispanic Black, 3 = Asian, 4 = Hispanic, 5 = Other
[Note: ―Other‖ race group included for completeness but is not focus of
analysis]

3.

Family structure: dichotomous variable coded 1 if respondent stays with
parents or other relatives and coded 0 if otherwise

Enabling factors
1.

Parental educational level represents educational attainment of respondent‘s
mother or female guardian. If mother‘s educational attainment is not available,
then that of the father or male guardian is used. Parental educational status was
coded as follows: 1=Less than High School, 2=High/equivalent College, 3=Some
College or more (reference).

2.

Health insurance status: determined by the parental response to whether
adolescent had any health insurance at Wave I. In Wave III and IV, the young
adult indicated to their current health insurance was private, public, or uninsured.
Those who had a private or publicly funded insurance were coded 1 and those
who were uninsured were coded 0. About 1.04%, 0.63%, and 0.89% of responses
in the final sample at Wave I, III, and IV respectively were imputed.

3.

Family income: categorized as $0 to $19,999; $20,000 to $39,999; $40,000 to
$74,999; and $75,000 or more. These categories were the most detailed possible
given data limitations in Wave I. Total family income in Wave I refers to the
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parental income estimate. In Wave III and IV, family income status is based on
total household income reported by the respondent.
4.

Usual source of care: was derived from the response to whether the respondent
has a ―usual place of health care.‖ The variable was not directly available in
Wave I, so a proxy of measure of difficulty in obtaining health care was used;
those who had no difficulty in receiving health care were classified as having a
usual source of care. Those with ―a usual source of care‖ were coded 1 and those
without were coded 0.

Need factors
Self-reported health: In Waves I, III and IV, adolescents and young adult were
asked to rate their overall health on a five-point scale designated as follows: 1 =
poor, 2 = fair, 3 = good, 4 = very good, and 5 = excellent. Self-reported health is
used as a continuous variable to avoid loss of information.

A summary of the dependent and independent variables and how they are measured are shown in
Table 3-2.
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Table 3-2: Definitions of Dependent and Independent Variables*
VARIABLES
CATEGORIES/DEFINITION
I. Dependent
Had a routine physical exam

1=Yes (within past year for Wave I or past
two years for Waves III & IV) [reference]
0=No

II. Independent
Predisposing factors:
Age

Age in years at assessment

Gender

0=Female, 1=Male(reference)

Race/ethnicity

1=Non-Hispanic White (reference), 2=NonHispanic Black, 3=Asian, 4=Hispanic,
5=Other

Parental immigrant status

1= one or both are immigrants, 0=both
parents are native-born

Family Structure

1=Lives with parents/relatives (reference)
0=Does not live with parents/relatives

Enabling factors:
Family income categories

1=less than $19,999
2=$20,000 to $39,999
3=$40,000 to $74,999
4=$75,000 or more (reference)

Has usual source or care

1=Yes(reference)
0=No

Health insurance

1=Insured(reference)
0=uninsured

Parental education level(mother)

1=Less than High School,
2=High/equivalent College, 3=Some College
or more (reference)

Need factors:
Self-reported health status

1=Poor, 2=Fair, 3=Good, 4=Very Good,
5=Excellent

*All categorical variables (except self-reported health) with more than 2 groups were converted into dummy
variables setting the reference group to 0.
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Analytic Approach
Using Age as Unit of Analysis
As noted earlier, the current study of patterns in the receipt of routine physical exam of
adolescents and young adults draws data from Waves I, III, and IV of Add Health. The changes
over time in routine physical exam could be modeled using wave or age as the unit of analysis.
However, employing wave as the unit of analysis raises three methodological concerns in Add
Health (Natsuaki, et al., 2009). First, Add Health consists of multiple age cohorts characterized
by wide variation in age: 12-21 years in Wave I, 21-28 years in Wave III, and 24 – 32 years in
Wave IV (see Table 3.3). Thus, using wave as the unit of analysis conceals the substantial age
variability in the data. Secondly, the age variation is further worsened by different time points at
which assessments were done within each wave. Finally, three waves of data potentially
constraints the ability to adequately assess nonlinear changes in routine physical exam. These
problems are addressed by conceiving Add Health as an accelerated longitudinal design (ALD) or
cross-sequential design (CSD). ALD or CSD refers to connecting a few waves of data with
overlapping ages together based on age, resulting in a dataset that is construed as being collected
over several ages in a longitudinal fashion instead of a few waves (Costello, et al., 2008;
Miyazaki & Raudenbush, 2000). ALD allows researchers to overcome the problem of wide age
variation within longitudinal data collected over a few waves and permits examination of
nonlinear changes over relatively long age range despite a short interval of data collection. Thus,
ALD strategy is adopted here to examine parental immigrant status differences in patterns of
receipt of routine physical exams among adolescents and young adults in the United States.

Modeling Change
Two approaches are available for studying an outcome trajectory using ALD data, namely
structural equation modeling (SEM) and hierarchical modeling (HM) (Miyazaki & Raudenbush,
2000). The SEM approach requires that the data be balanced on time and that any time-varying
covariates specified in the model must have the same distribution across the respondents
(Miyazaki & Raudenbush, 2000). The HM approach is preferred here because Add Health is
unbalanced on time. Besides, HM also allows the incorporation of time-varying covariates with
random effects regardless of the distribution across respondents (Miyazaki & Raudenbush, 2000).
Additionally, design effect of adolescents nested within schools in Add Health can be
accommodated in HM (Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002).
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Model formulation
The standard change or growth curve modeling using HLM requires a continuous variable to
satisfy the linearity in the regression function at each level (Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002). In
addition, a standard HLM also assumes normality in the random effects at each level
(Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002). When the outcome variable modeled is binary as in the present
analysis, the standard level-1 model does not meet the linearity and normality assumptions
because of the following: the predicted value lies beyond the specified interval of 0 to 1; the
level-1 random effect is not normally distributed since only two values (0 and 1) can be taken on;
the level-1 random effect has heterogeneous variance instead of the assumed homogenous
variance (Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002). Hierarchical generalized linear models (HGLMs) provide a
framework for modeling outcomes that are not continuous such as binary variables (Grilli &
Pratesi, 2004; Merlo, 2003; Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002). The level-1 model within the HGLM
framework has three parts namely a sampling model, a link function, and a structural model; the
level-2 and level-3 models follow the standard HLM specification. In the present analysis, we
have a three-level model with time at level-1, persons at level-2, and schools at level-3. Within
the HGLM framework for the binary outcome (1=had routine physical exam, 0= had no routine
physical exam), the sampling model takes on a binomial distribution; the link function is a logit
that transforms the probability of attaining 1 (a success) at each trial or wave to values between 0
and 1. The sampling model, the link function, and the structural model for the outcome routine
physical exam are discussed as follows.

Level-1 sampling model
If Yij is the number of routine physical exams in mij trials (ie time periods), then Yij with a
binomial distribution is written as :

Yij|θij ~ B(mij,θij)

where θij is the probability that routine physical exam equals 1.
The binomial distribution implies that the expected value and level-1 variance of Yij are as
follows:
E(Yij|θij) = mijθij

Var(Yij|θij) = mijθij(1-θij)

In a special case where the number of trials, mij = 1, Yij takes on either 0 or 1, the binomial
distribution is then known as a Bernoulli distribution (Raudenbush, et al., 2004). The routine
physical exam in the current study takes on either 1 or 0 and the number of trials, mij, is 1 at each
wave of data collection so routine physical exam has a Bernoulli distribution. Given that mij = 1,
then the expected value and the level-1 variance of Yij become:
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E(Yij|θij) = θij

Var(Yij|θij) = θij(1-θij)

Thus, the variance of the Bernoulli distribution depends on the mean or expected value of Yij, or
θij.
Sometimes the level-1 data do not follow the level-1 sampling model resulting in the exact level1 variance being larger or smaller than the assumed variance. Over-dispersion occurs when the
exact or actual variance is larger than the assumed variance while under-dispersion occurs when
the exact variance is smaller than the assumed variance (Raudenbush, et al., 2004). Raudenbush
et al (2004) recommend specifying an extra-binomial parameter for over-dispersion or underdispersion to allow the estimated level-1variance to take on a scalar value, σ2wij where wij= θij(1θij) and σ2 is the scale factor for a Bernoulli distribution. HGLM in HLM 6.08 allows the
specification of an extra-binomial parameter when under-dispersion or over-dispersion is
suspected to ensure that assumed level-1 variance is multiplied by the estimated scale factor.
Some past studies involving multi-level logistic regression have adopted the extra-binomial
parameter specification approach (Fielding & Yang, 2005; R. A. Johnson, Su, & Gerstein, 1997;
Subramanian, Delgado, Jadue, Vega, & Kawachi, 2003). However, for a binomial distribution,
over-dispersion or under-dispersion is possible only when the number of trials, mij > 1 (Skrondal
& Rabe-Hesketh, 2007). Nevertheless, the estimated level-1 variance could still be smaller or
larger than the assumed level-1 variance in multi-level logistic regression when repeated
measures at level-1 are correlated because independence between observations is assumed in the
binomial distribution (Skrondal & Rabe-Hesketh, 2007). There is no agreement about the best
approach to dealing with over-dispersion and under-dispersion in a multi-level logistic regression.
However a commonly adopted approach is to specify an extra-binomial parameter while noting
that if the model has a Bernoulli distribution at level-1, ie mij = 1, then the estimated scalar factor
is due to factors other than under-dispersion or over-dispersion (Skrondal & Rabe-Hesketh,
2007). Some studies have followed the extra-binomial parameter specification when the estimated
level-1 variance is suspected to differ substantially from the assumed level-1 variance in a
binomial distribution in HGLM (Fielding & Yang, 2005; R. A. Johnson, et al., 1997;
Subramanian, et al., 2003). In the current study, an extra-binomial parameter may be necessary
because routine medical exam between waves are likely correlated. Exploratory analysis
confirmed some under-dispersion therefore an extra-binomial parameter was specified in all
models (Raudenbush, et al., 2004). This approach is also consistent with past studies that
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employed multi-level logistic regression with under-dispersion in the level-1 variance (Fielding &
Yang, 2005; R. A. Johnson, et al., 1997; Subramanian, et al., 2003).

Level-1 link function
Given the level-1 sampling model as binomial or Bernoulli, the logit link using HGLM can be
specified as follows:
ηij = log[θ/(1-θ)],
where θ is the probability of successful routine physical exam and ηij is the log odds of
successful routine physical exam;
ηij can take on any value making it possible to specify the structural model as a linear function of
predictors in the model. Thus, the final level-1 model showing the trend in routine physical exam
is:
ηij = log[θ/(1-θ)] = π0ij

+ π1ij(Agetij - 15) + π2ij(Ageti - 15)2

for i = 1,..,n subjects.
where Agetij is the age at time(i.e. wave) t for person i in school j centered around age
15 years (i.e. median age at Wave I);
(Ageti - 15)2 is the square of Agetij centered around age 15 years;

π0i j is the initial log odds in routine physical exam of subject ij at age 15 years;
π1i j is the instantaneous rate of change in routine physical exam of subject ij at age 15
years;

π2i j is the acceleration in growth curve for subject ij;
The predicted log odds (ηij) can be converted into odds by finding exp (ηij) or into predicted
probability using the equation in Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002:
θ = 1/[1 + exp{- ηij}]
A predicted probability of success, θ, of less than 0.5 gives a negative logit value or an odds less
than 1.0; a predicted probability, θ, of more than 0.5 gives a positive logit value or an odds
greater than 1.0. Thus, a negative logit implies the probability of having a routine physical exam
is less than 0.5 while a positive logit indicates that the probability of having a routine physical
exam is greater than 0.5.
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Level-2 and level-3 models
Based on the assumption that the growth parameters vary across subjects, the Level-2 or personlevel models are formulated as follows:

π0ij = β00j + β01j(Zqij) + r0ij
π1ij = β10j + β11j(Zqij) + r1ij
π2ij = β20j
where

β00j

is the mean initial log odds in routine physical exam within school j;

β01j

is the mean effect of a level 2 variable

Zqi

within school j on the initial log

odds of routine physical exam;

β10j

is the mean rate of change in log odds of routine physical exam within

school j;

β11j

is the mean effect of a level 2 variable

Zqi

within school j on the rate of

change in log odds of routine physical exam;

β20j

is the mean acceleration in log odds of routine physical exam growth curve

within school j;
Zqi is a measured stable variable of the individual such as race, gender, immigrant
status etc

r0ij and r0ij are the level 2 error terms.
Finally, the Level 3 models are specified as follows:

β00j = γ000 + u00j
β01j = γ001
β10j = γ100 + u10j
β11j = γ101
β20j = γ200
where γ000 is the overall mean initial log odds of routine physical exam;

γ001

is the overall mean effect of

Zqi on the initial log odds of routine physical

exam (assumed to be constant for all schools);
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γ100

is the overall mean rate of change in log odds of routine physical exam

(assumed to be constant for all schools);

γ101

is the overall mean effect of

Zqi

on the rate of change in log odds of

routine physical exam (assumed to be constant for all schools);

γ200

is the overall mean acceleration in growth curve of log odds of routine

physical exam (assumed to be constant for all schools);

u00j is the level 3 error term.
The intercept π0i and slopes

πPi

are allowed to vary across individuals in the level-2 model

and across schools at level-3. The models formulated permit the differential trajectories of routine
physical exam of adolescents and young adults in immigrant and nonimmigrant families to be
examined. Similarly, the differential change in log odds of routine physical exam among
adolescents or young adults of immigrants of non-Hispanic white, black, Hispanic, and Asian
racial/ethnic backgrounds can also be compared using the specified models.

The level-1 equation can include time-varying variables that may explain the growth trajectory
over time. In the current analyses, family structure, family income, health insurance status, ‗usual
source of care‘ and self-reported health are included in level-1 as time varying variables to assess
how the changes in receipt of routine physical exam are affected by these time-varying predictors.
Further, the coefficients of family structure, family income, health insurance status, ‗usual source
of care‘ and self-reported health in their respective level-2 models have immigrant status as a
predictor to determine whether the effects of family structure, family income, health insurance
status, ‗usual source of care‘ and self-reported health on the trajectory of routine physical exam
vary by parental immigrant status.

The variance components for the models are level-1 random error, level-2 error terms for the
intercept and slopes, and level-3 error term for the intercept. In implementing the HGLM, the
predictors in the level-2 equations are parental immigrant status, race/ethnicity, parental
educational status, and gender. Also, to account for the complex design in Add Health,
appropriate grand weights for each Wave are specified at level-2 as recommended in the
documentation for the software employed in the HM (Raudenbush, et al., 2004). SPSS 18.0.2 and
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SAS 9.2 were used in data management and descriptive analyses. HGLM modeling was done
using HLM 6.08.

A notable limitation in the interpretation of multi-level regression results with a binary outcome
is that directly comparing models that differ in the specified predictors are misleading (Bauer,
2009). This is because when new predictors or random effects are added to the model, the coefficient estimates of the prior predictors together with the variance components of prior random
effects are rescaled (Bauer, 2009). The rescaling is explained as follows (Bauer, 2009). The total
variance in a hierarchical model consists of the explained variance and the residual variance. For
a continuous outcome, as new predictors are added, the explained variance increases while the
residual variance reduces. In contrast, the residual variance in the case of a binary outcome is
fixed because of the binomial distribution assumption. So, as new predictors increase the
explained variance, the model rescales to ensure that the total variance remains the same.
Consequently, comparing directly estimated co-efficients and variance components between
models is not possible since changes in these parameters are due to both rescaling and differences
in model predictors. Although, an approach that computes a scaling factor to be applied to all
estimated co-efficients and variance components has been suggested by Bauer (2009), the
applicability to multiply imputed complex data with design weights has not been determined in
the existing multilevel analyses literature. In the current study, using imputed data with design
weights, no rescaling of estimates is done. Instead, the results of each model is interpreted and
discussed without any comparison to a prior model.
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Table 3-3: Number* of Respondents by Add Health Survey Wave and Age
Age(yrs)

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

Total N

Wave 1

453

1813

2232

2892

3102

2926

1873

200

29

10

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

15530

Wave 3

-

-

-

-

-

-

94

1306

1775

2216

2628

2705

2164

671

82

18

1

-

-

-

-

13660

Wave 4

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

16

596

1624

2037

2605

2709

2624

1574

276

14061

2892

3102

2926

1967

1506

1804

2226

2628

2705

2180

1267

1706

2055

2606

2709

2624

1574

276

43251

Total N
453 1813 2232
*Refers to imputed data
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IV. Results

Results are presented in three sections: descriptive analysis of analytic sample, fixed and random
effects of baseline unconditional and conditional growth curve models, and trajectories of routine
physical exam curves in the final conditional model.

Descriptive Statistics of Analytic Sample
Dependent variable: Routine physical exam
The proportion of adolescents or young adults who had a routine physical exam by parental
immigrant status are shown in Table 3-4 for the full sample and separately for non-Hispanic
Whites, non-Hispanic Blacks, Asians, and Hispanics in Wave I, III, and IV. Among adolescents
and young adults in immigrant families, 57.9%, 75.9%, and 77.4% received routine medical
exams at Waves I, III, and IV respectively. Similarly, 66.7%, 77.4%, and 73.6% of adolescents
and young adults in non-immigrant families had a routine physical exam at Waves I, III, and IV
respectively. While the proportion of those who had a routine physical exam within the
recommended time interval in immigrant families increased at each Wave, there was a decline in
the proportion of routine physical exam recipients among those in non-immigrant families
between Wave III and IV. There was also a decline in the differences in the proportion of routine
physical exam recipients between those in immigrant and non-immigrant families from Wave I to
Wave IV (-8.8% at Wave I, -1.5% at Wave III, and +3.8% at Wave IV). Those in immigrant
families experienced increasing access to routine physical exam over time. For immigrant and
non-immigrant families, the proportion of those who had a routine physical exam increased at
Wave III and decreased at Wave IV compared to Wave I for all racial/immigrant groups except
Hispanics in immigrant families who had increasing proportion of routine physical exam at each
subsequent wave after Wave I (53.6% at Wave I, 76.8% at Wave III, and 78.7% at Wave IV).
Non-Hispanic Whites in immigrant and non-immigrant families had the largest proportion of
routine exam recipients at Wave I; non-Hispanic Blacks regardless of immigrant family status
recorded the highest percentage receiving routine medical exams at Wave III and IV. These
findings demonstrate racial and parental nativity disparities in receipt of routine physical exam.
Overall, between 33% and 47% of minority racial/ethnic adolescents in immigrant families did
not receive routine physical exams as shown in the proportions at Wave I.
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Table 3-4: Weighted Proportion of Adolescents and Young Adults who had Routine Physical Exam in Add
Health Survey Wave I, III and IV
Wave I
Wave III
Wave IV
% (se)

% (se)

% (se)

57.9 (2.5)

75.9 (1.7)

77.4 (1.8)

[n =2588]

[n =2470]

[n=2375]

66.7 (1.2)

77.4 (0.8)

73.6 (0.7)

[n=12942]

[n =11190]

[n =11686]

72.2 (3.6)

80.7 (2.7)

74.9 (4.4)

[n =294]

[n =254]

[n =247]

66.3 (6.8)

86.2 (3.9)

82.0 (7.3)

[n =155]

[n =134]

[n =126]

53.1 (3.8)

75.0 (3.1)

75.4 (3.1)

[n =621]

[n =762]

[n =660]

53.6 (3.5)

76.8 (2.5)

78.7 (2.3)

[n =1450]

[n =1258]

[n =1280]

68.2 (1.2)

76.6 (0.9)

71.4 (0.7)

[n =8364]

[n =7158]

[n =7538]

63.9 (2.2)

87.2 (1.0)

83.6 (1.2)

[n =3083]

[n =2737]

[n =2861]

64.4 (5.6)

83.9 (3.1)

74.7 (4.9)

[n =202]

[n =208]

[n =186]

58.8 (2.3)

79.7 (1.7)

77.7 (2.4)

[n =1081]

[n =914]

[n =936]

Total Unweighted N

15530a

13660a

14061a

Total Weighted N

18,649,925

20,992,553

20,732,685

Dependent variable: Routine physical exam ,%
All races/ethnicity1,4
Immigrant Families

Non-immigrant Families

Immigrant families

1

Non-Hispanic Whites

Non-Hispanic Blacks

Asians

Hispanics

Non-Immigrant Families
Non-Hispanic Whites

Non-Hispanic Blacks

Asians

Hispanics

1,3,4

1, 3, 4

Implies significant association between routine physical exam and variable at P≤0.05 in Wave I, III, or IV
respectively
a
Total sample includes those in 'other' race/ethnic group but results for this group are not shown
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Independent variables
Table 3-5 shows the weighted means and percentage distribution by wave of data for all
independent variables used in the growth curve models.

Predisposing factors
Immigrant families represent 11.4% of the total sample at Wave I, 12.4% at Wave III, and 11.5%
at Wave IV. The mean age of adolescents and young adults in immigrant families was 15.5 years
at Wave I, 22.1 years at Wave III, and 28.5 years at Wave IV. Except at Wave I, individuals in
non-immigrant families are slightly younger: 15.9 years at Wave 1, 21.7 years at Wave III, and
28.2 years at Wave IV. Just about half of the respondents are males among immigrant and nonimmigrant families at Waves I, III, and IV. The race/ethnic distributions among immigrant and
non-immigrant families are different. In immigrant families, Asians and Hispanics together
comprise over 70% of the sample at each wave. Whites and Blacks make up more than 80% at
each wave in non-immigrant families. Regardless of wave, Whites represent more than 70% of
non-immigrant sample while Hispanics make up approximately 50% of all immigrant families.
As expected, family structure changed dramatically between data waves; almost 100% of
adolescents in immigrant and non-immigrant families lived with their parents/relatives in Wave I
but these proportions reduced markedly in Wave III and IV. Young adults left parental homes at a
faster pace in non-immigrant families than immigrant families. In Wave III, 51.7% of young
adults in immigrant families lived with their parents compared to 37.2% in non-immigrant
families. Similarly, 22.2% of young adults in immigrant families were still in parental homes at
Wave IV while only 13.4% of those with non-immigrant parents lived with their parents in Wave
IV.

Enabling factors
Taken as a whole over Waves I, III, and IV, 28.7 to 29.6% of respondents in immigrant families
had a parent/guardian educated above high school level while 39.3 to 40.7% of individuals in
non-immigrant families had a parent/guardian with educational attainment beyond high school.
Approximately 40% of adolescents in immigrant families had parental educational attainment
below high school; only about 14% of adolescents in non-immigrant families had parents with no
high school diploma. Accordingly, low parental level of education is disproportionately higher for
immigrant families compared to non-immigrant families.
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Family income changed over time in immigrant and non-immigrant families. In Wave I, the
proportion of those with low family income ($39,999 or less) was higher for immigrant families
than non-immigrant families (63.8% versus 49.0% respectively). In Waves III and IV, a higher
proportion of those in non-immigrant families were in low household income brackets ($39,999
or less) compared to individuals in immigrant families: 69.6% and 34.7% for non-immigrant
families compared to 62.5% and 25.9% for immigrant families in Wave III and IV respectively.
The higher income for those in immigrant families is consistent with the finding that adolescents
and young adults in immigrant families stay longer in parental homes so financial resources are
pooled from parents as well. Educational attainment differences among the adolescents and
young adults may play a minimal role in explaining the family income advantage for immigrant
families because an assessment of educational level beyond high school showed comparable
proportions (75.9% for those in immigrant families and 73.6% for those in non-immigrant
families; results not shown in Table 3-5)
In each wave, a larger proportion of those in non-immigrant families reported having a ―usual
source of health care‖ than those in immigrant families . Among non-immigrant families, 87.7%
in Wave I, 83.5% in Wave III, and 81.6% in Wave IV reported having a usual source of health
care. In contrast, among immigrant families those who had a usual source of health care were
71.4% in Wave I, 81.6% in Wave III, and 81.0% in Wave III. Adolescents and young adults in
immigrant families appear more likely to have a usual source of care as they age into young
adulthood.

Individuals in immigrant families were consistently more likely to be uninsured in each wave of
data compared to those in non-immigrant families. The proportion of uninsured was 27.3% in
Wave I, 27.1% in Wave III, and 23.0% in Wave IV among those in immigrant families. The
uninsured proportion among non-immigrant families was 10.0% in Wave I, 23.7% in Wave III,
and 21.3% in Wave IV. Thus, approximately a quarter of adolescents and young adults in
immigrant families were uninsured during each wave of data.

Need factors
The mean self-reported health for individuals in immigrant families is higher than for those in
non-immigrant families at Wave III but minimally different at IV (4.051 and 3.672 at Wave III
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and IV for immigrant families and 4.003 and 3.666 at Wave III and IV for non-immigrant
families; see Table 3-5).
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Table 3-5: Weighted Mean and Percentage Distribution for Independent Predictors/Variablesa by Add Health Survey Wave
Wave I

All

Wave III
NonImmig. immig.
Parent. Parent.

All

Wave IV
NonImmig. immig.
Parent
Parent

All

Immig.
Parent

Nonimmig.
Parent

Parental immigrant status (%)

100.0

11.4

88.6

100.0

12.4

87.6

100.0

11.5

88.5

Age in years (mean)

15.3

15.5

15.9

21.8

22.1

21.7

28.3

28.5

28.2

Male (%)

50.9

49.8

51.0

50.7

52.6

50.4

50.4

51.4

50.3

Non-Hispanic White

69.0

22.1

76.8

67.7

19.1

74.6

68.0

18.6

74.5

Non-Hispanic Black

14.9

5.0

15.0

15.5

5.0

17.0

15.4

4.2

16.9

Asian

2.9

18.8

0.8

3.6

23.4

0.8

3.2

21.1

0.8

Hispanic

11.5

50.9

6.0

11.5

48.8

6.2

11.9

52.4

6.5

Other

1.7

3.4

1.5

1.6

3.5

1.3

1.5

3.7

1.3

Lives with parents/relatives

99.4

99.4

99.4

39.0

51.7

37.2

14.4

22.2

13.4

Own family/lives alone

0.6

0.6

0.6

61.0

48.3

62.8

85.6

77.8

86.6

More than High School

37.8

29.6

40.7

38.4

28.7

39.7

38.2

29.4

39.3

High School or equivalent

45.0

33.0

46.5

44.1

29.6

46.1

44.4

28.5

46.5

Predisposing Factors:

Race/ethnicity (%)

1,3,4

Family Structure (%)3,4

Enabling Factors:
Family SES: Parental educational level (%)1,3,4

Less than High School
17.1
37.3
12.8
17.6
41.7
16.2
17.4
42.1
14.2
Implies significant association between routine physical exam and variable at P≤0.05 in Wave I, III, or IV respectively
a
Estimates are based on one of randomly selected imputed data set indicating that family income, usual source of care, and health insurance status have imputed values:
family income (5.40 to 13.85%), health insurance (0.89 to 1.04%), and ―usual source of care‖ (0.06 to 1.8%)
1, 3, 4
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Table 3-5: Weighted means and percentage distribution for independent predictors/variablesa by ADD Health study wave contd.
Wave I

All

Wave III
NonImmig. immig.
Parent
Parent

All

Wave IV
NonImmig. immig.
Parent
Parent

All

Immig.
Parent

Nonimmig.
Parent

Less than $19,999

21.1

30.7

19.9

44.9

37.0

46.0

12.0

6.2

12.7

$20,000 to $39,999

29.5

33.1

29.1

23.9

25.5

23.6

21.7

19.7

22.0

$40,000 to $74,999

35.5

28.0

36.5

19.0

23.8

18.3

36.7

38.3

36.5

$75,000 or more

13.8

8.2

14.5

12.2

13.7

12.1

29.6

35.8

28.8

85.3

71.4

87.7

83.2

81.6

83.5

81.5

81.0

81.6

Insured(private & public)

88.0

72.7

90.0

75.9

72.9

76.3

78.0

77.0

78.1

Uninsured

12.0

27.3

10.0

24.1

27.1

23.7

22.0

23.0

21.9

Family Income (%)1,3,4

Has usual source of care (%)1
Yes
Health insurance (%)

1,3

Need Factors
Self-reported physical health (mean)
3.888
3.876
3.889
4.009
4.051
4.003
3.667 3.672
3.666
Unweighted sample, N
15530
2588
12942
13660
2470
11190
14061 2375
11686
1, 3, 4
Implies significant association between routine physical exam and variable at P≤0.05 in Wave I, III, or IV respectively
a
Estimates are based on one of randomly selected imputed data set indicating that family income, usual source of care, and health insurance status have imputed values:
family income (5.40 to 13.85%), health insurance (0.89 to 1.04%), and ―usual source of care‖ (0.06 to 1.8%)
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Growth Curve Models
Fixed and random effects
Unconditional model
A preliminary assessment of the unconditional model suggested a nonlinear change in routine
medical exam over time so a temporal variable was specified for linear and quadratic terms. A
multiparameter test of linear and quadratic age terms was significant (X2 of 1079.37, degrees of
freedom 3, and p-value=0.0000) and this suggests that the trajectory of the log-odds of routine
medical exam should include the linear and quadratic terms of age. The individual main effects
of ―age-15‖ and ―(age-15)2‖ were also significant meaning that both parameters are necessary
for describing the overall trajectory in routine physical exam. To assess the complexity of
variance components to be specified in the final null model, the unconditional model was run
without the design weights to generate model and robust standard errors for the growth
parameters. The model and robust standard errors were closest when level-2 and level-3
equations for ―age-15‖ and ―(age-15)2‖ were specified as random. However, the level-3 equation
for ―(age-15)2‖ was restricted to fixed in the final unconditional model because the variance was
very small and convergence became a problem as the number of predictors increases in the
conditional model.

Mean growth trajectory (unconditional model)
The fixed effects in the final unconditional model are presented in Table 3-6. In the final
unconditional model (Model 1), the log- odds of routine medical exam is 0.6616 at age 15. The
log-odds of 0.661 converts to predicted probability of 0.66 using the formula [1/ (1+ exp(-log
odds)] which gives [1/(1 + exp(-0.6614)]= 0.66. So on average, the predicted probability of an
adolescent or young adult undertaking a routine physical exam at age 15 is 0.66. With regard to
the change in routine physical exam over time at age 15 as shown in the lower part of the table,
the log-odds of routine medical exam increases by 0.1416 per year. Converting log-odds of
0.1416 into an odds ratio indicates that on average at age 15, the odds of undertaking a routine
medical exam increases by about {[exp(0.1416)-1]*100%} = 15% each year.
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Individual variation in growth trajectory (unconditional model)
Individual variations in the growth parameters (i.e. initial level and the growth rate) are
determined by the variance components at level 2. The level-2 variance component for the initial
log-odds (5.7137, p-value=0.000) and the growth in log-odds (0.0878, p-value=0.000) are all
significant (see Model 1 in Table 3-7), indicating that there are significant differences in the
initial status and the growth in routine physical exams between individuals. The significant level2 variance components suggest that differences in some individual demographic and socioeconomic characteristics may explain the variation in the trajectory of routine physical exams.
The results of the conditional models provide insight into the potential factors that may help
explain these variations in the trajectory parameters of routine physical exam.

Mean growth trajectory (conditional models)
Model 2 in Table 3-6 provides the differences in the initial status as well as the growth in logodds of routine physical exam as a result of level-2 or individual non-time varying parental
immigrant status. On average, adolescents and young adults in immigrant families at age 15
have a lower initial log-odds of routine physical exam (0.6722 – 0.3963 = 0.2759). In terms of
predicted probability, those in immigrant families have an initial predicted probability of 0.57
[i.e. 1/1+exp(-0.2759)] of receiving a routine physical exam at age 15 compared to 0.66 [i.e.
1/1+exp(-0.6722)] for those in non-immigrant families. Thus, adolescents in immigrant families
have 9% (computed as [(100*0.66) – 100*0.57)] less chance of receiving a routine physical
exam at age 15 compared to those in non-immigrant families. In contrast, the growth in the logodds of routine physical exam is about 0.0391 (corresponds to odds ratio of about 1.04 using the
usual formula) higher for those in immigrant families compared to non-immigrant families. So,
on average at age 15, the odds of routine physical exam increases by about [{1.04-1}*100] = 4%
more per year for those in immigrant families compared to those in non-immigrant families. As
indicated earlier, direct comparison of models is quite misleading due to rescaling so subsequent
interpretation of fixed effects are focused on the final conditional model (i.e. Model 5).

The final conditional model (i.e. Model 5) incorporates the predisposing, enabling, and need
factors of health care use as noted in Table 3-5. However, describing the factors in terms of a
level-1 and a level-2 predictor or as time-varying and non-time varying respectively provides an
easier interpretation of the results.
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The fixed effect results or estimates of growth parameters in model 5 are displayed in Table 3-6.
Holding all level-1 and level-2 predictors constant, the average log-odds of routine physical
exam at age 15 is 0.4378 (p-value=0.025) corresponding to a predicted probability of 0.61
[i.e.,1/(1+exp(-0.4378)] . The individual variation in the initial log-odds of routine physical
exam is equally significant with variance component of 8.5850 (X2 46247, df 15188, pvalue=0.000) (shown in Table 3-7). Accordingly, after controlling for all the predisposing,
enabling, need factors, differences in initial log odds of routine physical exam still exists among
respondents. At age 15, holding all level-1 and level-2 predictors unchanged, the overall mean in
the growth of log-odds of routine physical exam is 0.1482 (p-value=0.000) which corresponds to
[{exp(0.1482)-1}*100] = 16% increase in the odds of routine physical exam per year. The level2 variance component of the growth in log-odds of routine physical exam, 0.1369 (Table 3-7) is
statistically significant (X2 37915.9, df 15319, p-value=0.000) suggesting that the predisposing,
enabling, and need factors do not fully account for individual differences in the growth in logodds of routine physical exam among respondents.

The time-varying variables included in Model 5, namely family income, health insurance status,
‗usual source of care‘, self-reported health, and family structure provide insight into how
changes in these variables affect the growth in log-odds of routine physical exam over time.
Additionally, parental immigrant status was specified in the level-2 models of all the coefficients
of the time-varying predictors as non-random variations to determine whether the predictor
effects differ by parental immigrant status. Table 3-6 displays the fixed effect results.

Family income is a time-varying variable incorporated as three dummies with ―≥ $75,000‖ as the
reference category. The growth rate in log-odds of routine physical exam is statistically lower
for those in income categories ―$20,000 to $39,999‖ and ―$40,000 to $74,999‖ compared to
those whose family income is $75,000 or more; higher family income result in greater log-odds
of routine physical exam. However, the income effect differs among immigrant and nonimmigrant families for only the ―$40,000 to $74,999‖ group. The parental immigrant status gap
in the growth of log-odds of routine physical among those with family income ―$40,000 to
$74,999‖ is 0.3306 (p-value 0.004). This means that after controlling for other predictors in
Model 5, when two individuals with the same family income of ―$40,000 to $74,999‖ are
compared, the respondent with immigrant parents has a higher growth in the log-odds of routine
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physical exam over time of about 0.3306 which converts to [{exp(0.3306)}-1*100] = 39%
increase in the odds of routine physical exam for those with immigrant parents. Similar patterns
of greater income effect are also seen for the other income categories although the parental
immigrant gaps are not statistically significant.

Health insurance status is also a time-varying predictor in Model 5 (Table3-6) with significant
effect on the growth in log-odds of routine physical exam. The health insurance advantage in
log-odds of routine physical exam, 0.4842 (p-value= 0.000) translates into an odds ratio of
exp(0.4842) = 1.62. Additionally, parental immigrant status augments the growth in log-odds of
routine physical among the insured by 0.2892 (p-value=0.031). In terms of odds ratios, the
insured in immigrant families have about [{exp(0.2892)-1}*100] = 34% greater odds of routine
physical exam than the insured in non-immigrant families.

Having a ―usual source of care‖ over time significantly increases the growth in log-odds of
routine physical exam (0.4334, p-value=0.000). However, no significant parental immigrant gap
in the effect of ―usual source of care‖ exists between those in immigrant and non-immigrant
families.

Staying in parental home (measured as family structure =1) over time is associated overall with a
decrease in the growth in log-odds of routine physical exam, -0.1276 (p-value=0.003). However,
for those in immigrant families the sign of this effect is reversed, although marginally
statistically significant, 0.1925 (p-value=0.068). The odds ratios suggest that continued stay in
parental home over time results in greater chance of having routine physical exam for those in
immigrant families.

As self-reported health worsens over time, the growth in the log-odds of routine physical exam
decreases significantly (-0.0815, p-value=0.000) for respondents given that other predictors are
held constant. However, there is no significant parental immigrant status gap with regard to selfreported health effect the change in log-odds of routine physical exam.
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The level-2 predictors determine whether the initial and the growth in log-odds of routine
physical exam vary by these predictors. These level-2 predictors are parental immigrant status,
race/ethnicity (incorporated in model 5 as dummy variables for Blacks, Hispanics, and Asians
with Whites as the reference category), and parental education status (―high school‖, ―less than
high school‖ with ―some college or more‖ as reference). The level-2 predictors‘ effects in initial
log-odds of routine physical exam are presented first followed those related to growth in logodds of routine physical exam.

The racial gap (i.e. between Whites and other racial categories) in the initial log-odds of routine
physical exam is statistically significant for only Asians but not Blacks and Hispanics; the gap in
odds ratio to the disadvantage of Asians is [1-{exp(-0.3575)}*100] = 30%. There is no
significant gender gap in the initial log-odds of routine physical exam. In contrast, respondents
whose parents completed high school and those whose parents did not complete high school
have significantly lower initial log-odds of routine physical exams compare to respondents
whose parents had at least some college education. The ―high school gap‖ and the ―less than
high school gap‖ in the initial log-odds of routine physical exam are -0.2345 (p-value=0.000)
and -0.4760 (p-value=0.000) respectively. Accordingly, higher parental education results in
greater chance of initial routine physical exam.

The Model 5 results in Table 3-7 indicate that the growth in log-odds of routine physical exam is
significantly affected by parental immigrant status, race/ethnicity, and parental educational
status. As shown in Table 3.6, the immigrant family gap in the growth in log-odds of routine
physical exam is 0.0229 (p-value=0.040) which converts to an odds ratio of [{exp(0.0229)1}*100] = 2% suggesting that over time respondents in immigrant families have a slightly
greater chance of routine physical exam. The favorable gap in the growth in log-odds of routine
physical exam for Blacks, Asians, and Hispanics compared to Whites are respectively 0.0659 (pvalue=0.0000), 0.0571 (p-value=0.000), and 0.0285 (p-value= 0.000). So overall, all the three
minority racial/ethnic groups have slight edge with regard to the growth in log-odds of routine
physical exam over time. The growth in log-odds of routine physical exam is marginally
favorable for those whose parents have ―completed high school‖ or ―less than high school‖ in
comparison to respondents whose parents have ―some college or more‖ education. The favorable
gaps in the growth of log-odds are 0.0177 (p-value= 0.000) and 0.0475 (p-value=0.000) for
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―completed high school‖ and ―less than high school‖ categories respectively and corresponding
greater odds ratios of [{exp(0.0177) – 1}*100] = 2% for the former and [{exp(0.0475) –
1}*100] = 5% for the latter.

In sum, immigrant parenthood, minority race/ethnic status, and low level of parental education
result in lower initial log-odds of routine physical exam but marginally higher growth in the logodds of routine physical exam over time.

Graphs depicting the trajectories predicted probability of routine physical exam
Figure 3-2 displays the trajectory (all covariates included in model) of predicted probability of
routine physical exam among respondents in immigrant and non-immigrant families. The curves
show that between age 12 and 22, those in immigrant families have less chance of routine
physical exam compared to those in non-immigrant families. However, from age 23 to 32,
respondents in immigrant families have greater chance of routine physical exam compared to
people in non-immigrant families. These curves provide evidence that adolescents and very
young adults in immigrant families face barriers to routine physical exams. The trajectories of
routine physical exam for immigrant and non-immigrant families are similar for Blacks, Asians,
and Hispanics and follow the overall pattern shown in Fig. 3-2. In contrast, White immigrant and
non-immigrant families display routine physical exam trajectories that differs from the general
pattern in Fig. 3-2; the trajectories for Whites shown in Fig. 3-3 indicate an initial higher log-odds
of routine physical exam for non-immigrant families followed by a trend towards convergence of
the trajectories over time.

Figure 3-4 shows the differential impact of health insurance on routine physical exam between
those in immigrant families compared to those in non-immigrant families. First, lack of health
insurance over time serves as a major barrier to routine physical exam and the impact of
unavailable health insurance is severe for those in immigrant families. Secondly, availability of
health insurance translates to higher levels of routine physical exam for those in non-immigrant
families compared to those in immigrants families from age 12 to 18; between age 19 and 21, the
effect of health insurance are the same for those in immigrant and non-immigrant families. From
age 23 to 32, health insurance results in greater chance of routine physical exam for respondents
in immigrant families compared to those in non-immigrant families. These observations suggest
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that barriers other than lack of access to health insurance for adolescents in immigrant families
impede the utilization of routine physical exam services.
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Table 3-6: Change in the Log-Odds of Routine Physical Exam among Adolescents and Young Adults in Add
Health Survey Wave I, III and IV†
Model 1
Fixed effect

‡

Initial status,π0i
Mean(Av. status at age 15) ,γ000
Immigrant parent
Blacks
Asians
Hispanics
Male
High school
Less than high school
Income $0 to $19,999
Intercept
Immigrant parent
Income $20,000 to $39,999
Intercept
Immigrant parent
Income $40,000 to $74,999
Intercept
Immigrant parent
Health insurance
Intercept
Immigrant parent
Usual source of care
Intercept
Immigrant parent
Family structure
Intercept
Immigrant parent
Self-reported health
Intercept
Parental Immigrant status
Growth rate, π1i
Mean(Av. status at age 15) ,γ000
Parental immigrant status
Blacks
Asians
Hispanics
Male
High school
Less than high school

Pop.
Ave.
co-eff.

Robust
se

0.6616
---------------

Model 2

pvalue

Pop.
Ave.
co-eff.

Robust
se

0.0441
---------------

0.000
---------------

0.6722
-0.3963
-------------

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

Model 3
pvalue

Pop.
Ave.
Co-eff.

0.0457
0.0861
-------------

0.000
0.000
-------------

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

Robust
se

pvalue

0.7155
-0.2171
-0.0184
-0.3225
-0.1615
-------

0.0570
0.0790
0.0631
0.1252
0.0607
-------

0.000
0.006
0.770
0.010
0.008
-------

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

0.1416
---------------

0.0116
---------------

0.000
---------------

0.1376
0.0391
-------------

0.0117
0.0115
-------------

0.000
0.001
-------------

0.1198
0.0182
0.0628
0.0458
0.0455
-------

0.0111
0.0108
0.0086
0.0158
0.0082
-------

0.000
0.091
0.000
0.004
0.000
-------

†Model 1 is unconditional and all other models are conditional
‡Reported fixed effects are based on the population average model
NOTE: Reference categories are: non-immigrants for immigrant parent, non-Hispanic Whites for race/ethnic groups, $75,000 or more for
income categories, females, some college or more for parental education, uninsured , no usual source of care, and not living with parents
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Table 3-6: Change in the Log-Odds of Routine Physical Exam among Adolescents and Young Adults in Add
Health Survey Wave I, III and IV† contd.
Model 4
Fixed effect

‡

Initial status,π0i
Mean(Av. status at age 15) ,γ000
Immigrant parenta
Blacksb
Asiansb
Hispanicsb
Malec
High schoold
Less than high schoold
Income $0 to $19,999e
Intercept
Immigrant parenta
Income $20,000 to $39,999e
Intercept
Immigrant parenta
Income $40,000 to $74,999e
Intercept
Immigrant parenta
Health insurancef
Intercept
Immigrant parenta
Usual source of careg
Intercept
Immigrant parenta
Family structureh
Intercept
Immigrant parenta
Self-reported healthl
Intercept
Parental Immigrant statusa
Growth rate, π1i
Mean(Av. status at age 15) ,γ000
Parental immigrant statusa
Blacksb
Asiansb
Hispanicsb
Malec
High schoold
Less than high schoold

Pop.
Ave.
co-eff.

Robust
se

0.9760
-0.1337
-0.0837
-0.3236
-0.1603
-0.0267
-0.2962
-0.6247

0.1955
0.7024
0.0838
0.1612
0.0801
0.0393
0.0401
0.0574

Model 5
pvalue

Pop.
Ave.
Co-eff.

Robust
se

pvalue

0.000
0.065
0.318
0.044
0.045
0.498
0.000
0.000

0.4378
-0.5663
-0.0043
-0.3575
-0.0618
-0.0275
-0.2345
-0.4760

0.1935
0.1998
0.0574
0.1232
0.0598
0.0384
0.0569
0.0545

0.025
0.005
0.940
0.004
0.302
0.474
0.000
0.000

-----

-----

-----

-0.0006
0.0936

0.0446
0.1259

0.989
0.457

-----

-----

-----

-0.1676
0.1762

0.0431
0.1158

0.000
0.129

-----

-----

-----

-0.1117
0.3306

0.0417
0.1141

0.008
0.004

-----

-----

-----

0.4842
0.2892

0.0436
0.1343

0.000
0.031

-----

-----

-----

0.4334
-0.1123

0.0403
0.1202

0.000
0.351

-----

-----

-----

-0.1276
0.1925

0.0422
0.1056

0.003
0.068

-----

-----

-----

-0.0815
-0.0074

0.0164
0.0426

0.000
0.862

0.000
0.224
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.1482
0.0229
0.0659
0.0571
0.0285
-0.0716
0.0177
0.0475

0.0102
0.0112
0.0075
0.0148
0.0077
0.0041
0.0045
0.0064

0.000
0.040
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.1494
0.0121
0.0598
0.0591
0.0362
-0.0796
0.0183
0.0491

0.0104
0.0100
0.0080
0.0148
0.0080
0.0043
0.0048
0.0068

†Model 1 is unconditional and all other models are conditional
‡Reported fixed effects are based on the population average model
NOTE: Reference categories are: non-immigrants for immigrant parent, non-Hispanic Whites for race/ethnic groups, $75,000 or more for
income categories, females, some college or more for parental education, uninsured , no usual source of care, and not living with parents
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Table 3-7: Variance Explained in the Initial and Growth Rate in Log-Odds of Routine Physical Exam†
Random effect

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

Model 5

Variance component

5.7137

5.7907

6.1164

7.2524

8.5850

Chi sq

38611.1

38844.3

39736.0

42828.9

46247

df

15196

15195

15191

15188

15188

p-value

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

Variance component

0.0878

0.0892

0.0969

0.1168

0.1369

Chi sq

34009.6

34085.9

34711.2

36054.0

37915.9

df

15327

15326

15322

15319

15319

p-value

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

Variance component

0.2024

0.2036

0.1868

0.1866

0.1953

Chi sq

880.2

884.1

781.7

715.3

686.0

df

131

131

126

123

123

p-value

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

Level-2 variance
Initial status, u0ij

Growth rate, u1ij

Level-3 variance
Initial status, u00j

†

Model 1 is unconditional and all other models are conditional
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Probabilty of routine physical exam

Figure 3-2: Trajectories† of Predicted Probability of Routine Physical
among Adolescents and Young Adults in Immigrant and NonImmigrant Families in Add Health Survey Wave I, III and IV
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Figure 3-3: Trajectories† of Predicted Probability of Routine Physical
Exam among White Adolescents in Immigrant and Non-Immigrant
Families in Add Health Survey Wave I, III and IV
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Predicted probability of routine physical exam

Figure 3-4: Trajectories† of Predicted Probability of Routine Physical Exam by
Health Insurance Status among Adolecents and Young Adults in Immigrant
and Non-Immigrant Families in Add Health Survey Wave I, III and IV
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V. Discussion

The purpose of the current investigation was to assess whether patterns of routine physical exam
differ among adolescents and young adults in immigrant and non-immigrant families and to
determine the extent to which the routine physical exam receipt patterns vary across Whites,
Blacks, Asians, and Hispanics. In addition, the study examined how factors associated with health
care utilization account for differences in the trajectory of routine physical exam between those in
immigrant families and those in non-immigrant families.

Based on the logistic growth curve models of receiving routine physical exams, there is sufficient
evidence to conclude that patterns in the receipt of routine physical exams among adolescents and
young adults differs for those in immigrant families and non-immigrant families. Those in
immigrant families are less likely to receive timely routine physical exams between the ages of 12
and 22 compared to those in non-immigrant families. These findings are consistent with previous
cross-sectional studies that demonstrate that in general adolescents and young adults age 15 to 24
face several barriers to preventive health services due to high un-insurance among this age group
compared to younger children and older adults, and the inaccessibility to preventive medical
services is worse among immigrant families (C. Brindis, et al., 2002; Callahan & Cooper, 2005;
Callahan, et al., 2006). Yet an evaluation of the value of clinical preventive services showed that
among adolescents, routine medical exams that include assessment for drinking and drug use,
alcohol and drug abstinence counseling, assessment for tobacco use and provision of an antitobacco or advice to quit messages, and screening for Chlamydia among women aged 15 to 24
years are highly cost effective in reducing the long term cost of treating diseases that result from
these health risk behaviors (Coffield, et al., 2001). In addition, drug and alcohol abuse, tobacco
use, unsafe sexual activity, violence, injury-prone behavior, physical inactivity, and poor diet
account for about 70% of adolescent mortality (Kann, et al., 1998; Park, et al., 2001). Also,
studies have shown that as adolescents in immigrant families acculturate in the United States,
adoption of health risk behaviors such as alcohol and drug abuse, unsafe sexual practices, tobacoo
use, and unhealthy dietary practices increases (Bates, Acevedo-Garcia, Alegria, & Krieger, 2008;
Bhattacharya, 2002; Cho, Frisbie, Hummer, & Rogers, 2004; Evenson, et al., 2004; K.M. Harris,
1999). Therefore, the patterns showing substantial immigrant disadvantage in preventive exam
receipt from age 12 to 22 implies that reducing barriers to access for adolescents and youth in
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immigrant families will lead to reduction in the long term costs of health care, reduce early
mortality, and work to ameliorate the effects of acculturation on negative health risk behaviors
among adolescents and young adults with immigrant parents.

The parental immigrant status differences in trajectories of routine physical exam receipt between
age 12 and 22 are consistent with the hypothesis 2a which states ―Health care utilization
measured as routine physical exams will be poorer for adolescents in immigrant families
compared to their counterparts in native families for all race/ethnic groups (non-Hispanic blacks,
Hispanics, Asians, and non-Hispanic whites).‖ The higher probability of routine physical exam
among immigrant families compared to non-immigrant families from age 23 to 32 does not
follow hypothesis 2a. The Behavioral Model of Vulnerable Population for health care utilization
(Gelberg, et al., 2000) from which hypothesis 2a was posed identifies immigrant status as a
vulnerability factor that negatively affects preventive health care use for those in immigrant
families hence the early portion of the trajectory of routine physical exam (from age 12 to 22) is
consistent with the Behavioral Model of Vulnerable Populations conceptual framework.
Similarly, the model also suggests that public services and social support are possible enabling
factors of health care utilization for vulnerable populations (Gelberg, et al., 2000) so preventive
health care services could improve for vulnerable populations if greater access to public and
social services such as Medicaid occurs over time. The study findings do not support this view
because at Wave I, III, and IV, there were greater proportion of respondents with Medicaid
among non-immigrant families compare do immigrant families. Improved socioeconomic status
such as higher family income related to prolonged residence in parental home instead of social
services among immigrant families appears to play a greater role in preventive physical exam for
those with immigrant parents over time.

The study results indicate that the trajectories of routine physical exam receipt for Blacks, Asians,
and Hispanics in immigrant and non-immigrant families display similar patterns and collectively
differ from those of Whites.

Among Blacks, Asians, and Hispanics, immigrant families

overcome the initial disadvantage in the probability of routine physical exam over time and from
age 23 to 32 they display greater chance of undergoing routine physical exam. Immigrant families
among Whites on the other hand do not overcome the immigrant disadvantage in routine physical
exam within the age period studied although there is convergence in the routine physical growth
curves for both groups towards the end of the age period studied (i.e. age 32). These findings
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suggest that regardless of race/ethnicity, the period from age 12 to age 22 (i.e. adolescents and
early adulthood) require policy attention with respect to provision of routine physical exam
services for immigrant families.

The findings support the hypothesis that factors associated with greater health care utilization
partially explain the differences in the trajectory of routine physical exam between adolescents
and young adults in immigrant families and those in non-immigrant families. Overall, the factors
that enhance the probability of routine physical exam over time are high income, health
insurance, having a usual source of health care, and a high parental education. Past crosssectional studies similarly identified a positive association between these factors and greater
likelihood of preventive health service utilization (Bates, et al., 2008; Bhattacharya, 2002; C.
Brindis, et al., 2002; C. D. Brindis, Morreale, & English, 2003; Callahan & Cooper, 2005;
Callahan, et al., 2006; Cho, et al., 2004; Evenson, et al., 2004; K.M. Harris, 1999). However, the
current research provides new insight into how the effects of health insurance and high income on
routine physical exam among adolescents and young adults in immigrant families compare to
those in non-immigrant families. Health insurance produced greater likelihood of routine physical
exam among immigrant families compared to non-immigrant families. So adolescents and young
adults in immigrant families who are insured tend to utilize routine preventive medical services
more than those in non-immigrant families. Clearly, utilization of preventive services that address
health risk behaviors and early detection and management of conditions such as obesity,
hypertension, and diabetes will reduce the health care costs associated with the delayed tackling
of these health problems. Similarly, high income status among immigrant families also leads to
greater level of routine physical exam compared to non-immigrant families. It follows that
removing barriers to high income jobs for immigrant families could help reduce long term health
care costs since immigrant families who are increasingly making up a large proportion of the U.S.
population are much more likely to access preventive health services as their incomes grow
compared to native-born families with similar income levels.

An important finding from the current analyses is that from age 23 to 32, those in immigrant
families show higher likelihood of routine physical exam compared to respondents in nonimmigrant families as noted earlier. Two factors may explain this observation. First, across waves
I, III, and IV, higher proportions of immigrant families were in the $40, 000 to$74,999 and
$75,000 or more income categories compared to non-immigrant families. Since higher income
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leads to increase likelihood of routine physical exam, then young adults in immigrant families
will have comparatively greater level of routine physical exam. Second and related to the first
point, adolescents and young adults in immigrant families stayed longer in parental home
compared to those in non-immigrant families. Consequently, family income levels are more likely
to be higher for the immigrant group and hence increased probability of routine physical exam
over time. Also, continued residence in parental home results in relatively higher likelihood of
routine physical exam for those in immigrant families.

The use of self-reported routine physical exam is a major study limitation. As in studies that use
self-reported measures, it is possible respondents may over- or under-report preventive health
visits. Respondent attrition is also a short-coming in longitudinal studies such as the Add Health.
However, the design weights recommended for use in Add Health were incorporated into the
analyses to minimize any bias in the estimates. Previous work with Wave I and III showed that
when design weights are incorporated in the analyses, the estimates obtained are not likely to be
biased (Chantala, et al., 2004; Kalsbeek, et al., 2001; Kalsbeek, et al., 2002).

The study findings have three major policy implications. First, since adolescents and young adults
age 12 to 23 in immigrant families are felt to be particularly vulnerable to adoption of health risk
behaviors as a result of their parental immigrant background and acculturation processes,
preventive health services are crucial during this period. Programs and policies that would reverse
the immigrant disadvantage in routine physical exam from age 12 to 22 as identified in this study
are needed. Such programs could be school- or community-based and should be directed at the
adolescents and young adults themselves. That way, immigrant parents who may be avoiding
contact with the health care system due to their immigrant status would not impede access to
preventive services for their children. Secondly, policies that focus on making health insurance
available to immigrant families in the early stages of their residence in the United States are much
more likely to provide savings in health care costs than policies that delay health insurance
access. This is because health insurance access appears to provide greater benefit with regard to
preventive health services for immigrant families compared to non-immigrants families. For
adolescents and young adults, routine medical exams that include assessment for drinking and
drug use, alcohol and drug abstinence counseling, assessment for tobacco use and provision of an
anti-tobacco or advice to quit have been shown to markedly reduce the estimated costs associated
with treating diseases that result from these health risk behaviors (Coffield, et al., 2001). Finally,
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it appears that increases in family income of similar levels for immigrant and non-immigrant
families produce greater benefit for the former. Therefore, increased opportunities for members of
immigrant families to access higher-paying jobs should increase the utilization of preventive
clinical services and ultimately reduce long term costs in health care.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Disparities in Psychological Well-Being of Adolescents in Immigrant and
Non-Immigrant Families: Does Neighborhood Context Matter
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I. Background
The link between parental immigrant status and mental health problems in adolescents, as well as
mechanisms that may underlie this relationship are not well-understood (Stevens & Vollebergh,
2008).

Some researchers have argued that immigrant generation is associated with the

psychological well-being of children because immigrant status is related to processes such as
acculturation and resettling in a new country, conflicting family beliefs and care-giving practices,
minority status, and comparatively lower socioeconomic position that potentially influence the
emotional status of children in immigrant families (Garcia Coll, 1990; García Coll & Vazquez
García, 1995). Yet, existing research reveals mixed findings concerning immigrant status and
mental health outcomes in adolescents (Stevens & Vollebergh, 2008). Some studies find a higher
prevalence of internalizing psychological problems such as depression, anxiety, and withdrawal
among adolescents in immigrant families compared with those in native-born families
(Mikolajczyk, et al., 2007; Yearwood, et al., 2007). A study among Hispanic adolescents, for
example, revealed

first-generation immigrant status is associated with significantly higher

internalizing problems (withdrawal, somatic complains, depression, anxiety) compared to thirdgeneration immigrant generation status (Lara-Cinisomo S., Xue, & Brooks-Gunn, 2008). On the
other hand, some studies demonstrate that adolescents in immigrant families experience less
psychological problems than those in non-immigrant families despite their increased
socioeconomic disadvantage (Beiser, et al., 2002; Harker, 2001; Perreira & Ornelas, 2011). Thus,
additional research is needed to understand the relationship between parental immigrant status
and mental health outcomes among adolescents.
Factors Affecting the Association between Immigrant Status and Children’s Psychological
Problems
Individual factors, family-level factors, and neighborhood characteristics have all been shown to
affect the relationship between immigrant generation and psychological problems among children
and adolescents. In studies demonstrating higher psychological problems among adolescents in
immigrant families, the migration process and acculturation stress, discrimination, minority
status, restrictive immigration policies, and low socioeconomic status have been identified as
contributing factors (Hicks, et al., 1993; Pawliuk, et al., 1996; Stevens & Vollebergh, 2008). In
contrast, greater family support among immigrant families, low levels of acculturation, and the
selection of immigrants on health (i.e. ‗healthy immigrant effect‘) could be expected to
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differentially protect adolescents in immigrant families against

psychological problems

compared to adolescents with native-born parents (Alati, et al., 2003; Georgiades, et al., 2007).
There are also inconsistencies in the role of individual- and family-level factors that explain
psychological problems in adolescents. For instance, a study among Hispanic college students
revealed that socioeconomic status and race/ethnicity are directly related to depression while
levels of acculturation demonstrate no direct relationship to depression (Cuellar & Roberts,
1997). Thus, not all studies find that the level of acculturation among children in immigrant
families affects psychological well-being.

Recent studies provide evidence neighborhood characteristics are significantly related to
psychological health outcomes among children and adolescents (Boardman & Onge, 2005). For
instance, neighborhood disadvantage has been shown to be associated with increased adolescence
externalizing (such as impulsivity, bullying) and internalizing (such as depression and anxiety)
behaviors (Aneshensel & Sucoff, 1996; Wheaton & Clarke, 2003). Similarly, residence in low
socioeconomic status neighborhoods has been found to be associated with depression and anxiety
problems among adolescents (Xue, Leventhal, Brooks-Gunn, & Earls, 2005). Few studies,
however, have examined the relationship between immigrant generational status and adolescence
psychological problems. Among Hispanic immigrant youth, higher levels of depression, anxiety,
somatic complains, and withdrawal were noted among the first-generation compared with thirdgeneration youth; there were no significant differences in these mental health problems between
the second and third generations (Lara-Cinisomo, Xue, & Brooks-Gunn, 2008). Additionally,
high neighborhood residential stability (living in same residence over the past five years) was
found to be associated with higher levels of internalizing problems among second-generation
Hispanic youth compared to first- and third- generations residing in similarly stable
neighborhoods (Lara-Cinisomo, et al., 2008). Neighborhood social cohesion and control mediated
the effects of neighborhood characteristics among the Hispanic youth in the study (LaraCinisomo, et al., 2008). In a project undertaken in Chicago neighborhoods (The Project on
Human Development in Chicago Neighborhoods) that sampled non-Hispanic Whites, nonHispanic Blacks, and Latinos age 5 to 11 years and residing in 80 neighborhoods, key findings
suggested ways in which neighborhood characteristics may impact children‘s psychological and
mental health (Xue, et al., 2005). First, after adjusting for family demographic factors and
maternal depression, concentrated disadvantage resulted in high mental health problems for the
children. Secondly, collective efficacy and community participation mediated the effect of
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concentrated disadvantage on mental health problems. After adjusting for concentrated
disadvantage, neighborhoods with high levels of collective efficacy and community participation
were characterized by low mental health problems among the children.

Extant research on immigrant generational status and psychological problems in adolescents is
lacking in several ways. First, additional work is needed to clarify whether psychological
problems vary among first-, second-, and third-generation adolescents regardless of racial/ethnic
background. Second, differences in the characteristics of the neighborhoods in which adolescents
with immigrant and non-immigrant parents reside require further evaluation. Third, additional
research is needed to determine the degree to which individual-,family-level, and neighborhood
factors affect the relationship between immigrant generation and psychological well-being of
adolescents. This research can help to determine where best to target interventions to improve
psychological well-being.

Finally, research is needed to examine the extent to which

neighborhood characteristics affect race/ethnic disparities in psychological problems among
adolescents after taking generational status into account. Consequently, the current study
addresses the following research questions:

Are there differences in neighborhood characteristics including concentrated disadvantage,
immigrant concentration, and residential stability in which adolescents in immigrant and nonimmigrant families reside? If so, are these neighborhood characteristics significantly related to
the relationship between psychological well-being and immigrant generational status of
adolescents net of individual and family level factors?

Also, does taking neighborhood

differences in concentrated disadvantage, immigrant concentration, and residential stability into
account add to or reduce disparities in psychological well-being among Hispanic, non-Hispanic
white, and non-Hispanic black adolescents regardless of immigrant status?
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II. Conceptual Framework and Hypotheses
Families, schools, peers, and neighborhoods are four important contexts that influence the health
of adolescents, including their psychological well-being (Aneshensel & Sucoff, 1996; Jessor,
1993). Net of the other contexts, neighborhood conditions could have protective or deleterious
effects on adolescent psychological well-being. For instance, a well resourced neighborhood with
strong social relationships has been found to enhance adolescent mental health while a deprived
neighborhood has been associated with negative effects on an adolescent‘s psychological status
(Lara-Cinisomo, et al., 2008; Leventhal & Brooks-Gunn, 2000; Xue, et al., 2005). Several
theories provide insight into how neighborhood factors or components may impact the behavioral
and psychological well-being of adolescents in immigrant and non-immigrant families. Studies of
the health effects of disadvantaged neighborhoods tend to draw ideas from social disorganization
and epidemic theories (Bursik, 1988; Wilson, 1987) while studies relating to advantaged or
affluent neighborhoods employ social capital or wealth concentration theories (Massey & Denton,
1993; R.J. Sampson, Morenoff, & Earls, 1999). Collective efficacy theory is relevant for
neighborhood effects studies relating to socio- economic status (J. D. Morenoff, et al., 2001; R.J.
Sampson, Raudenbush, & Earls, 1997). An important contribution to the field of neighborhood
studies has been the identification of five mechanisms—epidemic, collective socialization,
institution, competition, and relative deprivation-- through which residential neighborhoods may
be linked to individual behaviors and other outcomes by Jencks and Mayer (1990). The epidemic
model suggests that negative behaviors could be adopted through problematic peer influences in a
neighborhood. Collective socialization refers to the idea that good role models and community
monitoring in the neighborhood result in positive behavior among children and adolescents. The
institutional model suggests that the quality of neighborhood institutions such as schools
determines outcomes among students. The competition model refers to how children in highly
resourced neighborhoods may compete among each other resulting in negative outcomes. The
relative deprivation model posits that low SES children are likely to feel deprived in comparison
to children from high SES backgrounds. I draw on these theoretical ideas to discuss how
neighborhood characteristics might be linked to the psychological well-being of adolescents in
immigrant and non-immigrant families, and how these effects may differ by race/ethnicity.
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Neighborhood contexts can be conceptualized as structural and functional (Georgiades, et al.,
2007). Structural aspects of the neighborhood refer to how the context can be characterized using
organization and composition elements. Measures of neighborhood structure in the existing
literature can be categorized into one of the following: economic composition, social
composition, and physical composition/ resources (Nicotera, 2007). Economic composition refers
to socioeconomic parameters such as poverty concentration, wealth concentration, employment,
and occupational status. Demographic features such as median age, race/ethnic composition,
immigrant concentration, and percentage of single parents are examples of social composition.
Physical composition refers to the level of resources such trash/liter control, schools, libraries,
and other social amenities.

The functional aspects of the neighborhood are the ways in which the neighborhood structural
components influence social interactions and behavior in the neighborhood context. Georgiades et
al (2007) refer to these influences as the ―transactional processes that take place between‖ the
defined structural elements of the neighborhood. The functional context of neighborhood may
also be conceptualized as the social processes that occur in the community (Nicotera, 2007).
Thus, social networks, community organizational involvement, informal social control, and social
cohesion are important functional aspects of a neighborhood that affects the physical and
psychological well-being of residents.

For instance, poverty concentration, a measure of

neighborhood economic composition and the most common element used in defining
neighborhood disadvantage, is associated with internalizing behaviors among adolescents (LaraCinisomo, et al., 2008). Less optimal levels of social cohesion and community control are
functional aspects of neighborhoods through which concentrated poverty could influence
adolescent internalizing problems. The structural-functional approach to conceptualizing
neighborhood allows identification of neighborhood structures that might be relevant to specific
outcomes and also permits the exploration of possible mechanisms (i.e. neighborhood functional
components) by which the structures affect specific outcomes. The approach also helps to assess
the direct and indirect effects of neighborhood factors on individual outcomes. Consequently,
interventions can be tailored specifically to address targeted undesirable outcomes.

Figure 4-1 shows a useful conceptual framework to illustrate how neighborhood components may
affect psychological well-being of adolescents in immigrant and non-immigrant families.
Race/ethnicity, immigrant generational status, and SES are important individual and family
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background characteristics that through the processes of racial segregation, discrimination, and
neighborhood preferences help to select families into various neighborhoods. The neighborhoods
in which families reside in turn affect their socioeconomic status through factors such as
employment prospects and school availability (Massey & Denton, 1993; Massey & Denton,
1985). This reciprocal relationship between family background and neighborhood is indicated in
Figure 4-1. The current study assesses how structural elements of residential neighborhoods into
which immigrant and non-immigrant adolescent families are selected, may affect adolescent
psychological well-being, taking individual and family factors into account.

The conceptual framework indicates both direct and indirect relationships between neighborhood
structure and adolescent psychological well-being. Regarding direct effects, the listed dimensions
(concentrated disadvantage, immigrant concentration, and residential stability) of neighborhood
structure affect the level of resources in the neighborhood and could impact psychological
outcomes. Concentrated disadvantage is likely to be related to lack of community resources (such
as health care providers) and high unemployment and associated low levels of employer-based
health insurance. Consequently, adolescents may not be able to access and obtain needed mental
health care services resulting in poor psychological outcomes. High concentrations of immigrants
could be protective for psychological health due to greater social support received from other
immigrants. Other the hand, high immigrant concentration could mean less English proficiency in
the neighborhood leading to anxiety or other psychological problems for adolescents in
immigrant families who may be unable to communicate proficiently in English with nonimmigrant peers. Thus, immigrant concentration could lead to either less or more psychological
problems for adolescents in immigrant families. Overall, the conceptual model suggests that
adolescents in immigrant families where structural neighborhood factors are predominantly
negative should show poor psychological well-being compared to adolescents in native-born
families. However, some studies have shown that recent immigrants in particular possess
protective factors that blunt the deleterious effects of their residence in disadvantage
neighborhoods on psychological well-being of their children (Harker, 2001). Some of the
protective factors include greater parental supervision and monitoring, less parent-child conflict,
and greater parental attachment which are family level social processes.
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Figure 4-1: Conceptual Model of the Relationship between Neighborhood Characteristics
and Adolescents’ Psychological Well-Being
Neighborhood structure
a) Concentrated disadvantage
b) Immigrant concentration

Adolescent

c) Residential Stability

psychological
outcome: depressive
symptoms

Family socio-demographic
factors: race/ethnicity, family
structure, income, employment
status, immigrant status etc.

Although the conceptual model provides a picture of possible mechanisms by which
neighborhood structure may influence the psychological health of adolescents in immigrant and
non-immigrant families, due to data limitations it is not possible to directly test any mechanisms
of neighborhood e.g. social cohesion and informal social control.

Instead, the following

hypotheses are tested:

H3a: Neighborhood concentrated disadvantage and immigrant concentration will decrease
across immigrant generation from first- through second- to third-generation.

H3b: Residential stability will increase across immigrant generation from first- through secondto third-generation.
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H3c: Neighborhood concentrated disadvantage, immigrant concentration, and residential
stability will explain the generational differences in depressive symptoms among adolescents
aside the role of individual- and family-level factors.

H3d: Taking neighborhood concentrated disadvantage, immigrant concentration, and residential
stability into account will reduce differences in depressive symptoms among non-Hispanic whites,
non-Hispanic blacks, Asians, and Hispanics adolescents regardless of generational status.
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III. Methods
Data
The current study uses the National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health (Add Health) data.
Add Health is longitudinal study of adolescents in grades 7 to 12 sampled in 1994/95 school year.
The background about the Add Health study has already been described in detail (see Methods
section in Chapter 2). The present analysis uses Add Health Wave 1.

At Wave 1, 80 high schools and their feeder middle or junior high schools were sampled for
inclusion in the study. Overall, the in-school interview sample totaled 90,118 students at Wave I.
From the in-school sample, a random subsample of 20,745 adolescents was selected for Wave 1
in-home interviews (K.M. Harris, et al., 2009). A parent--usually the mother--also participated in
in-home interviews at Wave I; 17,669 parents were included in the Wave I in-home interviews.
The Add Health data provides information on respondents‘ social, economic, psychological and
physical well-being as well as contextual data at the family, neighborhood, and school levels. In
addition, geo-coded Census information has been linked to the Add Health to allow researchers to
examine how neighborhood structural characteristics impact adolescents‘ physical and
psychological health, health-related risk behaviors, and other outcomes.

Add Health is appropriate for the current study because the data is nationally representative of
adolescents who attend school in the United States. Additionally, the available information on the
birth places of adolescents and their parents or guardians allows immigrant generational status of
the adolescents to be determined. Also, the geo-coded data on neighborhoods measured at the
Census tract level merged with the original survey information permit the examination of
neighborhood background variables including race/ethnic composition, poverty rate, and
unemployment level that are very relevant to the present study.

Analytic sample
The analytic sample of 16,204 is restricted to adolescents whose parents or guardians were also
interviewed and had assigned design weights. Observations with missing person-level and
neighborhood characteristics measures totaling 989 cases were excluding resulting in a
substantive sample of 15,215. Additional 967 cases were dropped from the analytic sample
because there was only one or no individual in the residential census tract or neighborhood. There
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are no major differences in gender, age, race/ethnicity, and SES between the retained and deleted
cases. However, retained cases were slightly more likely to be male (52.9% of retained cases
versus 50.9% of deleted cases), possess a high school diploma (44.3% of retained cases versus
30.1% of deleted cases), and be a non-Hispanic White (69.7% of retained cases versus 49.4% of
deleted cases). Also, retained cases reside in neighborhoods with slightly fewer disadvantages
with regard to poverty level (11.5% of retained cases versus 17.0% of deleted cases),
unemployment rate (7.4% of retained cases versus 9.0% of deleted cases) and proportion foreignborn (6.3% of retained cases versus 8.1% of deleted cases). The final sample of 14,248 represents
1,096 census tract neighborhoods. The distribution of observations per neighborhood group is
shown in Table 4-1. Past research using unbalanced data and simulation approach demonstrated
that reliable multilevel model estimates are possible with a mean of 2.9 observations per group
(Clarke, 2008).
Table 4-1: Distribution of Adolescents in the U.S. Census Tract Neighborhoods in Add
Health Survey Wave I
Number of adolescents per
Frequency
neighborhood
(unweighted N = 14,248)
Percentage
2
604
4.24
3
477
3.35
4
340
2.39
5
390
2.74
6 or more
12,437
87.29

Measures
Dependent variable
The outcome of interest in the current study is adolescents‘ self-reported depressive symptoms
based on 19 items from the Center for Epidemiologic Studies-Depression Scale (CES-D)
(Radloff, 1977). The original CES-D scale consists of 20 items but in Add Health two items
namely ―I had crying spells‖ and ―My sleep was restless‖ were omitted. The CES-D instrument in
Add Health also reflects some adaptation of the scale to adolescents. First, an item ―I felt that life
was not worth living‖ was included as a crucial component of identifying adolescent depression
(Garrison, Addy, Jackson, McKeown, & Waller, 1991). Also, two items have been re-worded to
suit children (Faulstich et al. 1986; Weissman et al. 1980): ―I felt that everything I did was an
effort‖ reframed as ―You felt that you were too tired to do things‖ and ―I could not get going‖
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reframed as ―It was hard to get started doing things.‖ The 19-item CES-D instrument as used in
Add Health is shown in Table 4-2. The CES-D score on each item is summed up and used as a
continuous variable ranging from 0 to 57 after reverse coding the positively-worded items ―You
felt that you were just as good as other people,‖ ―You felt hopeful about the future,‖ ―You were
happy,‖ and ―You enjoyed life‖ to ensure consistency of all items. A higher score indicates
reporting of more depressive symptoms. No categories are created using the summed CES-D
scores based on suggested cut-offs (e.g.Goodman, Huang, Wade, & Kahn, 2003; Rushton,
Forcier, & Schectman, 2002) because the existing literature does not firmly establish whether
such cut-offs are applicable across all racial/ethnic groups and immigrant generations.

Table 4-2: Center for Epidemiological Studies-Depression (CES-D) Scale Questions in Add Health
Survey Wave 1
How often was each of the following things true during the past week?
Answers were as follows: 0 (never or rarely) 1 (sometimes) 2 (a lot of the time) 3(most of the time or
all of the time)
1. You were bothered by things that usually don‘t bother you.
2. You didn‘t feel like eating, your appetite was poor.
3. You felt that you could not shake off the blues, even with help from your family and your friends.
4. You felt that you were just as good as other people.
5. You had trouble keeping your mind on what you were doing.
6. You felt depressed.
7. You felt that you were too tired to do things.†
8. You felt hopeful about the future.
9. You thought your life had been a failure.
10. You felt fearful.
11. You were happy
12. You talked less than usual.
13. You felt lonely.
14. People were unfriendly to you.
15. You enjoyed life.
16. You felt sad.
17. You felt that people disliked you.
18. It was hard to get started doing things.†
19. You felt life was not worth living. 
 Additional item added to CES-D Scale as first proposed by Garrison, Addy, Jackson, McKeown, & Waller (1991)
† Items reworded to suit children including adolescents.
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Independent variables:
A.

Person and family-level measures

1.

Immigrant generational status: The key independent variable is generational
status of the adolescents derived from responses to whether the adolescent
respondent, the mother (biological or adoptive), and/or the father (biological or
adoptive) or guardian were born in U.S. or not. These three responses were recoded into three categories: 1st generation implies adolescent respondent was
born a non-U.S. citizen and both parents/guardians are non-US born, 2nd
generation implies adolescent was born in the U.S. or as a U.S. citizen abroad
but least one parent/guardian was not US-born, 3rd generation implies the
adolescent and both parents/guardians were born in the United States. For
single-parent households, only the immigrant status of the resident parent was
used. Binary categories (1 and 0) are also created for each generational status
and the 3rd generation is used as the reference group.

2.

Race/ethnicity: the race/ethnicity of each adolescent is categorized as 1= NonHispanic White, 2 = Non-Hispanic Black, 3 = Asian, 4 = Hispanic, 5 = Other
[Note: ―Other‖ race group included for completeness but is not focus of
analysis] . Dummy variables (1 and 0) for each racial/ethnic category are used
in the regression models and non-Hispanic Whites is the reference group.

3.

Use of English language at home: Respondents were asked to indicate whether
English, Spanish or other language was most commonly used at home. The
responses were re-coded as 1= English, and 0 = non-English.

4.

Family structure: Designates the type of parental home in which an adolescent
resides. Three categories are created as ―two biological parents,‖ ―single
biological parent,‖ and ―others.‖ Each category is recoded into a dummy and
those in two biological parents home serve as the reference.

5.

Family SES: Measured as educational attainment of respondent‘s mother or
female guardian. If mother‘s educational attainment is not available, then that
of the father or male guardian is used. Parental educational status was coded as
follows: 1=Less than High School, 2=High/equivalent College, 3=Some
College or more (reference). Dummy variables are also created for each
educational category.
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6.

Self-reported health: Adolescents were asked to rate their overall health on a
five-point scale designated as follows: 1 = poor, 2 = fair, 3 = good, 4 = very
good, and 5 = excellent. Self-reported health is used as a continuous variable
to avoid loss of information.

7.

Gender: The gender of the adolescents is coded 1= Male (reference) and 0 =
Female.

8.

B.

Age: The age of the adolescents in years is used as a continuous variable.

Neighborhood measures

Neighborhood-level measures in the study are concentrated disadvantage, immigrant
concentration, and residential stability. The reliability and validity of these three
dimensions of neighborhood have been established in past research (Lara-Cinisomo, et
al., 2008; R.J. Sampson, et al., 1997; Xue, et al., 2005).

For this study, concentrated

disadvantage, immigrant concentration, and residential stability were derived from a
factor analysis of 1096 Census tracts in the final analytic sample. The factor scores based
on the weighted contribution of items that load onto concentrated disadvantage,
immigrant concentration, and residential stability represent the respective measure. The
items that load onto each of the three dimensions of neighborhood are as follows:
1.

Concentrated Disadvantage: Consists of five items namely i) proportion of
households below poverty level, ii) proportion of unemployed residents, iii)
proportion of households headed by a female, iv) proportion residents who are
non-Hispanic Blacks, and v) proportion of residents who are public assistance
recipients.

2.

Immigrant Concentration: An index of two items that depict differences in
racial/ethnic and immigrant composition of neighborhoods measure immigrant
concentration and these are i) proportion of immigrant residents, and ii)
percentage of residents in Hispanic ethnic group.

3.

Residential Stability: Factor analysis revealed two items that measure
residential stability i) proportion of residents who own their houses, and ii)
percentage of residents who live in their houses continuously over the past five
years.
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Analytic Approach
The analytic approach consists of preliminary descriptive analysis and two-level hierarchical
linear modeling. First, cross-tabulations and chi-square tests are performed to assess the
relationship between generational status and i) depression symptoms ii) all the independent
variables including concentrated disadvantage, immigrant concentration, and residential stability.
The descriptive analysis allows an appraisal of how the study variables vary across immigrant
generations.

The main focus of the study is the relationship between depressive symptoms and generation
status and whether neighborhood context affects this relationship after taking into account person
and family-level factors. Therefore, various two-level hierarchical linear models in which
adolescents are nested within residential neighborhoods are formulated. The hierarchical linear
modeling steps proceed as follows. First, the proportion of variance in mean depressive
symptoms between neighborhoods is estimated using a null model (Model 1) that includes no
level-1 or level-2 predictors. The next step involves specifying Model 2 with the inclusion of
generation status dummies (1st and 2nd generation, 3rd generation omitted as the reference). An
assessment of whether the generational status variables should be specified as fixed or random
effects is made by evaluating deviance test results of equivalent models that differ in only the
random parameter. Age, gender, and self-reported health (standardized or z-scored) are included
in Model 3 to determine the effect of these key person-level factors. Next, Model 4 is specified
with the inclusion of level-1 demographic and socio-economic measures namely race/ethnicity
dummies (non-Hispanic Whites omitted as reference category), parental educational status
dummies (college or more omitted as the reference group), type of parental home (two-parent
biological omitted as reference category), and use of English language at home. Model 4 allows
an evaluation of how person- and family-level factors impact the relationship between depressive
symptoms and immigrant generational status among adolescents. The final model, Model 5,
incorporates the neighborhood measures--concentrated disadvantage, immigrant concentration,
and residential stability-- as the key level-2 factors into the slope equations at level-2 for
generation status (1st and 2nd generation) as well as the race/ethnicity (non-Hispanic Blacks,
Asians, and Hispanics) slope equations at level-2. Model 5 addresses two issues. First, Model 5
helps assess whether neighborhood factors affect the relationship between generational status and
depressive symptoms among adolescents after accounting for other person- and family-level
factors. Next, Model 5 provides insight into the impact of neighborhood factors on the
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racial/ethnic disparities in depressive symptoms among adolescents after controlling for
generational status.
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IV. Results
Results of the study are presented in two parts namely descriptive statistics and multi-level or
hierarchical linear models. The descriptive statistics by generational status are presented for
depressive symptoms, individual and family factors, and neighborhood characteristics. The multilevel results are presented for one unconditional model (Model 1) and four unconditional models
(Models 2 to 5).

Descriptive statistics
Depressive symptoms by immigrant generational status
Table 4-3 displays the distribution of the mean score in depressive symptoms in adolescents by
generational status and race/ethnicity. The Cronbach‘s alpha of the CES-D scale is 0.86. The
mean score of depressive symptoms is significantly higher for the first generation compared to
the third generation (12.18 versus 10.56, p-value=0.002) adolescents, regardless of race/ethnicity.
Similarly, second generation adolescents‘ mean depression symptoms score is worse than that of
the third generation (11.47 versus 10.56, p-value=0.029). Whites are used as the reference group
in making racial/ethnic differences in mean depression symptoms score within each generational
category. In the first generation, non-Hispanic Blacks and Hispanics have significantly higher
depressive symptoms mean score (12.89 compared to 9.95, p-value of 0.050 for non-Hispanic
Blacks; 12.49 compared to 9.95 and p-value of 0.062 for Hispanics). First generation Asians do
not differ statistically from the first generation non-Hispanic Whites. Among the second
generation, only Hispanics have a higher mean score in reported depressive symptoms compared
to Whites. In the third generation, non-Hispanic Blacks, Asians, and Hispanics have significantly
higher mean depressive symptoms scores when each racial/ethnic group is compared to nonHispanic Whites (mean score=10.12): 12.11, p-value of 0.000 for non-Hispanic Blacks; 12.21 pvalue of 0.002 for Asians; and 12.74 and p-value of 0.000 for Hispanics. Overall, the mean
depressive symptoms score decreases over generations from the first to third when racial/ethnic
background is not taken into account.

Person and family-level factors by immigrant generational status
Table 4-4 presents person- and family-level factors by generational status among adolescents.
There are no significant differences in age, gender, and self-reported health by immigrant
generation. Race/ethnic background, parental educational level, family structure, and ‗use of
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English language at home‘ are all significantly associated with generational status as shown by
the designed weight adjusted p-value of 0.000. First generations are predominantly Hispanics
(57.4%) and Asians (28.5%); second generations consist largely of Hispanics (48.5%) and nonHispanic Whites (30.4%); third generations are mostly non-Hispanic Whites (77.1%) and nonHispanic Blacks (14.9%). Parental educational level increases with increase in generational
status. About 44% of first generation and 33.8% of second generation adolescents have parents
who did complete high school education. In contrast, 46.4% and 39.1% of third generation
adolescents have parents who completed high school and some college-level education
respectively. Adolescents who reside with two-biological parents are more likely to be first and
second generation than third generation (62.1%, 71.4%, and 57.3% of 1st, 2nd, and 3rd generation
respectively). The proportion of adolescents who report the predominant use of English language
at home increases with increase in generational status.

Neighborhood characteristics by immigrant generational status
The Cronbach‘s alpha was 0.74 for the concentrated disadvantage scale, 0.89 for the immigrant
concentration scale, and 0.55 for the residential stability scale. Although the alpha for residential
stability appears low, the two measures of the scale namely proportion of home-owners and
proportion living in neighborhood for the past five years had high factor loadings of 0.64 and 0.94
respectively. The factor score ranges are as follows: -1.21 to 4.30 for concentrated disadvantage, 1.26 to 4.19 for immigrant concentration, and -4.15 to 2.25 for residential stability. Based on the
median value of the factor scores, each neighborhood measure is categorized into two: less than
median score is considered ‗low‘ while a median score or higher is considered ‗high‘. A similar
approach has been used in past research (Lara-Cinisomo, et al., 2008)

The distribution of adolescents in residential neighborhoods by generational status is displayed in
Table 4-5. Generational status is significantly associated with concentrated disadvantage,
immigrant concentration, and residential stability as shown by the p-values of the design-based
chi-square testing the association between immigrant generation and the three neighborhood
measures. Greater proportions of first and second generation adolescents reside in neighborhoods
with ‗high‘ concentrated disadvantage compared to third generation adolescents (57.7% of first
generation, 46.0% of second generation, and 38.5% of third generation). Similarly, only 38% of
third generations live in neighborhoods characterized as ‗high‘ in terms of immigrant
concentration compared to 83.5% and 72.7% respectively of first and second generations. The
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percentage of adolescents who live in ‗high‘ residential stability neighborhoods increases from
34.0% for first generations to 48.7% for second generations and to 64.4% for third generations.

Multi-level Models
Table 4-6 provides the fixed effect results and Table 4.7 shows the variance components.

Unconditional Model
The average depressive symptoms score (Model 1 fixed effect) is 10.75 (see Table 4-6) and the
level-1 and level-2 variances are52.4312 and 4.3969 respectively (see Table 4-7 Model 1). The
unconditional model (Model 1) variance components result permits an assessment of the
variability in depressive symptoms within level-1 and level-2 units. The intraclass correlation
coefficient (ICC) which is defined as the proportion of variance in the outcome that is due to
differences between the level-2 units is 7.7 percent (computed from Model 1 variance
components in Table 4.7 as u0j /[σ2 + uoj] = 4.3969/[52.4312+4.3969] = 0.077*100=7.7%). The
ICC implies 7.7 percent of the variance in the mean depressive symptoms score among
adolescents is due to neighborhood differences.

Conditional Models: Level-1 predictors
The second, third, and fourth models present the results of person- and family factors. In Model 2,
first and second generational status variables are included while the third generation is omitted as
the reference category. After comparing deviance test results generation 2 is specified as random.
The Model 2 fixed effects (Table 4-6) show that first generation adolescents have significantly
higher neighborhood mean depressive symptoms score compared to third generation adolescents
(10.61 + 1.13 =11.74 for first generation and 10.61 for third generation, p-value=0.004). Second
and third generation adolescents do not differ significantly in the neighborhood mean depressive
symptoms score. The residual variance components at level-1 and level-2 after including
generation status in level-1 is marginal (see Table 4-7).

After controlling for person-level age, gender, and self-reported health in Model 3, the mean
depressive symptoms score for first generation adolescents is still significantly higher than those
of third generation adolescents by 1.17 points (p-value=0.002). Also, second generation
adolescents appear to have a marginal and significantly (at p-value of 0.1) higher mean
depressive symptoms score compared to third generation adolescents (11.45+0.63 = 12.08 for 2nd
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generation and 11.45 for 3rd generation, p-value=0.092). Males have a lower mean depressive
symptoms score (-1.60, p-value=0.000) than females. Similarly, a one standard deviation in selfreported health is associated with a lower mean depressive symptoms score (-1.94, pvalue=0.000). From Table 4-7 (Model 3), age, gender, and self-reported health reduce the level-1
variance by 8.7 percent (i.e. [51.7033 – 47.2092]/51.7033 = 0.0869*100).

In Model 4, the first and second generation adolescents are no longer significantly different from
the third generation after including race/ethnicity, parental educational status, English language
use at home and family structure as family-level factors (Table 4-6 Model 4). It appears personand family-level differences explain generational status disparities in mean depressive scores
among adolescents. Compared to non-Hispanic Whites, all the minority racial/ethnic groups have
higher mean depressive symptoms scores (1.05, 0.97, and 0.58 greater for non-Hispanic Blacks,
Asians, and Hispanics respectively and with p-values 0.001, 0.038, and 0.060). The person-level
factors remain significant in Model 4. From the variance components results for Model 4 (see
Table 4-7), person- and family-level factors beside generational status account for 10.5 percent in
the level-1 variance (i.e. [51.7033 – 46.2676]/51.7033 = 0.105*100).

Conditional Models: Level-2 predictors
The final conditional model (Model 5) assesses how three neighborhood measures affect the
association between depressive symptoms and i) generational status and ii) race/ethnicity.
Concentrated disadvantage, immigrant concentration, and residential stability have no significant
effect on the relationship between depressive symptoms and generational status after taking
person- and family-level factors into account. However, the three neighborhood factors explain
some of the racial/ethnic disparities in depressive symptoms. The coefficient for non-Hispanic
Blacks is reduced to 0.90 (p-value=0.015) in Model 5 from 1.05 (p-value=0.001) in Model 4.
Similarly, the coefficients for Asians and Hispanics have been reduced in Model 5 compared to
Model 4 and are no longer significant. Also, one standard deviation increase in immigrant
concentration increases depressive symptoms score by 1.20 (p-value=0.030) for Asians and 0.56
(p-value=0.064) for Hispanics. Age, gender, self-reported health, parental educational status, and
family structure coefficients remain very significant and largely unchanged while the coefficient
of English language use reduces to -1.02 (p-value=0.038) in Model 5 from -1.19 (p-value=0.012)
in Model 4 suggesting that some of the effects seen for English language use may be explained by
neighborhood factors. Neighborhood factors have marginal impact on level-2 variance
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components: slight increase in mean depressive symptoms random intercept and slight decrease
in generation 2 random slope (Table 4-7 Model 5).
Table 4-3: Weighteda Mean of Depression Symptoms Score on the 19-items CES-D‡
Instrument among Adolescents by Immigrant Generational Status and Race/Ethnicity in
Add Health Survey Wave I
Un-weighted N
†

1st Generationa
Whites
Blacks
Asians
Hispanics

942(4.49%)
42
49
300
526

2nd Generationa
Whites
Blacks
Asians
Hispanics

1,476(6.99%)
234
80
274
850

3rd Generationa
Whites
Blacks
Asians
Hispanics

11,830(88.51%)
7,896
2,616
178
951

Total unweighted N
Total weighted N

14,248
17,072,574

†

†

Mean depression
symptoms score (s.e.)

p-valueb

12.18 (0.52)
9.95 (1.19)
12.89 (0.85)
12.37 (1.00)
12.49 (0.59)

0.002c
ref.d
0.050
0.123
0.062

11.47 (0.41)
10.25 (0.70)
10.68 (0.99)
11.12 (0.79)
12.52 (0.57)

0.029c
ref.d
0.725
0.408
0.006

10.56 (0.13)
10.12 (0.14)
12.11 (0.27)
12.21 (0.66)
12.74 (0.42)

ref.c
ref.d
0.000
0.002
0.000

‡

Refers to Center for Epidemiologic Studies-Depression Scale (Radloff, 1977)
Total sample includes those in 'other' race/ethnic group but results for this group are not shown
b
p-values are at 95% confidence level using student t-tests; the Bonferroni adjusted alpha at 0.05 significant level is
0.0167
c
refers to overall inter-generation comparison using 3rd generation as the reference category.
d
refers to race/ethnic comparison within each generation using Whites as the reference category.
†
percentages are weighted
a
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Table 4-4: Weighted Mean and Percentage Distribution of Person- and Family-level Independent Predictors/Variablesa in Add
Health Survey Wave I
Independent variables

All
n=14,248

15.28 (0.02)
Age in years (mean)
50.5 (0.6)
Male (%)
3.89 (0.01)
Self-reported physical health (mean)
Race/ethnicity (%)
Non-Hispanic White
70.6 (0.5)
Non-Hispanic Black
13.7 (0.3)
Asian
2.9 (0.2)
Hispanic
11.2 (0.3)
Other
1.6 (0.1)
p-value of designed–based chi-square
Parental educational level (%)
Some college or more
37.7 (0.5)
High School or equivalent
44.6 (0.6)
Less than High School
16.0 (0.4)
Missing
1.6 (0.1)
p-value of designed–based chi-square
Family Structure (%)
Two biological parents
58.5 (0.5)
One biological parent
28.2 (0.5)
Others
13.3 (0.4)
p-value of designed–based chi-square
Language use at home (%)
English
93.7 (0.2)
Non-English
6.3 (0.2)
p-value of designed–based chi-square
Unweighted sample, N
17,072,574
Note: n is unweighted sample size; a standard errors in brackets

1st Generation
n=942

2nd Generation
n=1,478

3rd Generation
n=11,830

15.64 (0.09)
47.1 (2.6)
3.92 (0.05)

15.36 (0.08)
52.5 (0.6)
3.87 (0.04)

15.25 (0.02)
50.5 (0.6)
3.89 (0.01)

6.9 (1.4)
4.2 (0.9)
28.5 (2.4)
57.4 (2.6)
2.8 (0.7)

30.4 (2.0)
4.5 (0.7)
12.7 (1.2)
48.5 (2.0)
3.9 (0.8)
0.000

77.1 (0.5)
14.9 (0.4)
0.8 (0.1)
5.9 (0.3)
1.4 (0.1)

26.1 (2.1)
24.8 (2.3)
44.2 (2.6)
4.9 (1.1)

27.8 (1.8)
34.3 (1.9)
33.8 (1.9)
4.0 (0.8)
0.000

39.1 (0.6)
46.4 (0.6)
13.1 (0.4)
1.3 (0.1)

62.1 (2.5)
26.3 (2.3)
11.6 (1.6)

71.4 (1.8)
21.4 (1.6)
7.1 (1.0)
0.000

57.3 (0.6)
28.9 (0.5)
13.9 (0.4)

29.9 (2.4)
70.0 (2.4)

63.1 (1.9)
36.9 (1.9)
0.000
1,194,659

99.3 (0.1)
0.6 (0.1)

766,479

15,111,436
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Table 4-5: Neighborhood Structural Characteristics by Immigrant Generation Status in Add Health Survey Wave I
Independent variables

Concentrated disadvantage
High
Low
p-value of designed–based chi-square
Immigrant Concentration
High
Low
p-value of designed–based chi-square
Residential Stability
High
Low
p-value of designed–based chi-square
Weighted sample, N

All
n=14,248
% (s.e.)

1st Generation
n=942
% (s.e.)

2nd Generation
n=1,478
% (s.e.)

39.8 (3.6)
60.2 (3.6)

57.7 (7.0)
42.3 (7.0)

46.0 (5.3)
54.0 (5.3)
0.026

38.5 (3.8)
61.5 (3.8)

42.7 (3.6)
57.3 (3.6)

83.5 (4.1)
16.5 (4.1)

72.7 (4.8)
27.3 (4.8)
0.000

38.3 (3.5)
61.7 (3.5)

61.9(2.9)
38.1(2.9)

34.0(3.9)
66.0(3.9)

48.7(3.8)
51.3(3.8)
0.000

64.4(3.0)
35.6(3.0)

17,072,574

766,479

1,194,659

3rd Generation
n=11,830
% (s.e.)

15,111,436
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Table 4-6: Random Co-efficient Regression Modela of Depressive Symptoms Score
Fixed effects

Coeffi.

Model 1
Robust
ps.e.
value

Coeffi.

Model 2
Robust
ps.e.
value

Coeffi.

Model 3
Robust
ps.e.
value

Mean depressive symptoms
Intercept

10.75

0.121

0.000

10.61

0.126

0.000

11.45

0.150

0.000

1st Generation
Intercept

---

---

---

1.13

0.382

0.004

1.17

0.369

0.002

Concentrated Disadvantage

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

Immigrant Concentration

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

Residential Stability

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

0.60

0.403

0.138

0.63

0.375

0.092

Concentrated Disadvantage

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

Immigrant Concentration

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

2nd Generation
Intercept

Residential Stability

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

3rd Generation (ref.)

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

Male1, slope

---

---

---

---

---

---

-1.60

0.164

0.000

Age, slope

---

---

---

---

---

---

0.38

0.050

0.000

Self-reported physical health, slope

---

---

---

---

---

---

-1.94

0.092

0.000

Race/ethnicity
Blacks, slope

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

Asians, slope

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

English language use , slope
Parental Educational Status

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

Less than high school, slope

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

High school, slope

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

Some College or more (ref.)

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

Two bio. parent home (ref.)

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

Single bio. parent home, slope

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

Immigrant Concentration
Hispanics, slope
Immigrant Concentration
Whites(ref.)
2

Family structure

Other home, slope
----------------Model 1 is unconditional and all other models are conditional;
1
Female is the reference group
2
Non-English language is reference group
‡ Model 5 has neighborhood measures in Blacks, Asians, Hispanics slopes but only significant components (i.e.
immigrant concentration) are shown

---

a
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Table 4-6: Random Co-efficient Regression Modela of Depressive Symptoms Score contd.
Fixed effects
Mean depressive symptoms
Intercept

Coeffi.

Model 4
Robust
ps.e.
value

Coeffi.

Model 5
Robust
p-value
s.e.

11.08

0.512

0.000

10.90

0.526

0.000

0.485
---

0.365
---

-0.35

0.588

0.556

Concentrated Disadvantage

-0.44
---

-0.16

0.584

0.778

Immigrant Concentration

---

---

---

-0.29

0.389

0.460

Residential Stability

---

---

---

0.19

0.458

0.668

0.402
---

0.821
---

-0.07

0.418

0.860

Concentrated Disadvantage

-0.09
---

0.41

0.381

0.188

Immigrant Concentration

---

---

---

-0.33

0.335

0.321

Residential Stability

---

---

---

3rd Generation (ref.)

---

---

---

-0.07
---

0.379
---

0.847
---

Male1, slope

-1.56

0.159

0.000

-1.56

0.159

0.000

Age, slope
Self-reported physical health,
slope
Race/ethnicity
Blacks, slope

0.36

0.050

0.000

0.36

0.049

0.000

-1.82

0.092

0.000

-1.81

0.092

0.000

1.05

0.291

0.001

0.90

0.370

0.015

0.590

0.315

1st Generation
Intercept

2nd Generation
Intercept

Asians, slope

0.97
---

0.469
---

0.038
---

0.59
1.20

0.552

0.030

0.58
---

0.310
---

0.060
---

0.46

0.309

0.133

---

---

---

0.56
---

0.304
---

0.064
---

-1.19

0.475

0.012

-1.02

0.489

0.038

Less than high school, slope

2.24

0.298

0.000

2.24

0.297

0.000

High school, slope

0.68
---

0.175
---

0.000
---

0.68
---

0.176
---

0.000
---

Two bio. parent home (ref.)

---

---

---

---

---

---

Single bio. parent home, slope

1.29

0.224

0.000

1.29

0.224

0.000

Immigrant Concentration
Hispanics, slope
Immigrant Concentration
Whites(ref.)
English language use2, slope
Parental Educational Status

Some College or more (ref.)
Family structure

Other home, slope
1.51
0.247
0.000
1.51
0.247
0.000
Model 1 is unconditional and all other models are conditional;
1
Female is the reference group
2
Non-English language is reference group
‡ Model 5 has neighborhood measures in Blacks, Asians, Hispanics slopes but only significant components (i.e.
immigrant concentration) are shown
a
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Table 4-7: Variance Explained in Random Co-efficient Regression Model† of Depressive Symptoms Score
Random effect

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

Model 5

Level-1 variance , σ2

52.4312

51.7033

47.2092

46.2676

46.2478

Variance component

4.3969

4.1815

3.4169

2.6724

2.6981

Chi sq

2209.8

795.7

733.3

686.6

683.2

df

1095

420

420

420

420

p-value

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

Variance component

---

13.8689

11.7437

12.5223

12.4415

Chi sq

---

536.0

526.9

527.6

527.1

df

---

420

420

420

417

p-value

---

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

Level-2 variance components:
Mean depressive symptoms , u0j

nd

2 Generation, u1j

†

Model 1 is unconditional and all other models are conditional
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V. Discussion
The current study examined the association between generation status and depressive symptoms
among adolescents and the personal, family-level, and neighborhood factors that affects this
relationship.

After adjusting for age, gender, and self-reported health status, mean levels of depressive
symptoms differ among adolescents by generational status. First generation adolescents have the
highest level of depressive symptoms followed by the second generation and then the third
generation adolescents. Past studies show mixed findings regarding whether internalizing
problems such as depression is lower in first and second generation adolescents compared to third
generations. The current study findings are consistent with past research that adopted a similar
approach of nesting adolescents in neighborhoods. In that study among Hispanic youth in
Chicago neighborhoods, internalizing psychological problems scores decreased across
generations from first to third (Lara-Cinisomo, et al., 2008). The descriptive analysis in the
present study shows that English language use at home increases with increasing generational
status. English language use in the multi-level models remains significant in the final model after
adjusting for person-, and family-level factors as well as neighborhood characteristics.
Adolescents who use English language at home have significantly lower levels of depressive
symptoms suggesting first and second generation adolescents who use English less often at home
may be at risk for depressive symptoms. Studies that measure the level of acculturation based on
English language use find that low acculturation (less use of English) is associated with higher
level of depression (Mikolajczyk, et al., 2007). It possible that the stress associated with less
English proficiency when communicating with peers among first generation adolescents in
particular contributes to internalizing problems such as depression.

The generational differences in depressive symptoms disappeared after adjusting for family-level
factors including parental educational status, family structure, English language use, and
race/ethnicity. The results indicate that family-level SES factors contribute significantly to the
higher depressive symptoms noticed among first generation adolescents compared to third
generation adolescents. Immigrant families have low SES and come from minority racial/ethnic
background (mainly Hispanics and Asians). The challenges associated with minority
race/ethnicity such as racism and discrimination are likely to affect adolescents with immigrant
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parents resulting in higher levels of internalizing problems including depression. Existing studies
indicate that racism and discrimination negatively impacts the mental health among minority
children (Pachter & Coll, 2009). However, greater family and social support among immigrant
families may obviate some of the negative effects of minority racial/ethnic status among children
in with immigrant parents (Landale, et al., 2011).

The study findings show that first and second generation adolescents reside in neighborhoods
with high levels of concentrated disadvantage and immigrant concentration. Also, first and
second generation adolescents are more likely to live in neighborhoods that are less residentially
stable compared to third generation adolescents. However, the neighborhood measures examined
in the current study accounted for no generational differences in depressive symptoms after
adjusting for level-1 person and family factors. It appears individual and family-level factors
matter more than neighborhood factors with regard to depressive symptoms among adolescents.
Nevertheless, neighborhood factors appear to affect racial/ethnic disparities in depressive
symptoms among adolescents. Even when person and family-level factors including immigrant
generation are controlled, minority non-Hispanic Blacks, Asians, and Hispanics are still more
likely to have depressive symptoms compared to non-Hispanic Whites. Neighborhood immigrant
concentration in particular is associated with higher depressive symptoms for Asians and
Hispanics compared to non-Hispanic Whites.

Four hypotheses were posed in the conceptual framework of the study. All the hypotheses except
one are confirmed by the study results. The first hypothesis suggested that concentrated
disadvantage and immigrant concentration will increase across generational status from the first
to the third. Similarly, residential stability was also posited to increase across generations in the
second hypothesis. The descriptive analyses showed significantly higher proportions of first and
second generations adolescents live in neighborhoods with high concentrated disadvantage and
immigrant concentration, and residential stability is equally lower in those neighborhoods
compared to the places in which third generations reside. Very strong associations were also
found between the three neighborhood measures and generational status. The results presented do
not support the third hypothesis that concentrated disadvantage, immigrant concentration, and
residential stability explain generational differences in depressive symptoms among adolescents.
The generational differences in depressive symptoms were largely explained by person and
family-level factors and not neighborhood factors. Consistent with the fourth hypothesis,
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neighborhood factors reduced racial/ethnic disparities in depressive symptoms among the
adolescents after adjusting for person and family-level factors beside race/ethnicity.

A limitation of the study is the use of self-reported depressive symptoms instead of objective
measures of depression. It is possible self-reported depressive symptoms may not reported
consistently across all generational and racial/ethnic groups. Also, the original design of the Add
Health study was not based on sampling neighborhoods and hence some neighborhoods have
very few individuals. However, the literature on multi-level modeling suggest that a mean of 2.9
level-1 units per level-2 unit in unbalanced data such as Add Health produces fairly accurate
fixed and random effect estimates (Clarke, 2008). In the current study, the number of adolescents
per neighborhood range from 2 to 238 with a mean of 13. Further, the data was also analyzed by
restricting the sample to 3 adolescents per neighborhood and 5 adolescents per neighborhood. The
results of these analyses were very close to the findings presented and discussed.

The study findings have important policy implications. Generational differences in depressive
symptoms and racial/ethnic disparities in depression among adolescents appear to be affected by
different sets of factors. Thus, programs aimed at reducing mental health problems such as
depression among adolescents need to take this into account. Immigrant adolescents may be best
helped by addressing family SES disadvantages among immigrant families. Also, facilitating
English language proficiency among immigrant families may contribute to reducing mental
health problems among adolescents with immigrant parents. Finally, racial/ethnic differences in
depression among adolescents require programs that include interventions to reduce
neighborhood level disadvantages such as poverty and unemployment.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Conclusions and Policy Implications
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Summary of three studies
This dissertation examines the disparities in physical and mental health status and health care
access and utilization between adolescents and young adults in immigrant and non-immigrant
families. The first study assesses the differences in the trajectories of self-reported physical health
from age 12 to 32 among non-Hispanic Whites, non-Hispanic Blacks, Asians, and Hispanics in
immigrant and non-immigrant families. Further, the effect of assimilation on the self-reported
health trajectories of adolescents and young adults age 12 to 32 with immigrant or non-immigrant
parents from the four racial/ethnic backgrounds are examined. The second study determines
whether the trends in the receipt of routine physical exams from age 12 to 32 differ for those in
immigrant and non-immigrant families. Also, the role of factors associated with health care
access and utilization on the trajectories of routine physical examination is evaluated. The third
study describes the immigrant generational differences in depressive symptoms among
adolescents and notes how person, family, and neighborhood factors explain the association
between depressive symptoms and generational status.

The results of the first study are that an advantage in the trajectory of self-reported health exists
for those in immigrant families from age 12 to 32 regardless of race/ethnicity and adjusting for
socioeconomic characteristics, demographic factors, acculturation, and spatial assimilation does
not fully explain the health advantage. It is possible immigrant selection may play a role in the
self-reported health trajectory differences between those in immigrant and non-immigrant
families.

The second study results reveal immigrant families are less likely to receive timely routine
physical exams between the ages of 12 and 22 compared to those in non-immigrant families.
However, from age 23 to 32 those in immigrant families are more likely to receive routine
physical exam compared to those in non-immigrant families among Blacks, Asians, and
Hispanics. High income, health insurance, having a usual source of health care, and a high
parental education enhance the probability of routine physical exam over time.

In the third study, first generation adolescents report higher average depressive symptoms than
third generation adolescents while second generation adolescents do not differ significantly from
third generation adolescents regarding average depressive symptoms reported. Also, greater
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proportions of first and second generation adolescents reside in neighborhoods characterized by
high concentrated disadvantage, high immigrant concentration, and low residential stability.
Results from the third study also indicate that person and family factors account for generation
differences in depressive symptoms while neighborhood factors contribute substantially to
racial/ethnic disparities in depressive symptoms among adolescents.
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Contributions
The trajectory of self-reported health study is the first study to use longitudinal data to assess how
adolescents in immigrant families change in their self-reported health as they mature into young
adulthood. Further, the study also presents evidence of persistent health advantage for adolescents
and young adults in immigrant families between age 12 and 32. The first study expands the
existing literature on the health of immigrant youth by including Asian and non-Hispanic blacks,
because past studies have focused largely on Hispanics.
The second study makes the following contributions. First of all, the findings identify the age
period during which adolescents and young adults with immigrant parents are most likely to forgo
routine physical exam. Second, the study documents that health insurance provision is more
likely to have greater impact on routine health care utilization among immigrant families
compared to non-immigrant families. Finally, the second study expands existing knowledge about
racial/ethnic disparities in the receipt of routine physical exam trajectories among immigrant and
non-immigrant families.

The final study makes useful contributions to the literature regarding the relationship between
generational status and depressive symptoms among adolescents as well as the factors that affect
this relationship. The findings indicate that depressive symptoms appear to be more predominant
in first generations compared to the second and third generations. Also, person and family-level
differences are primarily responsible for higher levels of depressive symptoms in first generation
adolescents in comparison to second and third generations. The study has also clarified that
neighborhood factors affect racial/ethnic disparities in adolescent depressive symptoms.

Overall, the three studies in the dissertations have expanded the existing knowledge on the health
status and health care access and utilization of adolescents and young adults in immigrant
families as well as the role of person, family, and neighborhood factors in shaping these health
outcomes.
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Policy Implications
The findings of the three studies in this dissertation have four major policy implications;
1. Remove health care access barriers for immigrant families
Immigrant families are known to face several barriers to health care including lack of
health insurance, language difficulties, and unavailable usual source of care. Also,
legislative actions have sought to prevent immigrant families from enrolling in publicly
funded insurance during the first five years of arrival in the United States. Since a health
advantage exists for adolescents and young adults in immigrant families, ensuring that
routine medical services are made available to immigrant families soon after arrival in the
U.S. would likely lead to the health advantage enduring over time. That way, expensive
medical costs associated with chronic medical conditions such as hypertension and
diabetes in later years may be reduced.

2. Target routine physical exam services to adolescents and young adults age 12 to 22 in
immigrant families
The second study identified age 12 to 22 as the period during which those in immigrant
families have a lower probability of receiving routine physical exam compared to
adolescents or youth in non-immigrant families. Routine medical service programs
including periodic physical exams must target immigrant families with dependents in this
age group. School-based programs could be particularly effective.

3. Address socioeconomic disadvantage and English language proficiency among
immigrant families
Communities with significant proportions of immigrant families would benefit from
collective efforts that provide access to employment and offer English language
proficiency for adolescents with immigrant parents. Improved socioeconomic status
among immigrant families will help to reduce mental health problems such as depression
among adolescents in immigrant families.

4.

Address neighborhood disadvantage among minority racial/ethnic groups
The third studies identified concentrated disadvantage, immigrant concentration, and
residential stability as factors that contribute to racial/ethnic disparities in depressive
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symptoms among adolescents. Neighborhood quality improvement efforts should pay
particular attention to minority racial/ethnic populations. Such efforts should include
greater access to employment and income-generating opportunities in deprived
neighborhoods dominated by minorities.

5.

Health System Changes
The findings of the first and second studies imply that health care systems changes are
required to meet the needs of immigrant families. First, the limitation in English language
use among immigrant families creates communication difficulties when immigrant
families interact with the health care system. Language difficulties can be surmounted by
employing interpreters to enable immigrants communicate to health care providers in
their preferred language. That way, immigrants gain greater access to needed health care.
Second, the health care system requires increase in the diversity of the workforce. A
diverse workforce will ensure that health care providers have people with backgrounds
that meet the health care needs of an increasingly diverse immigrant population in the
United States.

Future Research
The dissertation findings suggest the following future research:
1. Within racial/ethnic group analyses are required to better understand the extent to which
the broad health status and health care utilization findings among immigrants differ for
specific racial/ethnic minorities. Group specific results will help target interventions best
suited for specific racial/ethnic group.

2. More research is required to determine what English language use among immigrants
may represent. It is possible English language competence has both direct and indirect
implications for health. The direct role played by English language may include
interacting with health care providers while the indirect role may cover issues such as
employment opportunities as well as acculturation.
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